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The outbreak of the coronavirus COVID-19 earlier this year took the 
world by surprise.The long-term consequences of this emerging 
infectious disease (EID) are impossible to predict. Currently, disruption 
in every economic sector, unprecedented demands on health services 
everywhere, let alone human morbidity and mortality, are already highly 
visible through saturated media coverage. The Academy of Science of 
South Africa recently issued a measured Statement on the Implications 
of Novel Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2; COVID-19) in South Africa that is 
worth reading. A recent ‘Opinion’ in the Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences of the United States of America alerts us to 
the effects of a pandemic risk that threatens progress towards all the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).1 

A number of articles in this issue of SAJS are of relevance to the topic 
of SDGs. One that now takes on a fresh resonance in the age of EIDs 
is the review by Catherine Burns of Howard Phillips’s book In a Time of 
Plague: Memories of the ‘Spanish’ Flu Epidemic of 1918 in South Africa. 
As an historian of medicine, Phillips has contributed to the literature on 
this flu epidemic2,3, but here he presents personal, first-hand accounts 
of the impact of the epidemic in South Africa. Drawing on interviews and 
letters, and quoting poetry, songs and reminiscences of an unforgettable 
period of disease that claimed the lives of 50 million people worldwide4, 
this book has implications for reaching SDG 3, ‘Good health and well-
being’, with our own imminent threats of large-scale illnesses and limited 
resources with which to treat them. 

Other Book Reviews also relate to SDGs. Hettie Schönfeldt analyses 
the late Renata Coetzee’s A Feast from Nature: Food Culture of the 
First Humans on Planet Earth that aligns with SDG 2, ‘Zero hunger’. 
Should food imports be affected by EIDs, greater knowledge, and more 
appreciation, of local crop varieties and indigenous animal breeds gains 
increased significance. SDG 4, ‘Quality education’, is the topic of Chris 
Brink’s The Soul of a University: Why Excellence Is Not Enough, reviewed 
by Harry Boyte. Already challenged by student disruptions, it is certain 
that EIDs will create even more difficulties to the education sector. 
Sydney Moyo reviews an important reference work relating to SDG 6, 
‘Clean water and sanitation’. Multiple Stressors in River Ecosystems: 
Status, Impacts and Prospects for the Future, edited by Sergi Sabater, 
Arturo Elosegi and Ralf Ludwig, includes the latest knowledge of the 
pressures facing the ecology and management of running waters, while 
Alan Whitfield’s Fishes of Southern African Estuaries: From Species 
to Systems, reviewed by Peter Moyle, alerts us to the importance 
of SDG 14, ‘Life below water’. There are also three Commentaries 
that highlight other SDGs. One, ‘All materials great and small’, is by 
Alexander Quandt of the School of Physics at Wits and the 2018/2019 
NSTF-South32 Special Annual Theme Award winner. In charting his 
own career in the field of materials science, Quandt highlights the 
critical importance of innovation and creative science that relates to 
SDG 9, ‘Industry, innovation and infrastructure. Nithaya Chetty, Dean 
of Science at the University of the Witwatersrand, also gives pause for 
thought to SDG 9, from the perspective of the university curriculum and 
his essay also has implications for SDG 4, ‘Quality education’. In ‘Re-
inventing inventiveness in science’, Chetty argues that the future of the 
South African academy and economy depends on training an increasing 
number of highly qualified postgraduates who can readily be employed 
outside academia and be sought after for their innovative perspectives. 
The other, titled ‘From reindeer to rhino: Reflections on ‘Climate change 
mitigation and adaptation benefits of wilder rangelands’’, is by Graham 
Kerley and Joris Cromsigt who initiated a network of scientists and 
managers in South Africa and Sweden to refresh the rangeland debate 

in South Africa in the face of climate change. Theirs is a contribution to 
SDG 13, ‘Climate action’, as well as to SDG 15, ‘Life on land’. 

Research Articles in this issue also speak powerfully to the SDGs. SDG 
16, ‘Peace, justice and strong institutions’, is the theme of Sikanyiso 
Masuku and Sharmla Rama’s contribution, ‘Government and civil society 
in South Africa: Collaboration and challenges in securing refugee rights’. 
They present a case study of the numerous bureaucratic and institutional 
difficulties that confront Congolese refugees in Pietermaritzburg in securing 
their legal rights to employment, education and health care. ‘Gender pay 
transparency mechanisms: Future directions for South Africa’, by Anita 
Bosch and Shimon Barit, directly addresses SDG 5, ‘Gender equality’. 
As is well known, gender pay discrimination remains a stumbling block in 
achieving gender equality and by making gender wage differentials more 
transparent, employers may be compelled to remunerate fairly and equally. 

Matthew McGill and co-authors contribute ‘Observation and quantification 
of aerosol outflow from southern Africa using spaceborne lidar’, relating 
to SDG 7, ‘Affordable and clean energy’. They demonstrate how biomass 
burning in Africa provides a prolific source of aerosols that are transported 
from source to very distant areas. Models have long predicted the primary 
outflow and transport routes, but lidar on the International Space Station 
has detection sensitivity that supports long-held theories of aerosol 
transport from the African subcontinent as far downstream as Australia. 
‘Sciarid pests (Diptera: Sciaridae) from undercover crop production in 
South Africa’ by Agil Katumanyane and co-authors homes in on SDG 2, 
‘Zero hunger’. In this multidisciplinary contribution the authors explain how 
and why fungus gnats (sciarids) are some of the most important pests 
in undercover crop production, causing direct physical damage to plant 
roots, transferring fungal pathogens and creating entry points for soil-
borne plant pathogens. 

The research article by Omosalewa Odebiri and co-authors has 
implications for SDG 13, ‘Climate action’ and also for SDG 15, ‘Life on 
land’. Titled ‘Estimating soil organic carbon stocks under commercial 
forestry using topo-climate variables in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa’, 
they emphasise soil as the largest carbon reservoir but point out that 
the relationship between soil organic carbon in commercial forests 
and topo-climatic variables is still poorly understood. They argue that 
bridging this knowledge gap is essential for quantifying local, regional or 
global carbon balances.

The coronavirus outbreak has not only reminded us that humanity 
remains in what John Kenneth Galbraith described in 1977 as The Age 
of Uncertainty5, and that our socio-economic structures are fragile, 
but also that there is even more urgency to make progress in reaching 
sustainable development. 
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In his book The Great Good Place1, Ray Oldenburg writes about the important role that ‘third places’ play in 
community building. Third places refer to social environments other than home (first place) and work (second 
place) where people spend time. These places provide neutral ground for engagement and relationship building, 
with conversation or dialogue being the main activity.1 Churches, cafes, clubs, public libraries and parks are 
examples of third places. The ancient Greek concept of the agora or ‘gathering place’ is an older variant of a third 
place, which served as a dedicated public space in a city-state for deliberating philosophical, artistic, spiritual, 
economic and political affairs of the day.

Third places or agora-type spaces are also required for scientists and practitioners to meet, share experiences and 
learn together.2 This requirement is particularly relevant for addressing sustainability challenges, which typically 
requires consideration of diverse scientific expertise in combination with social values, policies and management 
practices.3 Sustainability challenges are social-ecological in nature and characterised by complex feedbacks, 
contested decision options and uncertain outcomes. Addressing these challenges usually goes beyond the capacity 
of any one organisation4 and requires integration of knowledge from across disciplines, sectors, scales and science–
policy–practice realms.5 Furthermore, these challenges tend to evolve and hence call for adaptive approaches that 
allow for continual reframing, ongoing and collaborative learning and cooperative decision-making.6 

The Garden Route Interface and Networking (GRIN) Meeting was initiated in 2017 with the aim of creating a 
third place for dialogue on, and advancement of, research and practice dealing with the interactions between 
natural and social systems, and with how those interactions affect the challenge of sustainability. Held in the 
Garden Route over 3 days during September–October of each year, GRIN addresses two important interfaces: 
research–practice and human–nature (or social-ecological). As such, the overarching theme of GRIN meetings 
is research and management for sustainable social-ecological systems. Social-ecological systems that have 
been presented at GRIN meetings include estuaries, protected areas, agricultural landscapes, cities, fisheries 
and catchments.

During its first 2 years, the Meeting was referred to as the Garden Route Interface Meeting (GRIM), but delegates 
voted for a happier acronym (GRIN) during the 2019 gathering. To date, GRIN has attracted about 70 delegates 
per year, including from South Africa (>50%), France, Finland, Spain, Canada, Kenya and Nigeria. GRIN is jointly 
organised and hosted by South African National Parks (SANParks), Nelson Mandela University (specifically its 
Sustainability Research Unit located at the George Campus), the French National Centre for Scientific Research 
(specifically their International Research Laboratory REHABS located at the George Campus of Nelson Mandela 
University, with financial support from the French Embassy) and the Southern African Programme on Ecosystem 
Change and Society.

Feedback from previous meetings highlight that the most valued features of GRIN are: (1) active engagement of 
managers/practitioners (>20% of delegates) through discussions and presentations; (2) ample time for networking 
and socialising, such as that during a GRIN braai, a 5-km sunset walk or a mid-meeting field excursion; and 
(3) presentations on the latest developments in social-ecological systems thinking. Presentation themes that have 
emerged to date and that remain relevant for future meetings are: understanding of human–nature connections 
(including through the use of social media data); strategies used to promote knowledge exchange among science, 
policy and practice; sustainable resource use and balancing benefits and conflicts related to services from nature; 
multiscale governance challenges (from rural towns to estuaries and peace parks); establishing long-term social-
ecological research sites; resilience, adaptations and transformations in social-ecological systems; responding to 
climate and other drivers of change; social networks, social learning and collective action; and methods/approaches 
for studying social-ecological systems.

Because ‘sustainability science’ is a young and emerging field of study that departs substantially from conventional 
and disciplinary modes of inquiry (see Haider et al.7), the increasing number of postgraduate students pursuing 
studies in this field may not find optimal exposure in their often disciplinary (whether from social or natural 
sciences) university departments. GRIN provides a space for mutual learning about experiences such as applying 
mixed-methods research (combining qualitative and quantitative techniques), engaging stakeholders and facilitating 
knowledge co-production, and the challenges of doing a transdisciplinary PhD. To further cater for the specific 
needs that are commonly expressed by these students, a multi-day Spring School (2018) and half-day workshop 
(2019) on social-ecological systems research have been presented back-to-back with previous GRIN meetings.

GRIN 2020 is scheduled to take place from 6 to 8 October at Pine Lake Marina near Sedgefield (in the Western 
Cape, South Africa), and is expected to be followed by a Spring School on social-ecological systems research. 
A formal announcement and first call for abstracts will be circulated by the end of the first quarter of 2020. Detailed 
information about the 2020 meeting and Spring School can be found at GRIN2020.
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When Margaret Smith was appointed the first director of the JLB Smith Institute of Ichthyology (now the South African 
Institute for Aquatic Biodiversity) in Makhanda (formerly Grahamstown) in 1968 she was determined to build on the 
legacy of her husband, Professor JLB Smith. In 1978, she initiated a complete revision of his famous book, Sea Fishes 
of Southern Africa, initially planning to handle the whole revision herself with a research assistant. She soon realised 
that it would be impossible to do so and so, at the recommendation of Dr John Randall of Hawaii, she appointed Dr Phil 
Heemstra, a highly respected taxonomist from the University of Florida in the USA as her co-editor. This was a master 
stroke as Heemstra – approachable, meticulous, dedicated, talented – proved to be a huge asset. 

Taking into account the specialisation that had taken place in ichthyology in recent years, Smith and Heemstra soon 
realised that they could not produce Sea Fishes alone, so they enlisted the services of the leading international 
authorities on each fish family occurring in the southern African region. The book eventually involved 77 collaborators 
from 15 countries and was titled Smiths’ Sea Fishes to acknowledge the contributions of both Smiths. The multi-
authored volume covered 2150 fish species in 270 families, with Heemstra authoring or co-authoring an impressive 
74 family accounts. In 1990, Heemstra made a further important contribution to marine fish taxonomy by co-editing, 
with Ofer Gon, Fishes of the Southern Ocean, in which he authored 7 of the 49 family accounts. His legacy will be 
confirmed with the publication of Coastal Fishes of the Western Indian Ocean later in the year, successor to Smiths’ 
Sea Fishes, and for which he authored more than 70 of the 260 family accounts.

At the time of Heemstra’s formal retirement in March 2002, several colleagues published tributes to him in the 
Ichthyology Institute’s newsletter, Ichthos, that emphasise his mentorship and guidance: 

I was privileged to have had Phil Heemstra as the Senior Marine Scientist throughout 
my term as Director. Phil was the unquestionable successor to the legendary JLB Smith, 
and shared many of JLB’s characteristics – tenacity, utter dedication, a deep love of his 
work, and an obstinate determination to do what had to be done no matter how many 
obstacles were placed in his path. Pinned on to his wall was a saying that epitomised his 
approach to life: ‘Yard by yard, life is hard; inch by inch, it’s a cinch’. I believe that a good 
taxonomist – as was Phil – needs to have particular traits in order to succeed: meticulous 
to a fault, an ability to concentrate on minutiae while always keeping the big picture in 
mind, and a thorough understanding of the theory behind the practice. 

Professor Mike Bruton, Director of the Ichthyology Institute, 1982–1994

Phil’s greatest accomplishment was his collaboration with Margaret Smith and 
many colleagues around the world to produce a fresh version of Smiths’ Sea Fishes. 
This monumental work, widely proclaimed as ‘the fisherman’s bible’ and ‘the best book of 
its kind in the world’, involved not only world-class research but also a truly spectacular 
level of project management and coordination. He also produced a steady stream of 
original publications on taxonomy and systematics in peer-reviewed journals and was the 
expert on fishes of the Western Indian Ocean.

Not content with merely again revising Smiths’ Sea Fishes in 1996 Phil embarked on 
another major challenge – to document the fishes of the Western lndian Ocean (WIO). 
In doing so he followed a path well worn by the Smiths’ Sea Fishes project, by inviting 
recognized world authorities to revise the families in the WIO and prepare accounts as 
chapters for the proposed book. However, Phil wrote most of the chapters himself.

Other major achievements included co-editing the authoritative Fishes of the Southern 
Ocean (with Ofer Gon), Groupers of the World (with Matt Craig and Yvonne Sadovy), 
and numerous scientific papers. He also served as editor of the Ichthyology Institute’s 
scientific publications. 

Heemstra participated in many expeditions to various sites in the Western Indian Ocean 
(WIO), from the Red Sea to Mozambique, the Comoros Islands, Madagascar, Mauritius 
and Rodrigues. These and other endeavours ensured that he became the world’s 
leading authority on the fishes of the WIO. Together with his wife, Elaine, he developed 
‘Fishwatch’, a pioneering science communication project through which recreational 
SCUBA divers were encouraged to identify and record fishes observed on their dives… 
‘Fishwatch’ expeditions became an important source of original new material in the form 
of specimens and photographs for the revision of the fishes of the WIO.

When Phil formally retired, in order that his wealth of knowledge would not be lost, he 
was created the Institute’s first Emeritus Marine Scientist, allowing him to focus on the 
WIO book. Under Phil’s fastidious editorship the Institute’s publications enjoyed a fine 
international reputation and a high standard. These and other strengths are ultimately 
what made him a fine marine systematist. 

Professor Paul Skelton, Director/Managing Director of the Institute, 1995–2011
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I worked as Phil Heemstra’s mangrove mud 
Research Assistant for 21 years. I was initially 
employed by Margaret Smith while Phil was on 
sabbatical leave in the USA and Phil was merely 
told that he had an assistant to help with revising 
Sea Fishes. Phil taught me everything I know about 
fish identification and all other aspects relating to 
fish taxonomy, methods of cleaning and staining, 
skeletal preparations, etc., and I could not have 
had a more patient and thorough teacher. He 
never wearied of answering the same questions 
repeatedly and was always willing to peer down 
a microscope and check my identifications or 
correct my mistakes. In the beginning, while I was 
still helping Margaret Smith, I would approach 
him and announce that I could not see the lateral 
line pores or count the gill rakers, or something 
like that. He always replied, ‘Don’t you know that 
she only gives you the difficult ones she can’t do 
herself?’ Being involved in the various stages of the 
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production of Smiths’ Sea Fishes was a tremendous 
learning experience, and we all felt a great sense 
of achievement when it was finally published … 
I remember someone asking him many years ago 
whether he ever tired of fishes. His reply described 
him in a nutshell: ‘I am eternally fascinated 
by fishes.’

Joan Wright, Heemstra’s Research Assistant

One day, asking him if he would be able to 
complete a particular section for the WIO fishes 
book, his answer was, ‘It’s do-able’. And that 
was Phil – you got on with the job at hand and 
DID IT. He epitomised the words of Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning: ‘Great things must be done greatly, with 
a great purpose, a great mind, a great courage, a 
great energy and a great persistent patience.’ 

Wouter Holleman, Research Associate, South African Institute for 
Aquatic Biodiversity
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It was only the illness and dying of people that I remember. And the funerals, Oh! My 
brother Elias [Plaatje, an evangelist] had just caught the ’flu and died in the same ’flu. The 
’flu really comes with the soldiers from overseas. Because people didn’t even know what 
was causing that fever. Oh, it was terrible. People working in the mines who had died – 
they just made one grave for them. The children eight to twenty were mostly dying. Even 
the doctors could do nothing... I was supposed to get married in 1918, then the ’flu came 
and I got sick. I was in Kimberley for buying my wedding gown... the ’flu was very strong 
over September and October and over by November and towards December. ...Even the 
Europeans in Barkly West had to collect this ‘wel-als’ bush. You only collect that bush in 
the veld and boil it...

Martha Bokako (born 1890), interviewed 22 November 1980 by Andrew Reed (p.95)

Martha Bokako was mourning her family’s deep loss, and recovering from a serious bout of ’flu in Pniel (Western 
Cape) in late 1918, and yet she recalled anticipating the life ahead of her – including her hope that her postponed 
wedding plans would resume when her fiancée, an ordained minister, had recovered from the most thoroughgoing 
and severe epidemic the region had ever faced. In the 3 months Martha Bokako refers to here, South Africa lost 
about 4% of the total estimated population; millions of loved ones were left in mourning and many children were 
left orphaned and unmoored. Her full account, with that of 127 of her fellow South Africans, has been collected 
by Professor Howard Phillips of the Department of History at the University of Cape Town in In a Time of Plague: 
Memories of the ‘Spanish ’Flu Epidemic of 1918 in South Africa. This unique, harrowing and deeply engaging 
collection, has been edited and brought to life with a lucid and crisp introduction, carefully annotated throughout, 
to bring the specific geographical, medical and social details of the hundreds of witnesses to this epidemic into 
our world a century later. The letters and accounts in this collection locate South Africa in a tri-continental frontier 
– a region deeply imbricated in global movements of people, goods, animals, ideas, ideologies, forms of exchange 
and extraction. With people and microbes came also their microscopic parasitic cousins – viruses. The Union of 
South Africa, established in 1910, was one of the newest political formations in the world and the meeting place 
for people of the sub-continent, from Europe, and, with the outbreak of World War I in 1914, with new arrivals 
and cargoes from Atlantic African ports, from east Africa and the Mediterranean, and from ports and towns along 
the Indian Ocean. This book traces the routes of the epidemic through the words and memories of witnesses and 
survivors in accounts gathered in the 1970s and 1980s and is contextualised with painstaking archival research.

This book is the work of a lifetime of reading, collecting and analysing by Howard Phillips. In his earlier seminal 
scholarly works1,2 on the influenza epidemic in South Africa, Phillips demonstrated that the race- and class-based 
official responses were rooted in the approaches of neo-colonialism by health and state planners of the day. 
He has shown how these were mitigated, but not obviated, by many acts of civic unity and generosity, courage, 
and shared resources and responses. One consequence of the post-epidemic era was the state, and elite society, 
doubling down on segregation as a state planning response to disease vulnerability and contagion. Phillips has 
also shown that the epidemic forced certain contradictions into the forefront of state health planning – initiating a 
set of universalistic public health goals; crafting policy and legislation around health provision; and acknowledging 
key individual and population-based health needs. This propelled the first county-wide health architecture, which, 
over time, led to providing better national care, even in the face of continuing gross iniquitous spending and racially 
divided facilities and institutions. A glaring example of such a contradiction is that even as this influenza epidemic 
devastated natal health, and undermined many generations of women’s faith in the efficacy of medical institutions, 
it also initiated the first state (rather than the hitherto missionary institution-dominated) efforts at comprehensive 
pregnancy, immunisation and infant care.

In this collected volume, ordinary people’s interpretations and voices are foregrounded. Martha Bokako’s eloquent 
account of the ’flu epidemic in South Africa that struck in 1918, with the horror of October in her mind, echoes the 
many traumatic accounts, recorded in handwritten and typed letters and detailed interview-based recollections. 
People from the region – from the Cape Province through the Karoo across to communities on the Eastern seaboard 
and up into the interior of the country – including the huge conurbation of the Witwatersrand, responded to queries 
from researchers in heartfelt texts, or shared their memories in person. 

It is rare in South African scholarship to have a wide cross-section of ordinary people’s responses to an event or 
a calamity gathered in one collection. Coming alive in these pages are the causes and ramifications that Phillips 
summarises in his Introduction, and in the pages that follow, these searing memories form part of a wider whole. 
We begin to see a citizenry speaking in chords – experiencing and remembering a time when, for all that separated 
them, the memories and spectral images of this event coalesced and aggregated. Through Xhosa, Tswana, Afrikaans 
and Zulu into English translations we hear the ring of specific haunting phrases, cast around starkly similar factual 
accordances and details. In uncannily similar metaphorical phrases we understand that the epidemic was a shared 
national event, and how people at the time – even as children – understood that it was linked both to the dying days 
of World War I and the black and white servicemen on their way home. In these accounts, the specific descriptions 
of the care for the dead, the donkey and horse carts, railway carriages, and trucks filled with linen and blanket-
wrapped pyramids of corpses, often move to a shared horrified memory of witnessing, or recalling being told 
about, the unconscious few rising from what had been their presumed death to terrified onlookers. In every story 
there is a reference to the terror; the sense of common destiny; the sharing of provisions and acts of enormous 
selflessness; the hastily arranged food and health stations; and the desolation of survivors who lost most of their 
family members. Tellingly, given the lack of effective biomedical treatments at the time, the detailed descriptions of 
medications used and shared – such as boiled and dried garlic; boiled and mashed lemons; boiled bush remedies; 
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the use of iodine; carbolic acid; copious amounts of brandy, and even 
champagne in one account; the rubbing of tissue-salts, and the use of 
fresh and boiled milk, especially for pregnant women and children – also 
ring in unison. The accounts in this book are moving and suggestive of 
experience and memory knitted together as the basis for some forms of 
shared community for the witnesses and survivors – reminding us that 
the depth of this common bond could have provided the basis for a very 
different way out of the crisis. 

Two key themes stand out. First, the movement of people (miners, 
traders, soldiers, workers, herbalists, wedding parties, families, school 
children, bankers, prisoners, farmers) speeding up through trains and 
new motorised transport forms, and on the water via engine-propelled 
ships, driving epidemics across vast territories. And second, the power of 
metaphor to cement memories. Phillips includes a section of black-and-
white photographs of people affected by the epidemic, and of newspaper 
advertisements and covers of sheet music and fictional writing inspired 
by the 1918 ’flu. In the early 1920s, Reuben Thlakele Calusa, a prodigious 
South African born composer, crafted several influenza-linked songs that 
were published by Lovedale Institution Press. The ethnomusicologist, 
Austin C. Okigbo, traced the lyrics and sheet music through archives 
and through pressed recordings of these songs made in London in the 
1960s, analysing the lyrics of Influenza 1918 that was devoted entirely 
to the ramifications of the epidemic in the Cape, along with the song 
Intandane (orphan). 

In the first stanza of Influenza 1918, Caluza wrote (here translated into 
English by Okigbo and his researcher)3:

In the year nineteen eighteen

We’re killed by the disease called influenza

Which finished our beloved relatives

Mothers, fathers, sisters and brothers

In other households no one was left

It took young women and men

It chose the beautiful ones

It even took the good-looking men

It took the teenagers

It took even the young maidens

It took the engaged ladies

It took the strummers [bridesmaids]

Even the grooms

It was like there was a black cloud

over the earth.

Black and grey clouds filled the mindscapes of the survivors. Angela 
Gilham (nee le Roux), born in Cape Town 10 years after Martha Bokako, 
recounted her own harrowing memories of the ’flu, in an echo of Caluza’s 
song. She wrote a lengthy and gripping account which ended:

...I sincerely trust that I have not bored you with 
this lengthy tale but I am so thrilled to think how 
my own life was lengthened at that sad period 
whereas so many young people were sent to an 
untimely death. Oh! It was dreadful. Even when 
October comes each year and skies become grey, 
my thoughts still go back to 1918.

Angela Gilham (born 1901), interviewed 8 June 1972 by 
Richard Collier (p.29)
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‘Let food be thy medicine, and let medicine be thy food.’ Although it is debatable whether Hippocrates 
(460 – c. 370 BC) actually spoke these words, scholars today agree that quality of life depends in part on the food 
choices that are made every day. Currently, diet is the number one risk factor in the global burden of disease1, 
with malnutrition being responsible more than any other cause for poor health. Children under 5 years of age 
face multiple health burdens, with 22.2% stunted (low height for age) in growth, 7.5% wasted (low weight for 
height) and 5.6% overweight. Stunting and wasting is a strong predictor of mortality among children under 5 years 
and is usually the result of acute significant food shortage and/or disease. Across the globe, overweight and 
obesity among adults are at record levels with 38.9% of adults being overweight or obese.2 This double burden of 
malnutrition and obesity ranges from the individual level to the wider society. It is possible for a person of any age 
to be obese and yet be deficient in important vitamins and minerals. Although agriculture provides the food that 
humanity requires, agricultural landscapes are becoming increasingly simplified because the variety of crops that 
are grown on farms is declining and is threatening agricultural biodiversity, while at the same time there is a trend 
towards the homogenisation of diets. 

In considering current health objectives – increased life expectancy whilst being free from illness and injury with 
the capacity to enjoy life – as well as agriculture production worldwide, there is new appreciation for promoting and 
maintaining local crop varieties, indigenous animal breeds and under-utilised crop species. Harnessing our food 
heritage to produce more sustainable and biodiverse food for the future is steadily gaining momentum.

For this reason, the book by the late Renata Coetzee on the food culture of early Homo sapiens has come at an 
opportune time. The book is organised in five parts. The information draws on original food composition data 
contributed by Pinkie Wehmeyer on the nutritional value of an edible bulb (bobbejaanuintjie, Babiana hypogea), 
a flower bud (veldkool, Trachyandra ciliata), a seed (maramaboon, Tylosema esculentum) and a berry (rosyntjiebos, 
Grewia flava). Using these species, it is clear that these, and many other, veld plants have a higher nutritive content 
than comparable modern agricultural crops (Part 5). Currently, only 30 crops supply 95% of the energy that people 
obtain from food, with only four, namely maize (Zea mays L.), wheat (Triticum aestivum L.), rice (Oryza sativa L.) and 
potatoes (Solanum tuberosum) – supplying over 60% of calorific energy in the diet. The increase in homogenous diets 
and the reduction in biodiversity means that commercial agriculture may become more vulnerable to drought, pests 
and diseases, thus threatening food and nutrition security.3 However, ‘local’ or indigenous crops, such as Cape cluster 
fig (Ficus sur), and animal breeds, such as fat-tailed sheep (Part 4), are well adapted to local conditions and are thus 
less reliant on chemical fertilisers, pesticides and antibiotics. These indigenous species are being replaced by a small 
number of so-called ‘improved varieties’ which are not adapted to area specific conditions and are therefore reliant on 
stable abiotic factors along with an array of chemicals and pesticides to deliver high yields.4

The culinary and cultural history of South African food is a subject that was close to Coetzee’s heart. For many 
years she documented the lifestyles of past societies, the role that food played in their lives and the culture of local 
food consumption. In this, her final book, Coetzee explores the food culture and lifestyles of early Homo sapiens in 
Africa, hunter-gatherers and early cultivators (Part 1). Edible plant veld foods consisting of leaves, flowers, stems, 
bulbs, berries and fruits; as well as roots, tubers and bulbs; and bread, cakes and porridges made from some of 
these as harvested, preserved and prepared by Khoi-Khoin communities are recorded by Coetzee (Part 2). There 
is also discussion on pre-colonial protein sources that included insects, reptiles, rodents, small antelope, birds, as 
well as fish (Part 3). 

Coetzee has combined many decades of knowledge as a nutritionist and food culture expert in this book and has 
brought together aspects of archaeology, palaeontology, botany, genetics, history, language and culture in a unique 
manner. With beautiful referenced photographs, illustrations and text, she has portrayed her content in a way that 
will appeal to a wider audience. 
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As species and habitats around the world decline, the information about them expands, and is squirrelled away in an 
infinity of websites and obscure reports, even when collected in the interest of conservation. Yet such information, 
while useful, is not knowledge, which requires synthesis and understanding. Only from such knowledge, can we 
find better ways to understand and consequently sustain the diversity of habitats and species that make up the 
natural world on a broad scale. Disseminating knowledge is why books like Whitfield’s are both rare and important. 
Whitfield has devoted much of his life to studying the biology of fishes of south African estuaries. Over 50 years 
he has created a rich legacy of scientific papers on the fishes, enough to satisfy most scientists. Instead, he has 
written a book which pulls together this diverse information in a readable fashion, the glue being his personal 
observations from long experience of being out on the estuaries of southern Africa sampling fish. This book allows 
others to tap into Whitfield’s vast knowledge of estuaries and their fishes and I regard it as a model for other senior 
scientists to follow.

So why would anyone choose a career studying estuaries? Whitfield describes estuaries as ‘…regions where 
marine and fresh waters meet, where environmental gradients are steep, and where exceptionally high levels of 
production are often recorded’ (p.41). Estuaries occupy very limited areas at the end of coastal rivers, where 
conditions vary greatly with tides, season, and freshwater inflow, making them difficult to study. Yet they are also 
very distinctive habitats, often important as nurseries for marine fishes and for fisheries, and their dynamic nature 
makes their natural history fascinating. The fishes are a mixture of marine and freshwater species that can tolerate 
variable salinity and temperature, with very few adapted specifically to live in estuaries. Moreover, the assemblage 
of fishes present at any given place is likely to change from year to year. But Whitfield makes it clear that these 
challenging aspects of estuaries are also what makes them so fascinating: there is always something new to learn. 
Not surprisingly, his book also reveals a scientist who simply loves being out sampling fish in estuaries.

But all is not well with the estuaries of southern Africa – reflecting a global problem. They are highly vulnerable to 
degradation by human actions and highly vulnerable to the effects of climate change (e.g. sea level rise), which adds 
urgency to their study. While there are an estimated 280 estuaries in southern Africa, Whitfield calculates that 133 of 
them are degraded, including some of the larger ones. While there are many and multiple causes of degradation, the 
removal of water from inflowing rivers and alteration of catchments for farming and urban use generally lead the list. 
Given the short memories of people for how conditions have changed (the ‘shifting baselines’ phenomenon), this 
book makes a determined effort to compare the estuaries of today with what they were like in the past.

To increase the reader’s appreciation of the fishes and estuaries, Whitfield has generated illustrations and 
distribution maps of 99 fish species, while 273 figures are a mixture of colour photographs and diagrams, along 
with 31 summary tables. The diagrams are especially attractive from my perspective (as one who also studies 
estuarine fishes), because many of them are accessible ‘conceptual models’ that present Whitfield’s understanding 
of various aspects of the natural history of the fishes in estuaries. Figure 242, for example, shows, in colour, the 
existing fish community of an estuary next to a similar diagram that shows what the more diverse fish community 
of a healthy estuary would be like. Anyone looking at the figure can grasp what it shows, which belies Whitfield’s 
immense knowledge behind it. The text associated with the figure provides details and references that a biologist or 
manager might need, especially for rating how degraded an estuary has become and what remediation measures 
are required. All these illustrations make the book a dream for people, like me, who like to browse through books 
at first acquaintance. Virtually every page has something eye-catching on it, including colour photos of the diverse 
estuaries of the region, which provide an outsider (also like me) an opportunity to grasp how similar (or different) 
the estuaries are to those in other parts of the world.

My first browse of the book revealed commonalities with the many small coastal estuaries of California, which 
also has a Mediterranean climate with strong seasonality of stream flows, a rich marine fish fauna, and a limited 
selection of freshwater fishes. This results in many similarities in how estuaries are used by diverse fishes with 
similar life histories. Endemic fishes can be in trouble in both places: California’s delta smelt and South Africa’s 
estuarine pipefish are both threatened with extinction because of great alterations of their estuaries. But Californian 
estuaries lack sea-run eels while South African estuaries lack salmon and other anadromous fishes. 

The ‘gee whiz’ factor is high for browsers. I was struck by the photo of seven very similar species of mullet 
caught in the same net, which all feed on organic matter (detritus). The species apparently reduce competition by 
feeding in different places in the estuary because the average size of sand grains in their stomachs differs. Such 
observations are integrated into a larger picture to explain how the fishes use diverse estuaries, noting the roles 
of biological, physical and chemical processes in determining fish distribution and abundance. The result is an 
extraordinarily thorough exploration of estuarine ecology over a large region, which leaves as many questions as 
it answers – a mark of good science. Whitfield’s book is a benchmark work, against which to measure the effects 
of global change on estuaries and fishes in southern Africa, as well as to compare these estuaries and their fishes 
with other estuaries around the world. Estuarine ecologists and natural historians worldwide are therefore fortunate 
that the book is available online at no cost. 
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Considering the plethora of existing literature on environmental pressures facing running waters the world over, this 
well-written and well-illustrated book has no equal as a guide to navigating the challenges facing running waters in 
Africa and elsewhere, and marks an exciting step forward in discussing the management of freshwater resources 
in a global context. It is certain to make its mark in the canons of literature on this topic. I have already received 
queries from colleagues in freshwater management in South Africa and Zimbabwe as a direct result of their reading 
this book, yet it has only been available for a little over a year!

This first edition (hopefully not the last) of Multiple Stressors in River Ecosystems covers the key ecological factors 
and processes in rivers by dealing with the entirety of global stressors that affect running waters, whether they are 
small streams or large lowland rivers. The book was edited by renowned aquatic ecologist Sergi Sabater (Professor 
of Ecology, ICRA Catalan Institute for Water Research, Girona, Spain), stream ecologist Arturo Elosegi (Professor of 
Ecology, University of the Basque Country, Bilbao, Spain) and Ralf Ludwig (Professor of Physical Geography and 
Environmental Modeling, Ludwig Maximilian University, Munich, Germany). In addition to these esteemed editors, 
other extremely well-respected authors (e.g. Mažeika Sullivan, Jens Kiesel, Kelly Fouchy) were invited to broaden 
the thematic scope of the chapters.

At the beginning of the book, the editors carefully explain some of the definitions that are used throughout. These 
definitions are useful because some terms can be easily misconstrued in freshwater ecology, for example, 
‘stressor’, ‘receptor’ and ‘subsidy’. The overview in Chapter 1 provides the reader with a roadmap for all subsequent 
chapters. Chapter 2 unravels how climate change has further compounded and modified the effect of stressors 
commonly occurring in running waters (e.g. land use changes). One aspect that this chapter demonstrates is 
just how complex it is to assess the joint effects of stressors and climate change. Viewing this contribution in the 
context of climate change, the reader can begin to appreciate how climate change has affected running waters 
in South Africa and the world over. Subsequently, Chapters 3 to 5 explore how the abiotic factors of running 
water ecosystems – such as hydrology and geomorphology – impact native and invasive species and how all 
these factors are influenced by human activities. Chapters 7 to 13 provide a thorough review of the intensity and 
degree of prevailing combinations of multiple stressors in different parts of the world. Chapters 14 to 20 explain 
models, frameworks and experimental approaches to studying multiple stressors in running waters, including the 
availability of drinking water to humans. Chapter 20 ends with an elegantly written integrated perspective. In the 
concluding chapter, Chapter 21, there is an outline of research gaps, implications for science and society, and 
recommendations for researchers, managers and policymakers. 

Inside every chapter the arrangement of the content is excellent, but navigating through chapters can be difficult, 
which can be attributed to the large number of issues that are covered. I found that searching through the book 
could be cumbersome and time consuming; unfortunately, a glossary of important terms is missing.

My greatest praise for this book lies in the use of appropriate and interesting case studies that identify multiple 
stressors in riverine systems in different parts of the world (e.g. China, New World, Australia and New Zealand). 
Despite the strengths and interest in this book, I was disappointed to find it underwhelming in its representation 
of African streams. While South African researchers such as Dr Gordon O’Brien, currently at the University of 
Mpumalanga, contributed an overview of the stressors that affect African lotic systems in Chapter 10, I feel the 
book would have benefitted from additional scientists from other parts of Africa making specific contributions 
relating to our continent. Additionally, I would have loved the book to delve into some of the stressors that come 
as a result of social and political issues in management of water resources, especially considering that this work 
only focused on the importance of socio-economic and policy factors from a European perspective (Chapter 19). 
However, it is worth noting that the section on economic valuation of water resources in Europe (Section 19.5) 
could be extrapolated to the African continent as well. 

Given the amount of work and detail that it covers, I recommend Multiple Stressors in River Ecosystems to 
graduate students and environmental managers with knowledge of the basics of riverine ecology who are interested 
in studying or carrying out research on the pressures affecting lotic systems in the world. To my knowledge, there 
is no other available book that has attempted to take a global view of stressors on riverine systems. This is a very 
thought-provoking read that contains the latest key scientific knowledge of the pressures facing the ecology and 
management of running waters.
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Chris Brink, one of South Africa’s leading mathematicians and a major figure in South Africa’s educational 
transformation from apartheid, has written this important book, The Soul of a University, which deserves wide 
discussion among educators, administrators, policymakers, students and the broader public. His argument is 
that universities need what he calls an ‘orthogonal axis’ – a focus on what they are ‘good for’ in addressing 
the problems of society, in addition to the conventional assessments of what they are ‘good at’, i.e. disciplinary 
research. This type of university, which he calls the ‘civic university’, supports ‘challenge-led research…responsive 
to the challenges faced by civil society, globally, nationally or regionally’. Such responsiveness requires ‘civic 
engagement as another core function of the university’, in addition to ‘what they are good at’ (p. 286). 

To develop his case, he describes the rise and then substantial questioning, if not fall, of the ‘standard model’ of the 
research university based on the principles of academic freedom and institutional autonomy and emphasising the 
individual creativity of disciplinary scholars. In the standard model, academics’ ‘task is to question, their right is to 
speak, their obligation is to be objective’ (p. 42). Brink has a good deal of respect for the task. He also argues that 
it is radically inadequate to the challenges and potentials of higher education today in societies like South Africa, 
which face multiplying problems.

By the 1990s, academic leaders on both sides of the Atlantic were discussing the insufficiency of the standard 
model. In the USA, Ernest Boyer, in Scholarship Reconsidered, a prestigious 1990 study for the Carnegie Foundation, 
proposed that the dominant view of scholarship – disciplinary research assessed by peer-reviewed publications – did 
not adequately describe the many functions academics need to perform in the modern university, from teaching to 
interdisciplinary research to engagement with society’s problems. In 1994, Michael Gibbons (a theoretical physicist 
and Secretary General of the Association of Commonwealth Universities from 1996 to 2004) and five co-authors 
issued a report in the same vein, The New Production of Knowledge (SAGE Publishing), which addressed the need 
for a larger view of knowledge production than that of the standard university. ‘By contrast with traditional knowledge, 
which we will call Mode 1, generated within a disciplinary, primarily cognitive context’, they called for recognition of a 
‘Mode 2’. They defined Mode 2 as ‘knowledge…created in broader, transdisciplinary social and economic contexts’. 
Mode 2, they proposed, differs from Mode 1 in a number of respects. It is transdisciplinary rather than disciplinary, 
heterarchical and transient rather than hierarchical, includes a diverse set of practitioners ‘collaborating on a problem 
defined in a specific and localized context’, and is best assessed by social impact (p. 46). 

Brink argues that the growing challenge to the standard model was reversed by ‘the rise of the rankers’, international 
rankings like the listing of the top 500 universities in the world by Shanghai University in China, first published in 
2003, followed by the Times Higher Education Supplement listing of the top 200 universities in the world in 2004. 
In today’s highly competitive societies, where everything from football to hairspray is rated on scales from better 
to worse, rankings became the topic of intense preoccupation. As Brink puts it, ‘Universities started taking note 
because prospective students (and their parents) had started taking note’ (p. 55). ‘Who’s up, who’s down, why are 
they up or down, and what does that say about the state of higher education?’ moved to centre stage. 

A good deal of The Soul of a University challenges the supposedly impartial nature of rankings based on what 
he calls their ‘relentless linearity’, as well as their negative impact on society. Linearity, Brink argues, is a way of 
assessing outcomes which collapses multiple dimensions into a singular continuum. It uses arbitrary measures of 
excellence that privilege the few and create cultures of managerial control. ‘Rankings and league tables, quality as a 
positional good, meritocracy as rank order of worth, society stratified into classes, hierarchy instead of diversity…
are all linear representations [which] compress reality into a rank list in which higher up means better and lower 
down means worse’ (p. 227). Linearity as the singular way to measure excellence, he argues, betrays the soul of 
the university. His critique of university ranking systems is the finest I have seen.

Brink argues that the standard model sustains a meritocracy based on narrow understandings of ‘merit’, which 
serve neither the educational flourishing of diverse students nor the egalitarian goals of a democratic society. 
Today’s incentives encourage the rich and well-connected to game the system, passing on their privileges to their 
children in ways that exacerbate economic and social inequality.

These are important arguments and Brink has the authority to make them. Over the course of his career, Professor 
Brink has been a fellow of the Royal Society of South Africa, President of the South African Mathematical Society, 
a member of the Academy of Science of South Africa, and chair of the Advisory Board of the African Institute of 
Mathematical Sciences. In England, where he served as Vice-Chancellor of the University of Newcastle from 2007 
to 2016, he was recognised as an outstanding higher education leader. He served on the Board of the Quality 
Assurance Agency and the Advisory Committee on Leadership, Governance, and Management of the Higher 
Education Funding Council.

Especially important for South African audiences, and those abroad concerned with economic and racial equality, 
Brink has been a leader in making change for more inclusive higher education during the transformations from 
apartheid. He became Head of the Department of Mathematics and Applied Mathematics of the University of 
Cape Town in 1995 when the University was experiencing an influx of black students who often had no formal math 
background. The university was faced with the challenge of equipping them to pass the mathematics modules, 
mandatory for graduation in science, engineering and commerce curricula. He learned, ‘what matters, in terms of 
both quantity and quality, is not entry but exit…the standard [students] have attained when they leave’ (p 157). 
The mathematics department developed a variety of new pedagogies, from peer learning and the lifting of time 
limits on exams to a course in basic numeracy.
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In 2002, Brink became Vice-Chancellor of Stellenbosch University. 
He writes, ‘How, I wondered, does a university which had been in the 
forefront of apartheid become an integral part of the new multiracial 
South Africa?’ Vision 2012, developed under his leadership, calls for the 
university to be ‘an active role-player in the development of South African 
society’ with ‘a campus culture that welcomes a diversity of people and 
ideas’ (p. 163). He developed impressive ways of measuring excellence 
that took into account context and students’ narrative, not simply grades. 
Thus, the Rector’s ‘Rise Up Award’, a large cash award, was based on 
student performance understood in context. ‘When opportunity is not 
equally available to all, then merit cannot just be a number. The narrative, 
the profile, should also come into consideration.’ (p. 167) The award 
was given at the opening of the academic year, when the vice-chancellor 
delivers an address to the student communities, including all new 
students, in the presence of senior academic staff. As each student 
receiving the award stepped forward, a speaker would give the story 
of their life and circumstances and how they were able to overcome 
sometimes daunting obstacles. 

It is important to observe that such definitions of merit in higher 
education are deeply countercultural in modern society. They pose in 
sustained ways the question of the ends of education, not simply the 
means to getting to un-reflected ends. The rankings – like the current 
fixation on Artificial Intelligence and the Fourth Industrial Revolution – are 
the outgrowth of long-standing trends which the Black Consciousness 
scholar Xolela Mangcu has called ‘technocratic creep’, the spreading 
control by outside experts. Technocratic creep was anticipated a century 
ago by Max Weber, who wrote, pessimistically, about what he saw as 
the inevitable spread of bureaucracy and rationalisation through modern 
societies, ‘the iron cage’ (in recent translations, the ‘steel carapace’) 
of technical rationality that holds ends as constant and focuses on 
efficiency of means. Even more evocatively in his lecture ‘The Profession 
and Vocation of Politics’, Weber described this dynamic of instrumental 
rationality as ‘the polar night of icy darkness’.1(p.368) Technocratic 
cultures, driven by efficiency dynamics, take ends to be a given, whether 
rankings, winning elections, test scores in lower grades, profits in 
businesses, or service delivery to citizens conceived as customers. 
They are accelerated by the digital revolution.

These are international challenges. In 1997, the Kellogg Foundation, an 
American philanthropy, asked the Center for Democracy and Citizenship 
which I directed at the University of Minnesota, to assess whether what 
is called the ‘land grant mission’ – the civic purpose of what are known 

as land grant colleges and universities – could be renewed. Edwin 
Fogelman, Chair of Political Science at the University, and I interviewed 
several dozen senior faculty members with distinguished reputations in 
different fields about their work experiences. We found hidden discontent 
with the increasingly competitive research culture of the university. Almost 
all disliked the ‘star’ system, in which well-known professors seek 
outside offers to enhance their salaries. They were dismayed about the 
erosion of cooperative and interdisciplinary work and the devaluation of 
undergraduate teaching. Most to the point, many expressed anguish about 
silencing of the discussion of public purpose by the norms of detachment 
which had come to permeate the university. The Center worked with the 
Provost of the university, roughly equivalent to a vice chancellor, to create 
a cross-university Civic Engagement Task Force charged with developing 
strategies for strengthening the public purpose of scholarship, teaching 
and other forms of professional work. It generated many innovations. 
We also came up against the iron grip of the national and international 
rankings. At one of our symposia we debated the conflict between 
rankings and civic purpose. Professor Gail Dubrow, Dean of the Graduate 
School, remarked that the university, if it aspired to greatness, faced a 
choice between two alternative paths. It could seek to ‘play the game’ of 
competing with universities in global ratings (the University of Minnesota is 
currently 79th in global rankings2). Or it could work with other universities 
and partners in the larger society to change the game.3,4 

South Africa is a world-class example of the struggle for human freedom 
with values of the anti-apartheid struggle enshrined in a constitution 
admired by democracy advocates across the world. It warrants a 
system of higher education that lives up to this example. It will also take 
an international movement to change the game. Chris Brink has written 
a book that contributes to the process.
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One of the oldest arts of humankind is toolmaking. Over the millennia, all civilisations have experimented with 
different types of raw materials. Many generations of stonemasons, blacksmiths and gaffers have invented better 
and better types of nuts and bolts to fix old things, and to facilitate the making of new things. These are the unknown 
pioneers upon whose shoulders our modern civilisation stands today, and their forgotten contributions to science 
and engineering also mark the origins of materials science. 

If toolmaking is so deeply embedded in the DNA of our species, then our desire to understand the secrets of the 
universe around us appears to be another major driving force. Through this desire, we have essentially learned two 
important lessons. First, that we need extremely sophisticated technical instruments to explore the world around 
us at the smallest and the largest length scales. And second, that the knowledge gained from the study of the 
physical processes at these extreme scales pales in comparison to the complexity and the sophistication of even 
the simplest version of the molecular nanomachineries which keep us ‘alive and kicking’ on a day-to-day basis. 

Colleagues who are not from the field of materials science usually tend to dismiss such remarks by pointing out that 
the complexity of living organisms stems from the peculiar nature of a handful of light elements which are at the heart 
of organic chemistry. Inorganic materials by contrast are generally perceived to be as boring and as well understood 
as rock salt, and thus so must be the whole field of materials science. Nothing could be further from the truth. 

I hope that through this Commentary, and by talking about some of the highlights I have encountered during a long 
career in computational materials science, I will be able to convince readers that modern materials science amounts 
to very much more than serving as the warehouse clerks in the supply chain of industry and other scientific fields. 

Nature of the chemical bond
The year 2019 marked the 150th anniversary of the periodic table of chemical elements in its most popular form, 
first created by Dmitri Mendeleev. The filling of the missing gaps in the periodic table was anything but a civilized 
and courteous endeavour – the bitter race to fame and worldwide media attention that we often witness today is 
obviously something that was already common in the ‘good old days’.1 But despite all the battles, the discovery of 
the chemical elements was just the beginning of a long journey into the modern science of materials – a journey 
which is far from over. 

One highlight provided by the periodic table was the prediction of a striking chemical similarity between some of 
its elements; a similarity which is based on the shell structure of the electrons in an atom – a fact that could be 
explained to some extent using simple quantum mechanics.2 From that point onwards, scientists knew at least 
something about the quantum mechanical foundations of materials science. The next major step was to find out 
how these various atoms would combine, which amounted to a systematic description of the atomic structure of 
organic and inorganic materials. 

This task was taken up by eminent scientists like Linus Pauling. In his famous book3 The Nature of the Chemical 
Bond (first published in 1939), Pauling essentially presented the first systematic description of chemical bonding 
in materials. His main resources were crystallographic data and a very intuitive approach to quantum mechanical 
many-electron systems. His elegant style of combining experimental data with basic quantum mechanical concepts 
had a deep impact on generations of computational materials scientists, including myself. When I first stumbled 
over a well-worn copy of Pauling’s book as a high school student, I was astounded by the complexity of some of 
the inorganic materials described in his book. That was the moment when I decided to study physics and chemistry. 

It was a long way from Pauling’s initial ideas to the almost industrial-scale type of computational infrastructure 
that aids today’s search for new materials. A key method that drove the development of computational materials 
science was density functional theory (DFT), which was developed by Walter Kohn and co-workers in the late 
1960s.4 Based on this novel and groundbreaking many-particle method, it was possible to predict the key materials 
properties of materials with high accuracy and with reasonable numerical resources. The numerical implementation 
of DFT required many subtle tricks of the trade, and the article by Payne et al.5 in Reviews of Modern Physics 
(1992) was a milestone in this development. Almost all the popular programme packages in use today are based 
on at least some of the numerical methods described in this detailed review article. 

One of the co-authors of this influential article is Mike Teter, who was my postdoctoral supervisor at Cornell 
University (USA). He taught me that computational materials science is a great deal more than pushing buttons 
on computational black boxes. If done properly, it also involves a constant improvement and optimisation of the 
underlying numerical methods. A survey of the latest many-particle simulation methods and their implementation 
on supercomputing facilities can be found in another monograph6, Computational Many-Particle Physics, to which 
I contributed two chapters. This book has been downloaded from Springer so many times that a copy of it must sit 
on nearly every computer running materials simulations today. 

Surprises
If you are late for a conference dinner and are seated at a table with colleagues that you hardly know, you might want 
to break the ice by starting a typical scientist’s joke: ‘A crystallographer, a physicist, a chemist, a mathematician, 
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a materials scientist and a mineralogist find themselves in a room…’. 
However, you would not have much success with such a joke at a typical 
quasicrystals conference, because such is typically the composition 
of these conferences. Since the discovery of quasicrystals by Dan 
Shechtman and co-workers in 1984,7 these materials have put into 
question some of the most fundamental concepts in crystallography 
and condensed matter physics. Among them is the question of whether 
a material with no obvious translational order but sharp X-ray diffraction 
peaks would still qualify as a crystal or not. (Answer: it does!). But sadly, 
some of the godfathers of modern materials science like Linus Pauling 
dismissed the field of quasicrystals at the outset.8 

In hindsight, the borderline existence of the field of quasicrystals 
among the condensed matter establishment turned out to be a blessing. 
In the relative tranquillity of the quasicrystals conference, a very diverse 
scientific community met and worked out groundbreaking new ideas 
about the structure and the properties of complex periodic and aperiodic 
materials. My PhD supervisor, Peter Kramer, was among the pioneers 
of this field. He developed one of the first tiling models for icosahedral 
quasicrystals.9 In Figure 1 I have posted some instructions to fabricate 
paper versions of the corresponding tiles, and as this is a Commentary 
about toolmaking, you are invited to produce paper versions of the 
corresponding tiles, and try to tile space in an aperiodic fashion, but 
without creating holes or overlaps between those tiles. 

Source: Wikipedia

Figure 1:  Unit cells of a quasi-periodic icosahedral tiling. Transfer these 
templates to cardboard and enjoy tiling. 

Under the supervision of Professor Kramer I started to develop some 
of the first atomistic models for layered and icosahedral quasicrystals, 
one example being the Quandt–Elser model for AlPdMn.10 Today, the 
combination of experimental or crystallographic probes with DFT-
based materials simulations has become mainstream in the field of 
quasicrystals research. 

Another case in which Pauling found himself corrected was the case 
of boron. In his famous book3 he goes to great lengths to explain the 
astonishingly complex nature of the chemical bond in the elementary 
phases of boron and makes a strong case for boron icosahedra as the 
building blocks of such materials. In a collaboration with my colleague 
Ihsan Boustani, we took this idea very seriously and tried to develop 
a structure model for a one-elemental boron quasicrystals built on 
Pauling’s ideas. To our surprise we discovered something completely 
different: namely that boron forms quasi-planar clusters rather than 
icosahedra, which gives rise to boron nanotubes, boron fullerenes and 
quasi-planar boron sheets (now called borophene).11 Several allotropes 
of borophene are shown in Figure 2. 

The formulation of an Aufbau principle for boron clusters marked the 
birth of the field of boron nanomaterials.11 Historically, the prediction of 
quasi-planar boron sheets predated the discovery of graphene by several 
years. Unfortunately, borophene was much harder to synthesise than we 
originally thought it would be, whereas its cousin material, graphene, has 
become one of the biggest sensations in the story of materials science.12 
The only materials class in which carbon cannot really compete with 
boron is the possible existence of boron quasicrystals.11 Up until now, 
however, the boron quasicrystal remains our only prediction which has 
not been confirmed over the years. But maybe something as simple as a 
pure sample of alpha-boron and a ball mill might do the job? 

Applied computational materials science
One aspect of cutting-edge computational materials science is the 
systematic and almost industrial scale search for new materials.13 
This seems to be a promising strategy, provided one is privileged enough 
to gain very generous access to the corresponding supercomputing 
infrastructure. Another promising approach to computational materials 
science is the modelling of possible technological devices. Note that 
atomistic methods like DFT can only be applied to idealised model systems 
comprising up to several hundred atoms. This number falls short by at 
least 20 orders of magnitude compared to the number of atoms forming 
a typical solar cell or nano-optical device. The way out of this dilemma 
is the use of multiscale approaches,14 in which device simulations are 
essentially based on phenomenological models, but the key materials 
parameters for these phenomenological models may be taken either from 
experiment or from an atomistic simulation using DFT. This allows for ‘in 
silico’ development of new types of devices without ever going to the 
laboratory. Over the years we were able to demonstrate that this approach 
works extremely well in the field of photovoltaics.15 

Another field in which we had explored a full suite of fundamental and 
phenomenological simulation tools is computational plasmonics.16 
Plasmonics is a key optical technology based on surface waves, which 
is supposed to bridge the fields of electronics and optics. Figure 3 shows 
predictions of plasmonic surface waves (‘plasmons’) for graphene and 
borophene made by my colleague Robert Warmbier, which is a follow-up 
on our earlier work referred to above. The strongest peaks in the spectra 
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Source: Wikipedia

Figure 2:  Allotropes of borophene. 
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correspond to resonances induced by surface plasmons. For graphene 
we notice the existence of plasmons in the UV (beyond 3 eV) and in the 
THz range (1–100 meV), whereas some of the strongest peaks seen 
in the case of borophene indicate the existence of plasmons within the 
optical range (1–3 eV). 

Even more surprises
For a born toolmaker, even the most exotic natural phenomena can 
be easily understood after referring to a material or a process that the 
toolmaker could move with their own hand. I was rather surprised to 
find out from a remarkable book by Strogatz17, that undisputed millennial 
geniuses like Archimedes and Newton did not make their biggest 
mathematical discoveries based on abstract reasoning but on simple 
mechanical analogues. 

It turns out that materials science provides us with a fascinating zoo 
of possible analogies to particles and processes, which are otherwise 
found only at some of the smallest and at some of the largest length 
scales in our universe. This was the topic of a rather visionary book 
by Volovik18. It almost appears as though materials science provides 
us with something like the mysterious aleph, which has so vividly been 
described in the famous short story by Borges19. 

As it happened, Volovik was immediately vindicated by the discovery of 
topological insulators and related materials20, which brought into materials 
laboratories worldwide effects and concepts that previously were only 
known from field theory and high energy physics. Based on these materials 
analogies, we now have the unique possibility of studying model versions 
of black holes, magnetic monopoles and new elementary particles in a 
materials lab, and hopefully will learn a good deal about their fundamental 
properties before we start to hunt for the same physics elsewhere using 
giant telescopes and particle accelerators. 

Summary and outlook
It is the complex nature of the chemical bond that gives rise to an 
amazing variety of materials, some of which have been described 
in this Commentary. Among them we will surely find new classes of 
‘wonder materials’ which will drive the technologies of the future. 
Over time, these new materials will lead to a fundamentally different 
portfolio of basic industrial materials. When this happens, countries like 
South Africa, which have a wide range of minerals resources, will be 
in a very comfortable strategic position. However, these mineral-rich 
countries will need to use their natural resources wisely, and they must 
also succeed in building a strong beneficiation industry around their 
mining sectors and include investments in the necessary human capital. 

Some steps in that direction have already been made in South Africa by 
funding internationally established institutions like the Centre of Excellence 
in Strong Materials (CoE-SM) with headquarters at the University of the 
Witwatersrand. Beyond these national efforts, there are also new initiatives 
like the Centre of Excellence in Materials, Energy and Nanotechnology 

(CoE-MEN), which aims to provide materials scientists in Africa with a 
new continent-wide research platform, and which operates under the 
auspices of the African Research Universities Alliance. 

These initiatives will need time and continuous financial and technical 
support to evolve to their full potential, and one should not make the 
mistake of expecting that the futuristic Wakanda of the Marvel Universe 
will arise overnight. But in the CoE-SM and the related Materials for Energy 
Research Group, we have already seen many cases in which teams of 
researchers start from the atomistic simulation of the key materials and 
end up with the production of sophisticated high-tech devices. 

And so, the story of toolmaking will continue, and new discoveries will 
surely surprise us on our long and winding road to ‘Wakanda’. 
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Much scientific research is mundane, often involving only incremental advancements to our understandings. 
Sometimes progress is marginal, for example when established methods are applied to different systems or when 
ideas and techniques are improved slightly. In this way, advances often come at a painstakingly slow rate, and not 
always in a linear fashion. Scientific dead ends are a part of the journey to scientific advancement. 

Some will argue that it seems a luxury for scientists to be rewarded for unfettered research when their individual 
contributions to the overall advancement of the field of inquiry can be described as miniscule, with little or no direct 
impact on society or on commerce and industry. Given the enormous expense involved in supporting research 
at universities and our national facilities, especially in a developing country like South Africa, it seems fair to ask: 
Why should society, more specifically taxpayers, support open-ended scientific research? 

Free open-ended inquiry as a basis for scientific advancement
This question has been dealt with in different eras by different societies, and many industrialised nations have 
long seen the necessity for nurturing a community of scientific specialists. It is not necessarily the individual 
contributions that count, but the aggregated understandings that can lead to important scientific advances. If we 
are going to progress, South Africa needs to be part of this journey. 

At times, however, bright new ideas, incisive innovative theories and explanations, radically different techniques 
and approaches, ingenious inventions, unpredicted observations, and unimagined discoveries emerge. This type 
of scientific breakthrough often cannot be planned in advance nor can it be predicted. Nor can it be directed from 
the top, or orchestrated by managers and bureaucrats, although the support of these groups is essential. Scientific 
breakthroughs thrive where intellectual enquiry is supported and free. 

Scientific advancement as a basis for directed, applied industrial research
Unfettered science may seem to be divorced from South Africa’s practical problems. Should we, therefore, move in 
the direction of more directed, applied industrial research – by which I mean research focused on solving a known set 
of problems with direct benefit for commerce, industry, or society more generally – to address societal challenges?

There is a strong argument that directed, applied industrial research focused on practical problem-solving needs 
strong support, especially in a country like ours with high levels of poverty and unemployment. However, this research 
should not be done at the expense of free, open-ended inquiry. For if it did, we would run short of truly fresh scientific 
ideas to apply to our societal problems. We would destroy the source of high-quality young graduates with the 
capability and versatility to move towards directed, applied industrial research and thus we would destroy the entire 
scientific enterprise. 

Quality postgraduate student training as a vital cog for societal development
The South African government has stated its aim to graduate 6000 PhDs per year by 2025. Currently, we produce 
about half this number annually across all disciplines. Although currently unrealistic, the target might be regarded 
as aspirational, but it also emphasises postgraduate student development as an instrument for societal change. 
(Here, by postgraduate students I mean the cohort of PhD students.)

It is important that we focus on quality postgraduate student development, and that we re-double our efforts to 
enable graduates to lead successful careers while making meaningful contributions to society. Unless we plan 
properly, this will not happen. Because the vast majority will not find academic employment, as our universities and 
research facilities have their own fiscal constraints, the need to train postgraduates for success beyond academia 
is extremely urgent. 

Training postgraduate students in an environment of open-ended inquiry is vital for their personal development. 
This is where critical thinking is nurtured, and students require intellectual versatility. They must learn skills 
transferable to different employment settings. Thus, the question arises about how we can be more creative in 
postgraduate student training so that graduates can impact more positively on society without damaging the very 
ethos needed to sustain science into the future. 

Unless we grapple with this question, we may run the risk of losing societal support for science. Having thousands 
of unemployed or underemployed PhDs will come back to haunt South African academia if we do not address this 
question timeously. Increasingly, it will be seen to be a failure if our postgraduates are not sufficiently inventive and 
if they are largely incapable of creating employment opportunities, at the very least, for themselves. 

The following are, in my view, some of the principal areas in which we might re-orientate postgraduate student training 
to avoid what appears to be a looming future crisis of massive underemployment of highly qualified postgraduates. 

1. Enhance critical thinking and the ethical practice of science
With ready and free access to information on the Internet, are our universities, and hence our graduates, becoming 
less relevant? It is likely that this will happen if we do not adjust our research, teaching and learning programmes. 
Despite the deluge of information, students still need to be taught the broad understanding of their subject material 
and assisted in making inter- and multi-disciplinary connections. They need to engage critically with their subjects 
and be trained to become more discerning about ‘information’. 
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The ethical practice of science for humanity must become a very strong 
focus of our training across all scientific disciplines if postgraduate 
students will be more relevant for society. Society needs more scientists 
with a more humane view of this world. 

2. Strengthen scientific and technical skills development 
In many experimental sciences, the focus is on using off-the-shelf 
commercial equipment. While this often leads to excellent scientific 
outcomes, there is often little attention to innovating with the instrumentation 
itself. Thus, many postgraduate students become operators of equipment 
rather than its designers, modifiers or even developers. This impacts 
negatively on skill sets, often with reduced options for employment 
outside academia. 

This reality replicates itself in many different scientific endeavours. 
For instance, in the fields of computational sciences a generation ago, 
students and postdoctoral fellows would have developed their own 
codes incrementally over many years. Today, many production codes 
have been commercialised with exorbitant licence fees, although the 
community of open-source developers is growing. These codes are 
highly specialised and sophisticated and written by teams of experts. 
It is obviously impossible for a postgraduate student to write an entire 
production code that can compete with what has been professionally 
developed. But we need students to be computationally competent if 
they are going to seek work in commerce and industry. 

The reality is that these large-scale production codes are being used as 
‘black boxes’ by postgraduate students and researchers alike. Students 
do not always learn computational theory and algorithms in a fundamental 
way, and many can barely make substantial modifications to the codes. 
Worse still, in the cases of most licensed software, the source codes are 
not available for scrutiny. The consequence is that science is impeded 
in very real ways. The question we should ask is: Are we producing 
computational scientists or computational operators? 

The irony is that advances in science and technology, especially in 
automation – while important for society-at-large – have helped dull the 
creativity and inventiveness of our postgraduate students, with bleak 
consequences for their futures, and possibly for science itself. We need 
to fix this. 

There is new science to discover if the limits of instrumentation can 
be pushed to new levels. Supervisors need to take a more pedagogical 
approach to training postgraduate students in using experimental 
equipment. Postgraduate students from all branches of science need to 
be capable of mechanical machining and electronic design. They should 
learn to be able to dissect equipment and discover its inner workings, to 
modify it and even design and build new capabilities 

All students, including those in the humanities, should be able to write 
computer code. How else will they be able to translate a new theoretical 
model that they might have developed as a part of their research into 
tangible results? 

We must impart to our postgraduate students the types of experimental, 
technical and computational skills that will enable them to succeed 
outside academia. 

3. Exploring the path from science to innovation 
Researchers are often accused by managers, funders and society in 
general of not being sufficiently innovative. There is growing pressure 
for universities to engage more with discovery and innovation. However, 

I have already argued above that open-ended unfettered research must 
continue to be the bedrock of our university research systems. Are we 
going to continue to live in separate worlds, or can we look for ways in 
which we can bridge this growing divergence?

The current enterprise system at many universities works as follows. 
When a new idea is discovered, it is identified and then advances along 
the long and arduous path toward commercialisation. A new set of skills 
and understanding is critical for this to happen, often totally unknown to 
the typical scientific researcher. For example, major funding is almost 
always vital; prototyping is necessary; extensive market research is 
needed; clinical trials may be required; intellectual property rights require 
investigating; patenting is expensive; etc. 

This chain pre-supposes that new, commercially viable ideas are actively 
pursued in the research laboratories. This, however, is often not the 
case as many academics focus on their academic pursuits and do not 
actively seek marketable ideas. And even if academics stumble across 
an exciting new and marketable idea, they do not often have the time to 
take it further. 

However, the situation is very different for postgraduate students who 
are not faculty members. The requirement for research papers of 
international standing, and a thesis, remain important requirements, 
but students need to be exposed to a different way of thinking about 
research. Research can lead to new ideas and discovery, but innovation 
reflects the chain of processes to bring this research to the market or in 
service of society, which, as was noted above, requires other knowledge 
and skills to which postgraduate students are not generally exposed. 

We should educate and train postgraduate students to take innovative 
ideas through to market, by including practical real-life examples taught 
by successful experts, from the outset, rather than as an option to be 
considered only at the end when a student fortuitously finds an exciting 
idea that they wish to pursue. This cannot be left to chance. 

We need a new conversation: How can we more effectively expose our 
postgraduate students to the ideas of innovation at the start of their studies 
rather than accidentally at the end? Inspiration can change attitudes. Not 
all PhDs will become entrepreneurs, but after such exposure, they will 
always seek the value of their work in terms of application. 

The future of the South African academy depends on training an increasing 
number of highly qualified postgraduates who can readily be employed 
outside academia, or who can create their own employment. Major public 
funding and effort will be devoted to increasing our postgraduate student 
production rate as intended. If this is not accompanied by increasing 
quality and employability, then we are heading for catastrophe. 

By focusing on the employability of our postgraduate students, open-
ended unfettered research – which I have argued is essential for the 
long-term viability of our scientific research systems – must be able 
to continue in an unhindered way. The re-orientation of postgraduate 
student training along the above lines will enhance the quality for open-
ended research and increase the attractiveness of postgraduate studies. 
The top 5% of PhDs may still find excellent academic jobs, but I expect 
and hope that they will, through the process I have outlined, have 
developed a greater understanding and sympathy for the plights facing 
the remaining 95%. 
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When a living coelacanth was trawled off East London, South Africa, at a depth between 72 m and 100 m on 
22 December 1938, it caused an international sensation.1-7 The specimen was saved for science by the young 
curator of the East London Museum, Marjorie Courtenay-Latimer8 and identified by JLB Smith of Rhodes University 
College5,6. Smith named it Latimeria chalumnae, after Courtenay-Latimer and the river off which it was caught, and 
it is listed in the official Coelacanth Conservation Council (CCC) inventory as CCC 1. L. chalumnae is classified in 
the family Latimeriidae and the suborder Latimerioidea. 

JLB Smith, who was a keen angler and had an excellent knowledge of fish anatomy, behaviour and habitat preferences, 
predicted that the East London fish was a stray from relatively shallow rocky reefs further north on the tropical east 
coast of Africa.7 Rumours of dead coelacanths being washed up on the seashore at Knysna and Gonubie near 
East London, or sighted by divers in Mozambique, have not been substantiated.9 In 1989, Bruton10 predicted that 
coelacanths would be found off the Transkei and Zululand coasts but this suggestion was rejected at the time. 

L. chalumnae has since been found in the Comoros (over    200 specimens)11, Mozambique (one specimen, CCC 162)12, 
Madagascar (over 13 specimens)13, Kenya (one specimen, CCC 178)14 and Tanzania (over 70 specimens)15,16, and 
a colony was discovered in the isiMangaliso Wetland Park in northern Zululand, South Africa, in 200017. Another 
species of living coelacanth, L. menadoensis, was found on the other side of the Indian Ocean off North Sulawesi 
Island in Indonesia in 1997 (CCC 174)18,19; this species is smaller than L. chalumnae and its body, which is also 
covered with white spots, is brown rather than blue. 

The first scientist to observe a living coelacanth was Jacques Millot of France who briefly examined a dying 
immature female fish (142 cm, 41 kg; CCC 8) in a flooded wooden boat at Mutsamudu on Anjouan Island in the 
Comoros in 1954.20 The fish was captured at 20:00 on 12 November 1954 and was kept alive in the sunken boat 
from about 23:30 until 15:30 on 13 November 1954. The fish was stressed and exhibited only feeble movements. 

Several coelacanths that were subsequently caught by traditional fishermen in the Comoros (mainly Grand 
Comoro), and brought to the attention of scientists, survived for periods of 1–42 h, usually 1–11 h, near the water 
surface where they could be observed by divers.9 

Hans Fricke and his team from Germany were the first to study the living coelacanth in detail from their research 
submersible Jago. They compiled an extraordinary data series on the living coelacanth in the Comoros spanning 
21 years and including 145 specimens that had been individually identified using the unique patterns of white spots 
on their bodies.21-26

On 28 October 2000, mixed-gas divers Pieter Venter, Peter Timm and Etienne le Roux discovered coelacanths 
living at a depth of 104 m in Jesser Canyon at Sodwana Bay17 in the newly proclaimed iSimangaliso Wetland 
Park in Maputaland – the shallowest sighting of coelacanths at that time. On 27 November 2000 they filmed three 
coelacanths at a depth of 106 m in Jesser Canyon. These discoveries led to the establishment of the African 
Coelacanth Ecosystem Programme (ACEP) in April 2002 which aimed to initiate and promote a new phase of 
multidisciplinary research on the coelacanth and its habitats. 

The South African Institute for Aquatic Biodiversity in Makhanda (previously Grahamstown) was appointed as the 
lead organisation for ACEP, which has been carried out in three phases: 2001–2006, 2007–2011 and 2012–2015. 
From 2002 to 2004, Professor Hans Fricke and his team returned to South Africa with the Jago submersible to study 
coelacanths in the iSimangaliso Wetland Park from the R/V Algoa as part of ACEP. They carried out 47 survey dives 
with a total bottom time of 166 h at depths ranging from 46 m to 359 m. Initially, 24 coelacanths were identified in 
three submarine canyons at depths from 96 m to 133 m along a 48-km stretch of coast in the iSimangaliso Wetland 
Park. This number was later increased to 32 individuals.27,28 Over time the ACEP programme extended its research 
programme further north into other countries in East Africa and the Western Indian Ocean Islands using the R/V 
Algoa and other motherships, the Jago submersible and a Sea-Eye Falcon underwater remotely operated vehicle. 

On 15 February 2004, mixed-gas diver Christo van Jaarsveld observed a coelacanth at a depth of about 54 m in 
Diepgat Canyon south of Sodwana Bay in the iSimangaliso Wetland Park (2004, personal communication to Mike 
Fraser, February 16; confirmed 26 November 2019). This sighting is the shallowest on record for a healthy adult 
coelacanth and was the 19th specimen known from the iSimangaliso Wetland Park, but it has not been seen again. 
Van Jaarsveld has subsequently seen and filmed another specimen on 7 August 2018 in the iSimangaliso Wetland 
Park (2018, personal communication to Mike Fraser, August 7); this fish has also not been seen since.

At about 09:00 on 22 November 2019, a team of divers observed and filmed a single coelacanth (ACEP no. 34) at a 
depth of 69 m off the village of Umzumbe (between Hibberdene and Pumula) on the South Coast of KwaZulu-Natal 
(Figure 1). This site is about 325 km south of the iSimangaliso Wetland Park. The divers, Mike Fraser and Alan 
Fraser from Pumula and Bruce Henderson and Pieter Carstens from Somerset West, launched from the Injambili 
launch site at Pumula, with Benjamin Henderson and Marc Dukes acting as surface support in the boat. Henderson 
and Carstens used open circuit trimix and Mike and Alan Fraser used rebreathers with trimix diluent. 

Mike and Alan Fraser are keen anglers and have fished the reef on which the coelacanth was found for many years. 
They are also avid scuba divers who have been using AP diving rebreathers for the past 9 years and are familiar 
with the underwater terrain on this coast. Mike and Alan Fraser had previously speculated that the Umzumbe River 
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Canyon would be an ideal place to spot a coelacanth, because the caves 
and cracks seen on the sonar would offer good shelter from predators. 

Figure 1:  Coelacanth off Pumula on the KwaZulu-Natal South Coast, 
South Africa, on 22 November 2019 (photo: Bruce Henderson).

The reef on which the dive took place (the longitude and latitude 
coordinates for the discovery site are known but are being kept 
confidential in order to safeguard the coelacanth) is about 1 km from the 
continental shelf edge and is washed by strong currents. The coelacanth 
was first found by Alan Fraser who was swimming ahead of the other 
divers. On the video recorded during the dive (supplementary material) 
he can be heard shouting for Bruce Henderson, who had the GoPro 7 
video camera with a 150 m underwater housing. The maximum depth of 
the dive was 72 m and the total bottom time 15 min, of which about half 
was spent with the coelacanth. Bruce Henderson filmed the coelacanth 
at a depth of 69 m. 

The single coelacanth that was sighted remained relatively motionless 
under an overhang despite the attentions of the four divers and their strobe 
lights. It maintained a head-down position, slowly moving its paired fins. 
Although the epicaudal ridge along the middle of the tail was prominent, 
the fin rays on the epicaudal lobe of the tail fin did not extend beyond the 
curve of the rays on the dorsal and ventral portions of the fin, as in the 
second coelacanth, which Smith initially thought was a separate species.11

The size of the coelacanth was estimated to be 180–200 cm and about 
100 kg by comparing its dimensions with those of the divers, although 
it is difficult to estimate a fish’s size accurately under water. It would 
almost certainly have been a female individual as male coelacanths 
rarely exceed 150 cm in length.9,26 

This estimated size is comparable to the largest coelacanths on 
record which include a 179-cm, 98-kg female caught off Pebane in 
Mozambique (CCC 162)14, a 183-cm female caught off Mutsamudu, 
Anjouan (CCC 126), a 187-cm, 85-kg individual caught off Toliara 
in Madagascar (CCC 284) and a 190-cm female caught off Chiconi, 
Anjouan (CCC 127), according to the official CCC inventory29,30. 

What is the significance of the Pumula coelacanth discovery? It indicates 
that coelacanths live along our coast further south than the iSimangaliso 
Wetland Park in Maputaland and raises the possibility that they may live 
elsewhere along the KwaZulu-Natal coast and even further south along 
the Transkei coast into the Eastern Cape. If this is the case, then the first 
coelacanth that was caught off East London over 80 years ago may 
not have been a stray but a member of a resident population. Instead 
of being washed southwards from the tropics by the south-flowing 
Mozambique current, as Smith7 had suggested, coelacanths may have 
moved purposefully over time into suitable habitats further south than 
their optimal range in the tropics. 

Dives conducted using the research submersible Jago off the Eastern 
Cape coast near East London and Port Elizabeth in 1991 by Hans Fricke, 
Jurgen Schaüer, Mike Bruton and others revealed that underwater 
habitats there were suboptimal, with only small overhangs and no deep 
caves.9 On these dives large ambush predators, such as the wreckfish, 
Polyprion americanus, seemed to fill the coelacanth’s niche.9 More 
suitable habitats for coelacanths along the Eastern Cape coast have 

since been found in the Chalumna Canyon by Dr Kerry Sink of ACEP 
(2019, personal communication) using remotely operated vehicles near 
the capture site of the first specimen in December 1938. 

The depth preferences of coelacanths throughout their range extends 
from about 54 m to over 800 m,21-31 shallow by marine standards as the 
average depth of the ocean is 3688 m. The Pumula coelacanth record is 
therefore the second shallowest yet recorded for a healthy, non-pregnant 
adult coelacanth. Coelacanth specimens, and the data associated with 
their capture, are well documented; the latest edition of the coelacanth 
inventory compiled by Rik Nulens for the CCC lists 323 specimens caught 
to date (Nulens R 2019, personal communication, December 29).

Dead or dying coelacanths, some with their guts full of plastic, one 
with a Tetradon blaasop stuck in its mouth (CCC 182), have been found 
floating at the water surface off Tanzania.30 A large coelacanth (179 cm, 
98 kg; CCC 162), pregnant with 26 pups, was caught between 40 m 
and 44 m on the continental shelf off Pebane in northern Mozambique 
in August 1991.12,30 

The discovery of a coelacanth at a depth of only 69 m off Pumula (and at 
54 m in the Diepgat Canyon) suggests that they may live shallower than 
previously thought, at least at the southern end of their range, which 
means that they may be more accessible to mixed-gas divers, as well as 
to shallow-water remotely operated vehicles and research submersibles, 
for study. Many aspects of coelacanth biology and behaviour have not 
been documented, including whether they guard their young after birth 
and the diet and habitat preferences of the young. 

The shallower depths at which coelacanths appear to live off South Africa, 
compared to the Comoros, Tanzania or Madagascar, may be a consequence 
of their relatively low tolerance of high water temperatures and low oxygen 
saturations.21-26 As oxygen saturations are lower in warmer water, they 
may tend to live deeper in the warmer waters of the tropics and shallower 
in the cooler subtemperate waters off South Africa’s east coast. Mike 
Fraser has reported that, although the surface water temperature on the 
day of the discovery (22 November 2019) was about 25 °C, there was a 
marked thermocline at about 15 m from the bottom where the recorded 
temperature fell to 17 °C. 

The discovery of a living coelacanth off the South Coast of KwaZulu-Natal 
also reveals how little we know about marine life off our coast, despite 
intensive research, increasingly intense deep diving ventures and long-
term commercial and recreational fishing pressure. That coelacanths have 
been living undiscovered off the heavily fished south coast of KwaZulu-
Natal, despite the high profile of the fish over the past 80 years, suggests 
that many remarkable discoveries remain to be made in our oceans. 

ACEP and other programmes that promote and facilitate multi-disciplinary 
research in our marine environment should therefore continue to receive 
priority financial and logistical support, and recreational divers should 
be encouraged to collaborate with scientists so that their valuable 
observations can be included in the scientific dialogue. More effort 
should also be made to create organised platforms that make it possible 
for ‘citizen scientists’, especially deep divers, to participate meaningfully 
in scientific research. The possibility of creating an offshore Marine 
Protected Area off Pumula, without unduly impacting on the activities of 
recreational anglers, also needs to be considered. 
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For most marine scientists, unless we work in the field of fisheries development or at the interface of science and policy, 
it is rare to feel that we are making an impact on the lives of people in the wider community. Most research scientists 
at universities and government laboratories also have limited opportunity to engage with schools and the general 
public outside of once-a-year open days. But beyond the science and networking, conferences, especially international 
conferences, can provide a myriad of opportunities for us to redress both these issues in a way that enriches all. Here, 
we describe the programme of development-related activities that supported the 6th International Jellyfish Blooms 
Symposium, and their impact, and we urge it be used as a template for other scientific meetings in the future.

Jellyfish are far more than merely an interesting find on the beach. On the one hand, when abundant, jellyfish can 
cause economic harm to the tourism, aquaculture, fisheries and energy sectors1, but on the other hand, they provide 
food for other animals, e.g. turtles, shelter for juvenile fish and a potential resource to exploit2. In recognition of their 
role in marine ecosystems, the international jellyfish community updates and renews itself at a conference every 
3 years or so. The first meeting was held in the USA in January 2000 and after conferences in Australia, Argentina, 
Japan and Spain, Africa’s turn came in 2019, after Monty Graham (University of Southern Mississippi) convinced one 
of us (M.J.G.) to host the conference at the University of the Western Cape. 

‘Whilst Africa may have witnessed the evolution of Homo sapiens sapiens, she is nevertheless young and 
inexperienced … in so many ways. Consequently, the conference will focus on development in its broadest sense…’. 
These sentences open paragraph two on the conference webpage (http://www.jellyfishbloom2019.co.za), and 
effectively encapsulated our thoughts on both the science programme and ancillary activities.

Partnerships
As any who have tried will know, organising a conference single-handedly is impossible. Small universities with a 
limited staff complement generally have neither the budget nor the skill set to organise conferences, and expertise 
to advise on non-core activities is missing. The University of the Western Cape is no exception in this regard. Thus, 
in order to achieve our development goals, the University of the Western Cape actively sought partner institutions 
with a footprint in public engagement and education outside the tertiary education space: private enterprise 
(Two Oceans Aquarium) and the local natural history museum (Iziko Museums of South Africa). 

Although the Two Oceans Aquarium is a premier tourist attraction at the V&A Waterfront development in Cape Town, 
it plays a very important role in regional and national education, conservation and research. Together with an 
active volunteer programme, more than 20 years’ experience in adult education and a comprehensive schools 
programme beginning with the early childhood development phase, it has recently been developing and driving the 
implementation of a marine sciences curriculum for Grades 10–12, which is already being offered at various pilot 
schools as an additional subject. 

Iziko Museums of South Africa operates 11 national museums in Cape Town, housing natural history, social 
history and art collections in magnificent historical buildings. The Iziko South African Museum is the oldest and 
largest museum in South Africa and boasts an impressive history of scholarship and education. There is a strong 
commitment to engaging with diverse communities through various school outreach and enrichment programmes, 
as well as empowering and inspiring visitors through education. Half a million people visit Iziko’s museums each 
year and around 50 000 school learners are guided through its galleries by museum educators and curators.

Reaching out
At all previous International Jellyfish Blooms conferences, the only representation from sub-Saharan Africa had been 
limited to the author (M.J.G.) or his students. But jellyfish are not only a southern African issue3, and so if, as a 
community, we are going to develop ‘in-house’4 jellyfish science on the continent, we need to identify and sponsor 
participation by scientists and students from countries beyond South Africa. Through various contacts at the UN Food 
and Agriculture Organization, and targeted advertisement, four delegates were identified from elsewhere in Africa: one 
each from Morocco, Senegal, Ghana and Cameroon. All four are working on jellyfish in their home countries, either 
as postgraduate students or as part of their work in government laboratories. Sponsorship for their attendance was 
secured from two sources: the National Research Foundation of South Africa, through a grant to M.J.G., and conference 
registration fees. It is common practice when organising conferences to fund the costs of plenary speakers using the 
latter. For this conference, however, we omitted plenary talks, which had the further beneficial effect of making all 
delegates equal, and used these monies to help cover the costs of African colleagues. Local student mentors were 
assigned to chaperone and assist each African visitor, for all of whom the trip was the first to South Africa. 

After the conference, our African guests participated in a 2-day workshop on jellyfish identification at Iziko’s Natural 
History Museum, led by André Morandini from Saõ Paulo in Brazil and Ilka Straehler-Pohl from Stade-Hagen in 
Germany. These two experts gave of their time freely to participate, recognising it as an opportunity to build links 
with Africa for potential future collaborations and for a chance to see recently collected material from the region. 
This was also an occasion on which to access global experts for taxonomic determination/validation of the jellyfish 
collections of both the University of the Western Cape and Iziko.

In their feedback, the African delegates had this to say: 

I have gain[ed] a lot both in knowledge and connections. I have the opportunities, now it is 
the time to go forward … I will use [the] contacts I made to carry out collaborative research, 
applying for grants and fellowships. 

Gisèle FG Youbouni, PhD candidate, Cameroon 
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The networking I made during the conference was 
great and the knowledge gained will help improve 
the quality of my research. 

Prisca Adongo Ayerijenna, MPhil candidate, Ghana

Educational outreach
Branding
If you talk to people who work in advertising, they will tell you that branding 
is everything. While we may be generalising, our experience is that most 
science students today cannot tell a Monet from a Manet and while they 
may be able to think creatively in their discussions, their abilities to behave 
similarly in the arts are generally limited. We turned to the Red and Yellow 
Creative School of Business for assistance with the conference brand. Red 
and Yellow is a small tertiary-level institution that trains students, primarily 
in marketing, advertising and communications. Following an interactive 
lecture to students on jellyfish and the conference, Red and Yellow gave 
students the option to submit a design for the conference logo as one of 
their formal assignments. Almost half the class opted in for the project: 
staff at the design school selected the shortlist (Supplementary figure 1), 
from which we identified the winner (Figure 1). All shortlisted designers 
were invited to the conference dinner, and the winning logo was displayed 
on all letterheads, bags, T-shirts, etc. 

Figure 1:  The winning design. 

Feedback from educators at Red and Yellow was as follows: 

The students enjoyed the experience of working 
with a real ‘client’ because they stood a chance of 
having their work displayed in the world outside 
the classroom. It’s always exciting for students 
when their work makes it into the professional 
arena, and they get a taste for their future career. 

Connor Cullinan, Red and Yellow 

I’m not sure how often these events come around 
but you are welcome to contact us again and we’ll 
try to help if we can. 

Nini van der Walt, Red and Yellow

In designing the conference poster (Figure 1), we approached local 
wildlife photographer Steve Benjamin. Steve, who is more than your 
average citizen scientist, happily shared some of his photographs of 
jellyfish with us and allowed us to use one of his images as a backdrop 
for the poster.

Public engagement
Open lectures given by selected conference delegates should be 
mandatory at conferences. At the very least they represent an 
opportunity for the taxpayer to see how public money is spent; at best 
they give local audiences a chance to hear about latest developments 
and to engage with international experts. With the ‘Ocean Exhibit’ as a 
backdrop, Two Oceans Aquarium hosted a relaxed evening during which 
three of the international conference delegates gave 30-min informal 
talks on: jellyfish venoms, how they work and how to treat them (Angel 
Yanagihara, Hawaii); interactions between jellyfish and humans (Lucas 
Brotz, Vancouver); and real and potential uses of jellyfish (Dror Angel, 
Haifa). The evening was a sell-out! 

This was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to learn 
more about jellyfish, friend or foe, from world 
experts. What a fascinating, informative and 
fantastic event. Thank you. 

Ingrid Sinclair, Two Oceans Aquarium

The conference itself was hosted by Iziko, on the fifth floor of their iconic 
building at the top of The Company Gardens in central Cape Town. 
Afternoon poster sessions were held in the whale well, so called because 
of the whale skeletons hanging from the ceiling. This latter area is open 
to the public during the day, and day visitors to the museum had the 
opportunity to engage with the conference indirectly.

Iziko Museums have a group of dedicated educators who work with 
visiting school groups. Several weeks prior to the conference, during 
National Marine Week, around 200 school learners were invited to 
participate in ‘JellyArt’; a multidisciplinary activity that saw learners 
create jellyfish artworks from recycled materials and pen a message/
question for the delegates of the symposium to consider. These JellyArt 
works were displayed during the symposium, further continuing the 
conversation with the general museum visitors (Supplementary figure 2). 
During the conference itself, a young-at-heart and charismatic delegate 
gave up time to present a public lecture entitled ‘The Light and Dark 
Side of Jellyfish’ and also participated in school-room classes given by 
museum educators, enjoying the opportunity to work with a diverse and 
receptive audience.

Creating commercial opportunities
A few marine biologists are likely to have a tattoo of their study organism 
somewhere on their body, and many probably have work-themed 
paraphernalia at home and/or in the office. Recognising this inclination, 
and given the high levels of unemployment in South Africa, we set out 
to engage with local entrepreneurs who could provide delegates with 
locally crafted gifts for retail. 

We approached the Craft and Design Institute (CDI), a Cape Town 
based craft and design sector development agency with a mission 
to develop capable people and build responsible creative enterprises 
trading within local and international markets. With funding from the 
Western Cape Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport, the CDI was 
able to run a free workshop at the Two Oceans Aquarium, which was 
well attended by interested crafters, many of whom had never visited 
the venue before. This day-long event was a themed product design and 
creativity workshop aimed at stimulating products that could be sourced 
for the Symposium and followed a short presentation to the attendees on 
jellyfish with a view to sparking ideas for unique goods.
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The result was that seven crafters developed a range of items from earrings, 
through socks and cushion covers, to lamps, mobiles and children’s toys, 
as well as bags and clothing. Items were available for sale at the poster 
evenings and all social events: a catalogue of items offered can be found 
on the conference website. It was the first time that the CDI had been 
involved in a project such as this and they appreciated the initiative. 

Sales were generally good and most crafters indicated that, although 
there were challenges, it was a success: 

Such an awesome journey we all took and 
persevered right to the end … was worth it.

Lewis Ndlovu, Kingsdale Emporio 

I’d definitely like to get involved in more 
conferences around animals and natures!!!

Nehanda Magan, Nehanda Design 

I will be happy to do it again with such kind 
friendly and great people.

Joseph Kalango, Design Cradle 

Feedback from the CDI:

This product development opportunity was 
such a good experience for producers to make 
money and be successful. I think this can be 
attributed to the ‘narrow’, defined parameters of 
the project. Parameters of a defined theme (that 
is visually inspirational), a price range, and the 
security of a definite interested audience. It is an 
excellent, not too risky a project format for people 
learning, to be involved in. I want to use this 
model going forwards as an iterative learning and 
consolidating experience.

Fran Stewart, CDI

The way forward
In relatively small conferences such as this (we had 150 delegates 
from 23 countries), it is customary for prospective hosts of the next 
meeting to make a bid. In Cape Town, two institutions came forward: the 
University of British Columbia, Canada and the University of Kerala, India. 
Immediately prior to voting at the closing dinner, Lucas Brotz announced 

that the University of British Columbia was withdrawing its offer to host 
the next meeting, because he felt that the momentum generated around 
development in Cape Town needed to be carried forward. Although India 
has a rich jellyfish diversity and harvests almost 100 000 tons annually, 
there are very few scientists there who study them, primarily owing to a 
lack of capacity. The striking similarities between India and South Africa 
suggest that the development focus in Cape Town, could be successfully 
repeated there, with support from the community.

Support from the community appears to be strong. In our post-symposium 
questionnaire, we expressly asked whether delegates appreciated 
the development initiatives we had put together, and the feedback was 
resoundingly positive. Over 90% of respondents were interested by our 
engagement with local crafters and 60% purchased at least one item from 
them; almost 80% of respondents appreciated the school outreach and 
57% indicated that they would be happy to participate in such activities at 
future conferences, time permitting. 

Given this level of support from a relatively small international 
conference, imagine the impact of a much bigger conference. 
The International Congress of Zoology is meeting in Cape Town in 2020, 
the 14th International Conference on Copepoda is being held in the 
Kruger National Park in 2020 and the International Ornithologists Union 
is gathering in Durban in 2022. Not to mention local conferences, some 
of which attract more delegates than the specialised international ones. 
With careful planning, as a socially responsible academy, we can and 
should provide opportunities for the wider community in as many of our 
endeavours as possible.
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Ever since the Swedish botanist Anders Sparrman1 commented in 1786 on the state of overgrazing brought about 
by sedentary trekboer pastoralists in the southwestern Cape, the optimal use of rangelands in South Africa has 
been the subject of debate. Two centuries later, Hoffman and Ashwell2 painted a bleak picture of our stewardship of 
this precious resource. These rangelands are not merely a source of fibre and food production, but are also key for 
biodiversity conservation and rural livelihoods. The prospects of global change, and its impacts on these rangelands, 
are now being explored in the ongoing debate about the sustainable use of rangelands (e.g. Gillson et al.3). Part of 
this discussion has to be on how we can develop new ways of using these rangelands that are both sustainable 
and of value to society. It is fitting that, in going the full circle of the Swedish connection, a recent workshop was 
held under the auspices of the 2019 South Africa–Sweden University Forum’s (SASUF) Research and Innovation 
Week that focused on innovative and out-of-the-box ideas around future rangelands.

The workshop, entitled ‘Climate change mitigation and adaptation potential of wilder rangelands’ was held at 
the Centre for African Conservation Ecology, Nelson Mandela University and was co-hosted by Joris Cromsigt 
(Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences) and Graham Kerley (Nelson Mandela University). It brought together 
researchers, managers and policymakers from South Africa, Botswana, and Sweden with a goal of building networks 
and encouraging novel debates around rangelands in the light of anthropogenic climate change. Such debate is 
urgent because rangeland practices are not only increasingly threatened by the changing climate, including issues 
such as desertification, woody plant encroachment and extreme weather4, but rangeland practices are also a 
major driver of anthropogenic climate change5. We urgently need novel models for our rangeland management 
that increase the capacity of rangelands to adapt to changing climates and contribute to mitigating climate change.

Traditionally, discussions on South African rangelands have focused on concepts like grazing management systems, 
‘carrying capacities’ and overgrazing, with a heavy focus on domestic livestock.6 Equilibrium views of ecosystem 
dynamics often formed the basis of these earlier discussions, which mostly had a local (regional, biome, national) 
focus. It is only in the last 30 years that this debate has been extended to include indigenous wildlife7, disequilibrium 
dynamics8, and broader ecosystem services provided by rangelands. The scale has also expanded to consider 
global issues such as climate change, for example, the role of methane production by domestic herbivores as a 
climate forcer.9 

The recent paper by Cromsigt et al.10 exploring how rangeland management could be integrated into climate change 
adaptation and mitigation strategies, is a novel but logical development of this debate.

A key lesson from this paper, which served as a catalyst for our workshop, is that the functional diversity, and the 
spatial-temporal dynamics, of species-rich wild grazing systems offer interesting opportunities for climate change 
adaptation and mitigation. For example, wild systems include a diversity of non-ruminant species, which emit very little 
methane. The paper thus concluded that solutions for some climate change challenges might lie in wilder rangelands. 
Wilder rangelands might entail replacing managed livestock systems with harvested communities of native wild 
herbivores and/or ‘rewilding’ livestock grazing practices through learning from wild grazing systems. By extension, 
management of rangelands may provide avenues to both adapt to climate change as well as to mitigate it. 

Workshop participants provided a variety of relevant insights. Joris Cromsigt began with an example of rangelands 
in Europe’s far north where reindeer (Rangifer tarandus) may play a role in cooling the tundra because their impacts 
increase the extent to which these rangelands reflect sunlight (albedo) by turning shrub-dominated tundra into 
grassland steppe.11 Importantly, in these regions, the possible cooling effect of shrubs sequestering carbon is offset 
by the warming effect of their low albedo.12 Rewilding the Nordic tundra with reindeer may thus be among the more 
effective ways of mitigating climate change in this region, and is very urgent in the light of the current rapid woody 
encroachment. Cromsigt then extended the analogy from reindeer to rhino and, based on data from Hluhluwe iMfolozi 
Park, showed how rhino (and other large wild grazers) may have similar positive effects on the reflective properties 
of African rangelands: they promote grassy vegetation with high albedo over woody vegetation. Contributions by 
Kathleen Smart (Rhodes University) and Tony Palmer (Agricultural Research Council) clearly suggested that, similar 
to the tundra systems, albedo effects may offset the carbon benefits of woody encroachment in South African 
rangelands, particularly in the arid to semi-arid zone. Shaun Welman (Nelson Mandela University), Marietjie Landman 
(Sol Plaatie University) and Sheunesu Ruwanza (Rhodes University) highlighted important gaps in our knowledge, 
such as in terms of grazing–soil interactions and the ecophysiology of wild grazers. Student contributors Tebogo 
Sebake and Masego Mokobela (Nelson Mandela University) emphasised how a new generation can show the way 
through their insights and enthusiasm to take on the challenges. There was also a series of talks by local NGOs. 
Participants also stressed that careful consideration should be given to how and where rewilding of rangelands is done 
so as to maximise the benefits for rural communities. In addressing this, care needs to be taken that wilder rangelands 
as a climate change mitigation tool are not imposed on the poorest people for the benefit of the richest, but rather that 
a new model is provided that increases social equitability and empowerment. 

Participation by representatives of government departments with a responsibility towards policy and management 
of rangelands was a key opportunity for them to provide insights into policy approaches to these issues. It emerged 
that the approach by the Department of Environmental Affairs (Hlengiwe Mbatha, now Department of Environment, 
Forestry and Fisheries) to mitigation is heavily invested in carbon sequestration interventions. Suggestions and 
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insights from this workshop might provide a framework to review 
critically and broaden this strategy and empower the Department 
to consider additional opportunities for climate change adaptation 
and mitigation – in line with the National Climate Change Response 
policy of tackling climate change mitigation while reducing risks 
and vulnerabilities. Although not the core focus of the Department of 
Agriculture, Rural Development and Land Reform (Siviwe Shwababa), 
including climate change adaptation and mitigation interventions in the 
land reform programme may provide additional opportunities to manage 
rangelands sustainably while empowering rural communities. For both 
these departments, the prospects of linking Green Economy initiatives, 
and specifically the wildlife aspect, to climate change adaptation and 
mitigation and sustainable social transformation need to be explored.

The workshop successfully initiated by a small network of scientists 
and managers in Sweden and South Africa with a shared interest in 
rangelands and climate change adaptation and mitigation, has refreshed 
the rangeland debate in South Africa. The gathering concluded that wilder 
rangelands might provide significant opportunities for climate change 
mitigation, through carbon storage, ecological restoration, altered fire 
dynamics, increased albedo and reduced methane production, while 
achieving equitable social empowerment. Wilder rangelands may also be 
better adapted to changing climatic conditions, and as such, would not 
be yet another ecological restoration model separating humans from the 
natural environment, but instead might investigate the potential of wilder 
landscapes to include people. Novel ways of using our rangelands should 
be co-created through close interaction among scientists, policymakers 
and local communities. Critically, however, what is needed for policy and 
management interventions to be robust, are evidence-based insights into 
how wilder rangeland management practices can influence the drivers of 
climate change to the benefit of society, while at the same time providing 
adaptation responses to deal with ongoing climate change. As a next step, 
arising from this workshop, we will continue this initiative through the 
SASUF mechanism, by convening a meeting in Sweden in 2020. Clearly, 
this broader and ambitious opportunity needs to be developed further. 
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Geography’s histories are indubitably imperialist. The very origins of the discipline, the ‘writing of the world’ that 
its name denotes, lie in colonial projects of cartography, exploration, knowledge and conquest.1 The contexts 
in which we in contemporary South Africa practise geographical scholarship remain oppressive, as the recent 
Fallist movements have demonstrated and as gamEdze and gamedZe2, for example, clearly show. There is an 
urgent need in South African higher education for decolonised and transformed spaces of teaching, learning and 
research. It was therefore with interest that I read Long et al.’s3 call for the decolonisation of Geography curricula in 
South African universities. I found myself ultimately frustrated, however, by the lack of clarity in their Commentary 
about what decolonisation might mean for our discipline, as well as concerned by the authors’ misreadings of 
postcolonial theory and their insular and exclusionary ideas of ‘legitimacy’ in academic spaces. In this rejoinder, 
I focus on what I consider to be some serious flaws in their argument, followed by a brief proposal for more 
productive decolonisation strategies in our context. 

It is worth noting that what we call Human Geography, although a relatively young sub-discipline, has for some time 
taken the violence of colonialism seriously. As early as 1938, Carl Sauer4 examined the ‘destructive exploitation in 
modern colonial expansion’ and since the 1980s, critical accounts of ‘Geography’s empire’5 and its implications 
for contemporary scholarship have animated debate in journals, books and conferences. Nonetheless, it is true that 
questions of colonial oppression and its complex legacies have been less prominent in South African geographical 
scholarship until recently. The silences here, and the slow demographic transformation of South African Geography 
departments clearly demonstrate the need to render more visible the oppressions and exclusions that shape the 
foundations of our discipline. 

This is the need that Long et al.3 identify, calling specifically for explicit recognition in curricula of ‘local’ knowledges 
and place names, and for a turn to postcolonial theory as ‘resistance to imperialism, a critique of the colonial, and 
a rediscovery of indigenous histories and heritage’ (p.1). There would surely be little argument against these, at 
least as principles, in any contemporary South African department of Geography, and indeed Long et al.3 would find 
little evidence in academic writing for their straw man that the postcolonial is ‘often misconceived’ as the era after 
colonialism (p.1). However, simply calling for resistance, critique and rediscovery does not amount to a substantive 
call for decolonised curricula (or indeed research). 

More problematically, however, the article draws ‘postcolonial theory’ into service as a shorthand for both 
‘decolonisation’ and ‘Africanisation’, without making it clear how the authors understand any of these terms. I cannot 
in this short riposte elaborate on the debates about decolonisation versus Africanisation (see, however, Mbembe6 
and Long7), but the conceptual slippage in Long et al.’s3 article undermines their core argument. The authors would 
do well to take into account Fanon’s8 critique of Africanisation as an ideology that becomes ‘more and more tinged 
by racism’ (p. 154) and often leads to what we in South Africa would now term xenophobic violence against fellow 
Africans. As I point out later, such discursive violence is a real danger in this article.

In the space available here, however, I want to focus less on the ‘what’ and more on the ‘how’ in Long et al.3 – 
in other words on what these authors see as the means by which decolonised curricula should be achieved in 
South African Geography departments. It is here that their argument steps onto shaky intellectual ground, displaying 
a surprising ignorance about the scholarship the authors claim as foundational to their project, and putting forth, 
frankly, regressive proposals for transformation. 

Given the centrality of postcolonial theory to the argument, it is reasonable to expect references to theorists such 
as Said9, Spivak10 and Bhabha11, whose work in cultural and literary studies developed the foundational theories 
of postcolonialism. The work of the ‘Subaltern Studies’ scholars, including Chakrabarty12 and Prakash13, as well 
as contemporary postcolonial geographies such as those elaborated by Raghuram, Madge and Noxolo14-17, 
Sidaway18,19, McEwan20,21, Jacobs22 and Blunt and Rose23, to name only a few, similarly escape mention by 
Long et al.3 Instead, the authors devote about 10% of their contribution to Carter’s24 critical examination of the 
‘unwitting and lingering colonial referents’ (p. 825) within science education scholarship on cultural diversity. 
Carter’s piece makes a valuable contribution to the specific project of interrogating the language used in science 
education, but her work cannot substitute for a full appreciation of the wealth of debate within postcolonial 
geographies nor, more worryingly, is it accurately represented by Long et al.3 These authors misrepresent Carter’s 
careful work on difference by using her framework as a basis for the claims they go on to make about who should 
speak within South African higher education, a point to which I return shortly. 

While Long et al.3 do not specify what they mean by decolonisation, they are somewhat clearer about how they think it 
should be achieved. Some suggestions, such as re-thinking ‘criteria of excellence’ and building African partnerships, 
indicate a reflective and inclusive approach. Worryingly, however, they also include proposals to ‘question the 
legitimacy of white geographers to speak on issues of decoloniality’, ‘leaving them as outsiders to the debates on 
decolonialisation’, and the injunction to stop ‘importing…teaching staff and qualifications from overseas’ (p. 2). 

Again, these propositions merit more reflection than I can give here, but my main critique of Long et al.’s vision of 
how decolonisation should be effected is that their ideas of ‘legitimacy’ (a term used six times in the paper) rely 
heavily on superficial notions of identity and difference. Long et al. employ (1) essentialist ideas of whiteness and 
indigeneity, and (2) assumptions about which universities house ‘students and academics who are truly able to 
be the African voice that can speak back to the colonial curriculum’, presumably based on their race and class 
identities. By contrast, Carter24, on whom their work relies so heavily, explicitly points out that postcolonial theory’s 
‘framework of hybridity and ambivalence’ gives us ‘more complex conceptualizations of cultural difference as 
hybridized and fluid, always in the making’. Instead of the ‘homogenized identities’ that Carter explicitly critiques 
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and that Long et al. in fact perpetuate, we see in Carter’s work, ‘multiple, 
mobile, and provisional constructions’ (p. 833). 

As Carter24 (p. 832) points out: ‘postcolonial interpretation would 
reveal Western and non-Western borders to be profoundly ambivalent 
constructs’. Her conceptualisation of difference is in keeping with 
those of Said, Spivak, Bhabha and the Subaltern School who, for all 
their theoretical differences, would agree that a postcolonial project 
must recognise the ways in which, as Gregory25 put it, colonised 
and colonial societies always were and remain entangled in ‘webs of 
affinity, influence and dependence’ (p. 614). Long et al., by contrast, 
seem to read difference as binary, shaped by racial and national/regional 
boundaries as well as by simplified institutional histories. In such a 
conceptualisation of difference, it may seem possible to step outside 
of the histories of colonialism and apartheid to occupy an unsullied 
critical position. But as postcolonial theorists continually remind us, 
postcolonial projects can only work ‘in medias res’26 or ‘in the midst of 
things’. That is, our scholarship can only proceed from inside an ongoing 
narrative and from within national and cultural spaces that have been 
thoroughly intertwined for centuries.

It could be argued that the flaws in this article are mostly innocuous, 
or that their effects are confined to the ivory tower. The oddly gendered 
language in references such as ‘the West and her canon’ (p. 1) may not 
matter much. Perhaps the lack of evidence for the authors’ claims about 
existing curricula in South African Geography is not vital within their 
larger argument. Even the theoretical lacunae evident in this piece and 
its misrepresentation of Carter’s work could be dismissed as not having 
material consequences. More problematic, however, is a tendency 
towards the exclusionary construction of the foreigner that Fanon8 warns 
about in his critique of Africanisation. In South Africa’s contemporary 
climate of xenophobia and intense and pervasive violence,27-30 lazy 
references to ‘importing’ people from ‘overseas’ and curricula 
‘imported… from foreign nations’ are politically irresponsible (see 
Naicker31 and Tagwirei32 for analyses of the language of ‘foreignness’ in 
South Africa). The clear boundaries that Long et al.3 draw between Africa 
and the West, and who may and may not ‘legitimately’ speak in intellectual 
spaces, are not only far from the postcolonial theoretical tradition, they 
are in themselves discursive acts of violence that perpetuate simplistic 
and damaging notions of identity, difference and belonging.

I hope that this rejoinder to Long et al. will not be misread. I fully support 
their call for the critical dismantling of colonial iconography, canons, 
curricula, pedagogies and intellectual paradigms, just as I wish to 
see more African and South–South partnerships, greater recognition 
of diverse forms of knowledge, the development of new criteria for 
excellence in theory, methodology and pedagogy, and the demographic 
transformation of the staff in South African higher educational 
institutions. I am firmly of the view that postcolonial theory has much 
to offer decolonisation projects in South African Geography, because 
it has already invigorated a wealth of research that is sensitive to ‘the 
colonial present’.33 The power of that theory lies precisely in the nuanced 
understandings of historical and experiential difference34 that emerge 
from it, rather than its endorsement of Long et al.’s3 seemingly clear 
boundaries between ‘within and ‘outside’ (p. 2), or ‘local’ and ‘Western’. 
No critical scholar should be endorsing ideas of who may ‘legitimately’ 
speak in academic spaces that are based on essentialist and reductive 
notions of ‘race’ or geographical location. 

How then might we proceed in a more productive way to decolonise 
Geography? I offer three brief suggestions. First, we need to build an 
evidence base of curricula and pedagogical practices in the discipline, in 
and beyond South Africa. Knight’s35 recent work – which Long et al. do 
not cite – is a good start, and although his ‘detailed case study’ is not 
as broad as we might wish, it provides a framework for a wider scoping 
study of Geography teaching. 

Second, Geography departments must critically interrogate and 
re-imagine our pedagogies, as a collective project. Conventional 
models of teaching in raked lecture halls, and our default modes of 
assessment (tests, essays, exams) shape our hierarchical and often 
silencing institutional culture, the revision of which forms a core part of 

decolonisation.35 Of course, the effects of such teaching are not always 
exclusionary, and equally many departments already undertake fieldtrips, 
workshops, and other forms of teaching that do not rely on a ‘container’ 
model of education. Sharing these techniques and experiences as part 
of a collective conversation, in order to build more equitable institutions, 
is essential to pedagogical learning within our discipline. 

A final strategy for decolonisation, one that falls squarely within the 
ethos of postcolonial theory, is critically to historicise and contextualise 
the discipline from the perspective of Africa and the Global South. 
The biographies of power that shape both Physical and Human 
Geographies, as they are researched and taught in our institutions, 
remain under-examined. As Mufti36 argues, we need to interrogate the 
‘culture of theory’ with which we work, not only in our research but also 
in our teaching. 

The call that Long et al.3 are making, and the thoughts I have sketched 
out here, merit much more reflection and action. They could form part 
of an inclusive conversation within our discipline that I, and I trust many 
others, would embrace.
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It was with eagerness that we received a response to our original opinion piece entitled ‘Shifting sands: 
The decolonality of geography and its curriculum in South Africa’.1 This was composed as a way to engage in the 
debate around geography, its history, and where it currently stands in relation to student calls for its decolonisation. 
With this debate in mind, we South African geographers are making progress in moving towards a curriculum that 
is being scrutinised and, with wilful effort, being made to move forward. 

In this reply we seek to address issues we feel are the essence of Daya’s2 response. In doing so, we wish to 
re-orientate ourselves to the original spirit in which our opinion piece was written. In refocusing our article on its 
original intent, we have placed most of our focus on addressing three main concerns raised by Daya2, namely: 
(1) a lack of clarity on what decolonisation might mean for our discipline; (2) misreadings of post-colonial theory; 
and (3) insular and exclusionary ideas of legitimacy in academic spaces; with the latter two being our main focus 
and addressed together.

As authors it was not our intention to incite violence or to create a system of legitimacy that leads to exclusion. 
The core of our argument was that this has already been done. Much to our dismay, Daya2 misconstrues our 
intent to question positionality, and indeed questioning the power of negotiation in debates within decolonisation in 
geography and in postcolonial theory of different races. Daya2 inflates the idea of ‘othering’ and exclusion that she 
introduces through Africanism, by asserting (rather misleadingly) that the legitimacy of geographers who are white 
rather than black, ‘is questioned’. The question is more about language, and whose voice is likely to dominate, 
given the current structures within the discipline which are currently still skewed according to pre-apartheid biases, 
having been influenced by the historical traits of the education system. As Young, in Rukundwa and van Aarde3, 
reminds us, ‘the language of postcolonial theory is uncompromising, because it threatens privileges and power’. 

The main point is whether we should continue to engage in this debate, whilst still completely disregarding that 
we have yet to address the issues of power within our academic disciplines. Our opinion was that each academic 
in the discipline of Geography needs to be aware of their power and position in the academy, acknowledge where 
it comes from and acknowledge its possible limitations for decolonisation. That power then should be utilised not 
only to engage with ideas around decolonisation but also to engage with scholars and students who are not afforded 
the same academic recognition in order to promote African research and researchers. Recognition can be limited 
by one's position in terms of university rankings and the ability to attract funding. This can result in the negligible 
recognition of African academics at lower ranking institutions and their ideas, which go unread or unpublished.4 
Collaboration could be used as a tool to address this and to promote African research and researchers. At the heart 
of our original piece was a call to collaboration – an appeal to bring together African scholars, students and ideas 
that may go unpublished or unread and bring them into the African geography canon to be recognised, taught 
and researched. 

Denying power, or one’s ability to do something, on the basis of ‘superficial notions of identity and difference’ does not 
assist in collaborative effort to decolonise the Geography curriculum. In the same way, excluding certain academics 
from the conversation of decolonisation owing to ‘superficial notions of identity and difference’ also hinders attempts 
at progress. It was in this spirit that the original Commentary sought to honestly reflect on the race and power 
dynamics in academic geography and put out a call for collaboration that seeks to address this imbalance. 

Daya2 argues that ‘simply calling for resistance, critique and rediscovery does not amount to a substantive call for 
decolonised curricula (or indeed research)’. However, in response to the article as a whole, Daya2 proposes three 
recommendations that are ‘more productive’. In fact, these three recommendations mirror very closely those we 
made in the original opinion piece. We are pleased, therefore, to note that there is some consensus on the possible 
way forward for decolonising the geography canon in South Africa. However, Daya2 criticises the means by which 
we have arrived at these similar recommendations. Moreover, she points out that we have not engaged with the 
wealth of writings by postcolonial scholars. We feel, however, that the majority of her critique centres on the theory of 
Africanism she introduces in her article, rather than on postcolonial theory itself that was central to our original article.

We acknowledge that our Commentary did not extensively engage with postcolonial theory, but it was not our intention 
to do so. Our aim was to plot a potential way forward and seek to interrogate the methodology we proposed. We 
further aimed to stimulate conversations with other academics in Africa. A rigorous theoretical paper would be a 
welcome collaboration with anyone who wishes to engage. 

Therefore, in the same spirit in which we wrote our article, we welcome conversation, collaboration and bringing 
together African researchers, educators and scholars to further this African debate and to flesh out a unified way 
forward to achieve what we can debate and define ourselves as decolonised and Africanised geographers. 
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The gender pay gap – that is, the difference in wages between men and women for the same or 
substantially the same work, or work of equal value – still features prominently as a stumbling block 
in achieving South African gender equality. If South Africa is to dislodge its stagnant gender pay gap, 
especially for women in the middle and upper levels of the wage distribution, pay transparency – making 
gender differences in wages known to employees, government and the public – can compel employers to 
remunerate fairly and equally. We undertook a comparison between the global and national mechanisms of 
gender pay transparency to propose a way forward to increase transparency in gender pay for South Africa. 
In addition to a discussion of existing mechanisms, a summary of the gender pay transparency mechanisms 
of 16 countries is provided as supplementary material to the article. We found that South Africa could 
strengthen legislated transparency mechanisms, especially with regard to pay reporting and pay audits, 
provided that sanctions are attached to non-delivery of these duties. Reigniting the debate on strengthening 
and improving South African legislation and interpretation of existing governance codes in relation to the 
implementation, monitoring and enforcement of gender pay transparency mechanisms could strengthen 
the existing collective bargaining framework and provide the impetus to demonstrate that South Africa 
sees gender equality as an achievable reality, not an improbable ideology. 

Significance:
• Despite the presence of constitutional rights and enabling legislation to prevent workplace gender 

discrimination, South Africa continues to see a stagnant median gender pay gap of between 23% and 35%. 

• This study provides a global analysis to reinvigorate the debate on how South Africa can strengthen 
transparency mechanisms to close the gender pay gap. 

• Legislators, activists, board members, trade unions, academics, and organisational leaders are provided 
with suggestions on transparency mechanisms to improve efforts towards economic gender equality 
for South Africa.

Introduction
We consider how transparent mandatory gender pay or wage gap mechanisms, as implemented around the globe, 
could inform future directions in closing the gap in South Africa. The gender pay gap relates to differences in wage 
earnings between women and men, and is evident at two levels: (1) job-specific gaps (or job and occupational 
families), in which equal pay for the same or similar jobs, or jobs of equal value is determined, and (2) at the 
aggregated level, where organisational, industry/sector or national data, over time, show wage gap patterns between 
women and men. 

A recent study by Mosomi1, utilising 23 years’ South African aggregated labour force panel data over a period ending 
2015, confirms that the median gender pay gap was stubbornly stagnant in this period after controlling for level of 
education, amongst other relevant characteristics. More recently, the International Labour Organization (ILO) reported 
that, in 2017, the median gap was 28.8% based on hourly wages, and 30.3% based on monthly earnings.2 These 
statistics show South Africa to be performing poorly in addressing the gap, given that the average global gap is 
approximately 20%.2 Mosomi’s study also provides varied results for labour force participation at, especially, the 
lower and upper ends of the wage distribution. At the 10th percentile, the gap has narrowed, which may be a result of 
collective bargaining3 and the introduction of national minimum wages1 for those in the lowest-paying and vulnerable 
jobs. At the 90th percentile, the wage gap for women at the executive level of organisations initially seemed to be 
closing, but, in the last 10 years of the Mosomi data set, the gender wage gap widened, and is continually increasing 
for these women. With the exception of employers that utilise standardised wages, such as in the public sector, where 
a small but definite gap remains, the South African gender pay gap continues to be problematic.

Whilst South Africa could be regarded as a champion of gender equality in Africa (with a first-place ranking on the 
Africa Gender Equality Index4 and the 19th place globally amongst 149 countries on the Gender Gap Index5), it is in 
the details that the picture regarding South African women’s economic empowerment is troubling. When turning to 
household composition, we start understanding why South Africa’s gender wage gap as a factor in gender equality 
issues is especially deserving of attention.

It is estimated that 37.9% of South African households are headed by women6, female-headed households are 
approximately 40% poorer than those headed by men7, and 48.2% of female-headed households support extended 
family members, in comparison to 23.1% of male-headed households doing the same8. Women prioritise spending 
on household and parenting responsibilities, and they have a longer life expectancy than men.9 Because women in 
South Africa support many children and extended family members, and are more likely than men to be employed 
in occupations with the lowest wages10, ‘finding a man and then sticking to him, is often as much a matter of 
economic necessity as it is a romantic choice’11. It is in economic dependency that power relations are skewed in 
favour of men, where domestic violence, which is alarmingly high in South Africa12, may occur and be perpetuated. 
Beyond household structure, the shaping of women’s identities regarding their societal worth and contribution, as 
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well as their access to resources to improve their own and others’ lives, 
makes the attainment of pay parity significant.

In South Africa, the private sector labour market is largely market-driven.13 
When there is greater reliance on the market, the impact of pay distortions 
may be increased, as the inherent role of transparent criteria, as enforced 
through regulatory rules, is reduced, instead favouring subjective criteria.13

Wage transparency constitutes what is known to others14 about 
wages, beyond what is known to the employer. Given that ‘policies and 
measures to reduce gender pay gaps…need constant monitoring and 
reinforcement’15, we set out to do a comparison between the global and 
national mechanisms of gender pay transparency, to propose a way 
forward to increase transparency in gender pay for South Africa. 

Method
Data sampling, collection and analysis
This study was based on publicly available data on the Internet in 
English. Data constitute digital literature found on webpages and in 
reports and documents collected from websites of legislative and 
governance bodies, utilising the keywords ‘gender pay gap public 
reporting’ and ‘gender pay gap transparency’. Two main documents 
provided the springboard for specific country research: the 2018 DLA 
Piper Report16 and the 2017 European Commission Report17. The 16 
countries (excluding South Africa) selected to form part of this study had 
some form of legislated gender wage transparency obligation allocated 
to employers operating in those countries. The countries are: Canada 
(federal), Australia (Commonwealth), Scandinavian countries, the United 
Kingdom (UK), and countries identified by the European Commission 
(EC) of the European Union (EU) as having implemented a form of gender 
wage gap reporting in terms of its 2014 Recommendation.18 Although 
‘great accuracy cannot compensate for inaccessibility’19, we attempted 
to mitigate the possibility of missing important country data by doing an 
additional Internet keyword search using the words “gender pay gap” 
OR “gender wage gap” AND the name of each of the 192 countries that 
are recognised by the United Nations as member states20. Country-level 
data are provided in Supplementary tables 1–3. India, Peru and Japan 
were added to the country data as Supplementary table 3, as they have 
initiated equality reporting measures. The United States of America does 
not feature in this comparison, because, despite plans to introduce a 
reporting mechanism, the Trump presidency has put these plans on the 
back burner.16 In addition, we consulted library databases ISAP Sabinet, 
Jutastat and SA ePublications to supplement our Internet searches.

Ethics and permission
‘Manual, nonautomated access of information on publicly available 
web pages should be acceptable without special permissions or 
actions’21(p.607). Ethical approval to conduct the study was sought, and 
the study was exempted by the University of Stellenbosch Business 
School (USB-2019-10369).

Results
Countries in South America (other than Peru), Africa (other than 
South Africa), and Asia (other than India and Japan) do not have 
mandatory reporting obligations22 – which is most likely a reflection of 
various aspects relating to development, including under-developed formal 
labour markets and a poor track record of gender rights23,24. 

Process of implementation
The implementation of the reporting mechanisms has been found to 
take one of two forms: (1) blanket implementation by all qualifying 
companies, regardless of size, from the date imposed by law, or 
(2) a phased implementation in which different dates for compliance are 
set for qualifying entities, depending on the number of their employees and 
whether the employer is a state entity, or in which different dates are set 
for degrees of compliance.

Qualifying employers
The selection of qualifying employers determines the scope of the 
implementation of gender pay enforcement mechanisms, i.e. it is the 
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nature of the selection that determines how much of the workforce 
is included in the mechanism’s ambit. Both the size of the employer 
in terms of number of employees in its workforce and whether the 
employer is public or private were used as qualifying criteria in the 
countries included in this research. The workforce size requirement is 
as few as 10 employees in Sweden, and as many as 500 employees in 
Germany. However, if the countries are looked at in terms of workforce 
size, it appears that those with smaller workforces (e.g. Sweden, Iceland, 
Denmark and Finland) have lower thresholds for implementation of the 
mechanisms that apply. There are exceptions, such as France, which has 
a workforce comparable to that of the UK and Germany, but has a low 
threshold of 50 employees. However, as a general rule, countries with 
larger workforces have higher thresholds, e.g. the UK (250 or more), 
Australia (100 or more) and Germany (500 or more). The rationale behind 
a higher threshold is to prevent smaller employers from being burdened 
with expensive and time-consuming reporting that may not have much 
influence on the gender pay gap17, while lower thresholds are aimed at 
covering a greater proportion of the workforce. Some countries with lower 
thresholds have instituted a phased implementation, from larger to smaller 
employers, presumably to allow smaller employers more time to comply 
with the requirements. Most countries do not differentiate between public 
and private employers. However, Austria and Australia limit compliance to 
the private sector. One reason for this differentiation could be pre-existing 
reporting mechanisms, such as detailed annual reports, and collective 
bargaining. Another factor to consider is that legislation may specifically 
protect private sector pay information under data-protection and privacy 
laws.25 In such cases, employers are prohibited from releasing pay 
information, and employees have no legal duty to do so.25 The third part 
of this requirement is the existence of other qualifying criteria besides the 
above two, e.g. an obligation to publish management reports (Germany), 
being subject to federal regulation of employment matters or a federal 
contractor (Canada), or companies not being required to prepare annual 
reports (Norway). The overarching rationale for additional criteria would be 
to include certain types of companies in the mechanisms, e.g., in Canada, 
the federal government ensures that all companies with which it contracts 
are compliant with the mechanisms, while, in Germany, only certain types 
of companies have to produce management reports that enable deeper 
analysis of the operations of the company. 

Reporting as a transparency mechanism 
The use of a gender pay report was compared in the form of reporting 
with which qualifying employers must comply (report, survey, audit, 
etc.), the reporting period, and to whom the report must be provided. 
In France, employers only have to publish information on the size of 
the gender pay gap on their website. In Denmark, reporting takes the 
form of information submitted to Statistics Denmark; the data are then 
gender-segregated and returned to the employer, and employees also 
have access to this information. Finland uses an equality plan that is 
made available to employees, while Iceland requires certification of 
compliance with an Icelandic Standard with regard to the gender wage 
gap. By comparison, in India, companies are mandated to compile 
a register of employee data, including, inter alia, the number of men 
and women employed, their remuneration, and a breakdown of the 
components of remuneration, but there is no obligation to report this 
information. Similarly, Peru has, since 2017, required that companies 
compile detailed tables of employee categories and functions, including 
salary information. Finally, in Japan, companies must perform research 
on the gender pay gap and submit an action plan based on that research, 
which details how they will address the pay gap.

In terms of the frequency of using the reporting mechanisms, 2 of the 
16 countries under study require reporting every 3 years, 7 require 
annual reporting, and 4 require biannual reporting. Of the remaining 
three countries, two do not have reporting requirements, and the last 
country only requires that a once-off plan be reported. While increased 
frequency has the disadvantage of increased administration to collect 
the required data, it is beneficial in ensuring that equitable gender pay 
practices are upheld. 

Another important consideration in the present study was the target of 
the reporting mechanism, that is, whether it is internal or external to the 
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organisation. Internal transparency relates to information available to an 
organisation’s employees within the organisational system. External 
transparency may serve various audiences, namely trade unions, 
regulatory bodies such as government, and the public. It was found that 
six countries require some form of external reporting, such as on the 
organisation’s or public institution’s website, or in the federal gazette. In four 
countries, the information is only available to local union representatives 
or the employer’s works council. In Finland, the information need only be 
communicated to employees. In Austria, if there is no works council, the 
information must be made available directly to employees. However, in 
Peru and India, the information need not be communicated at all, but must 
be available for inspection by the appropriate authorities.

Indicators or measures used in different countries
What is actually reported on is crucial to understanding the nature of 
the gender wage gap in a particular country. The gap may be present 
in only certain occupational levels or industries, or within different 
components of the remuneration package. Identifying the source of the 
gap in a given employer’s remuneration is key to formulating a response 
to reduce it. One common measure reported on is the gender pay 
equity objectives and policies in place at the employer. This measure is 
usually coupled with an analysis of the effects or results of such policies 
(Australia, Germany, Norway). Other countries have to report on the 
actual remuneration and bonuses paid to male and female employees, 
as performance bonuses and variable pay may contribute to the gender 
wage gap to a greater extent than base pay.15 Another indicator is the 
number of men and women in each occupational level, which illustrates 
the distribution of men to women among the various jobs at an employer, 
or among different industries in a country, e.g. more women in health 
care and more men in mining. Australia has the additional requirement 
that each employer report on whether a remuneration gap analysis has 
been performed. This requirement encourages the employer to take a 
proactive stance in identifying and remedying internal gender wage gaps 
using internal statistics and data within the entity and to try to resolve 
any gaps identified before outside forces compel them to do so.

Penalties for non-compliance
Penalties for non-compliance should be sufficiently significant to be a 
deterrent. Non-compliance can refer to not reporting or to non-compliance 
with the obligation to pay women the same as men for work of equal value 
or the same work. The countries under study were found to have different 
approaches in this regard, ranging from no sanctions to public naming and 
shaming and financial penalties. In Australia and the UK, legislation does 
not provide for any sanction. In Australia, non-compliant employers could 
be named and shamed by the Workplace Gender Equality Agency, and the 
employer could be precluded from government tenders. In Sweden, an 
employee who is paid less than a comparable employee can raise a claim 
for equal payment. In Germany, failure to file the required gender equality 
report could be considered tantamount to not having filed an annual 
report, which could, but probably will not, lead to a fine. Iceland, Belgium, 
Denmark and Canada provide for administrative fines in their legislation. 
Canada and Iceland fine organisations fixed amounts for not filing reports 
or failure to obtain certification, while Belgian legislation provides for fines 
of variable amounts, depending on the number of employees affected by 
the non-compliance.

Mechanisms currently used in South Africa
The Constitution
The foundation of South African law is the Constitution of the Republic 
of South Africa of 1996 (the Constitution).26(s1(c)) In Chapter 2, the Bill 
of Rights states that neither the state, nor any person, may unfairly 
discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on the grounds of, inter 
alia, gender or sex.26(s9(3),(4)) Furthermore, the state is obliged to enact 
national legislation ‘to prevent or prohibit unfair discrimination’26(s9(4)). 
This obligation must be examined in light of South Africa’s ratification of 
the ILO’s Equal Remuneration Convention of 1951.27 

National legislation
In terms of the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination 
Act (PEPUDA)28, which came into force on 15 January 2003, a complainant 

may allege a case of unfair discrimination, which, if based on any of the 
prohibited grounds listed in this Act, including gender, would necessitate the 
respondent proving that the discrimination was fair28(s13). If the complainant 
succeeds in her or his claim, the presiding officer of the Equality Court 
‘may make an appropriate order in the circumstances, including an award 
of damages in favour of the complainant or an order directing that specific 
steps be taken to stop the unfair discrimination’28(s21(2)). This is an after-the-
fact remedy, rather than a preventative measure, and is not limited to the 
workplace. However, the PEPUDA will only apply in instances in which the 
Employment Equity Act29 (EEA), discussed below, does not apply30. Thus, 
both Acts have circumscribed areas of application.

Section 28 of the PEPUDA identifies the duty and responsibility of all 
persons to eliminate gender discrimination and to promote equality.28(s28(3)

(a)) This responsibility must be carried out via audits, promulgating 
appropriate laws, developing progressive policies, implementing codes 
of good practice, and instituting viable action plans.28(s28(3)(b)) Finally, the 
Act contains a Schedule listing several practices occurring in different 
sectors ‘which are or may be unfair, that are widespread and that need 
to be addressed’28(s29(1)), ensuring that, in the appropriate circumstances, 
legislative and other measures are taken28(s29(2)). One of the practices 
identified in the ‘Labour and Employment’ section is ‘[f]ailing to respect 
the principle of equal pay for equal work’28(Sch1(1)(c)). Thus, the practice 
of not paying women equally to men for work of equal value has been 
identified as an unfair practice that the state has a duty to address. 

In support of addressing the EEA29, which came into force on 1 December 
1999, was amended on 1 August 2014. Specifically, Section 6(4) states 
that ‘[a] difference in terms and conditions of employment between 
employees of the same employer performing the same or substantially 
the same work or work of equal value that is directly or indirectly based 
on [gender], is unfair discrimination’29(s6(4)) – the position already taken 
by the Labour Court prior to these amendments31.

The Regulations to the EEA32 provide clarification on the definition of 
work of equal value, how to apply Section 6(4) of the EEA, and how 
to assess whether work is of equal value. Further to promoting gender 
wage equality, designated employers have a duty to submit an annual 
report (Form EEA2) to the Director General of the Department of Labour, 
including information regarding the workforce profile, numerical targets, 
and goals and skills development, but this information does not include 
employee pay information.29(s21(1))

The EEA defines a designated employer as: (1) a person employing at least 
50 employees; (2) a person employing fewer than 50 employees, where 
such person has a total annual turnover equal to or exceeding that of a 
small business in terms of Schedule 4; (3) a municipality; (4) an organ 
of state, but not the National Defence Force, National Intelligence Agency, 
or the South African Secret Service; and (5) an employer that has been 
appointed a designated employer in terms of the EEA by virtue of a 
collective agreement in terms of Section 23 or 31 of the Labour Relations 
Act 66 of 1995.29(s1) A designated employer must also submit an Income 
Differential Statement (IDS – EEA4) that details the average remuneration 
and benefits received by employees on each occupational level of the 
employer’s workforce – segregated by gender, race, and nationality, which 
must be submitted to the Employment Conditions Commission (ECC)29(s27(1)), 

32(reg12(1)). Additionally, employers must provide remuneration details divided 
into fixed/guaranteed and variable portions of the highest paid employee 
in each subcategory of each occupational level, except at the lowest 
occupational level, where the remuneration amounts of the employee 
with the lowest total remuneration must be provided (Section D).32(EEA4) 
Thus, the actual data reported in this statement are a comparison of the 
total remuneration per occupational level in subcategories, and, as such 
the statement does not enable comparison of total remuneration of men 
to that of women for a given level. It only reports on subcategories, such 
as total remuneration of white women compared to that of African men. It 
is possible to derive those data from the statement, but it shows the more 
intersectional nature of the data that the Department of Labour is seeking. 

The section titled ‘Reasons for Income Differentials’ requires employers 
to identify the reasons for income differentials at each occupational 
level. However, the employer is not required to specify to which income 
differential(s) related to gender, race or nationality the reason(s) apply. 
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It must be noted that the EEA4 is not a public document, in contrast 
to the EEA2 form, which may be requested by the public from the 
Department of Labour.32(reg10(11)) However, during collective bargaining, 
the parties thereto may request the information contained in an IDS for 
the purpose of collective bargaining.

The purpose of an IDS is reflected in Section 27(2) of the EEA, being 
to determine whether there are ‘disproportionate’ income differentials, or 
whether there exists unfair discrimination in terms of Section 6(4).29(s27(2)) 
The EEA protects individual employees’ privacy by prohibiting the ECC 
from disclosing any identifying personal information.29(s27(5)) If an employer 
is found to have unfairly discriminated against an employee, the Labour 
Court has the power to award compensation to the employee, to direct 
the employer to take steps to prevent the same unfair discrimination or 
similar practice occurring in future, or to direct an ‘undesignated’ employer 
to comply with Chapter III of the EEA, including an order to provide an 
IDS.29(s50(2)) The court will probably order that the affected employee’s 
remuneration be increased to that of the comparator.33 Additionally, 
failure to submit the IDS could result in a fine being imposed on the 
employer.29(ss21(4B),27(1)) If the employer has had no previous contravention, 
the maximum fine that may be imposed is the greater of ZAR1 500 000 or 
2% of the employer’s turnover.29(sch1) The fine increases with the number of 
previous contraventions the employer has committed.29(sch1)

Governance codes
According to the King IV Report on Good Governance (2016), a 
company’s board must approve reports on and the implementation 
of its remuneration policy, which should reflect that ‘the organisation 
remunerates fairly, responsibly and transparently’34. The King IV Report 
is binding on companies listed on the JSE Limited.35(s3.84(c)) The policy 
and report must be tabled at the company’s annual general meeting for 
a separate, non-binding advisory vote by shareholders.35(s3.84(k)) If 25% or 
more of shareholders vote against either document, the company must 
invite dissenting shareholders to provide reasons for their vote.35(s3.84(k)) 
Additionally, the annual report must indicate the remuneration of the 
company’s directors.35(s8.62-3),36(ss30(4)-(6)) Therefore, gender is not specifically 
targeted in the JSE’s requirement for reporting of directors’ remuneration, 
which information could be used to determine the existence of a gender 
pay gap at director level.

Recommendations
Despite ILO Conventions No. 100 (Equal Remuneration) and No. 111 
(Discrimination: Employment and Occupation) having been in existence 
for over 60 years, the gender pay gap is still a concern in industrialised 
countries, and an even greater one in developing countries.5 Taking 
into consideration that ‘policies targeting the gender wage gap must be 
adjusted to account for the different experiences of women in different 
parts of the wage distribution’1 and the phased approach highlighted in 
the global comparison, we make the following recommendations.

The first requirement is the passing of laws at regional and national 
level that place a duty on employers to give men and women equal 
remuneration for the same or similar work, or work of equal value.25 
South Africa achieved this requirement with the implementation of 
Section 6(4) of the EEA. The criteria to determine designated employers, 
as stipulated in the EEA, follow global trends, reflecting appropriateness 
for the size of South Africa’s workforce. Inclusion of both public and 
private organisations in mandatory reporting aids identification of 
patterns in gender wage gaps, and could be used to formulate targeted 
policies to close the gap. However, the EEA addresses mainly pay 
discrimination at the individual job level, and addressing the issue 
through litigation is costly and intricate for affected individuals.

Whilst the IDS serves as a preliminary mechanism to flag inconsistencies 
regarding a number of intersectional wage differentials at aggregated level 
and the gender wage gap receives specific attention, the format of the 
data only enables national comparison in pre-determined occupational 
categories. Legislation specifying duties of employers and penalties 
for non-compliance, as seen in Belgium and Sweden37, is the preferred 
method to promote pay transparency and equality25, and it is in this area 
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that South Africa can improve. Specifically, the EC Recommendation18 
provides a benchmark of four mechanisms that South Africa could employ. 

The first mechanism is the strengthening of pay reports by further 
refining an annual reporting obligation on gender-segregated average 
remuneration for medium and large companies already targeted by 
the EEA. Supplementary tables 1–3 provide a description of various 
measures or indicators employed globally. A selection of indicators of the 
UK, Australia and Canada would provide the widest coverage of gender-
relevant aggregated data. Reports should be lodged with the ECC as a 
first step, with consideration to phasing in the publishing of company 
data more publicly in future, once implementation problems have been 
resolved. Reporting that is too generic, as is presently the case with the 
IDS in South Africa, conceals structural inequalities, leaving policymakers 
to apply a one-size-fits-all approach instead of targeted solutions. Data 
could remain anonymous through the inclusion of a criterion of a minimum 
number of employees per reporting category, e.g. there must be at least 
five employees at a specific level in order for that level to be reported on17. 
Whilst the complexities in reporting the annualised value of non-vested 
share incentive schemes are acknowledged (these are currently included 
in the IDS only as part of the variable remuneration figure), inclusion 
thereof in pay reports as a separate category of reporting is essential 
in identifying gender-based differences in performance-related pay, and 
should be phased in in the near future. A rapid gain could be made if the 
JSE expanded its interpretation of King IV’s stipulation that ‘the organisation 
remunerates fairly, responsibly and transparently’ by mandating gender 
gap reporting in annual reports, through the Listing Requirements, for all 
employees in the bottom, middle and top of the wage distribution of an 
organisation, including directors. Such gender-specific reporting covering 
the main infliction points in the wage distribution could inform targeted 
policies to close the gap in listed companies.

The EU recommendation that employers regularly communicate pay 
report information to employees or trade unions (or other representatives) 
is absent in South African legislation, and should be considered. The pay 
report mechanism will further be strengthened if the parties analyse such 
a pay report and raise queries regarding gender pay discrepancies. In this 
regard, employees should be educated in remuneration principles and 
practices in order to limit misinformed queries and ungrounded discontent 
and disputes. A pay report that specifically provides gender-segregated 
pay information could be used as a precursor to an employee’s right to 
request pay information. 

The second mechanism, an employee’s right to query another employee’s 
pay, could be problematic in South Africa, due to a person’s right to 
privacy and confidentiality26(s14), as also identified in the EC report. The EEA 
prohibits the ECC from disclosing any information pertaining to individual 
employees or employers, which would include details of the IDS.29(s27(5)) 
This restriction is especially pertinent where companies have very few 
employees in the respective occupational level or gender grouping.

Another consideration is that the Protection of Personal Information Act38 
(POPI) regulates the processing and distribution of personal information. 
However, the relevant sections of the POPI Act concerning employee 
information are not yet in force, and are thus not further discussed here.39 
With reference to the Basic Conditions of Employment Act (BCEA)40, 
an employee may disclose his or her own remuneration40(s78(1)(b)),41. 
An employer may not contractually prohibit an employee from disclosing 
this information.40(s79(2)),41 Thus, an employee may obtain a comparator’s 
salary information directly from the comparator.33(p.829),40(s78(1)(b)) However, 
an employee may not disclose information regarding another employee’s 
salary if contractually bound to keep such information confidential.42 
In this respect, the use of the Promotion of Access to Information 
Act43 (PAIA) may be of help in securing this information. Section 63(2)
(f) thereof states that a record may not be refused if the information 
– including remuneration – relates to the official of a private body 
(see Section 34(2)(f) for a similar provision regarding public bodies).43 
An ‘official’ is defined as ‘any person in the employ (permanent or 
temporary, full time or part time) of the public or private body’43(s1). 
Thus, an employee would, in terms of PAIA, be able to obtain the 
remuneration information of another employee upon such request.44(8-106) 
However, as the duty to disclose is subject to other legislation, such as 
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the EEA43(s5), salary information would more likely have to be requested 
from the employer and not from the ECC, which could be prohibited from 
disclosing such information, even in terms of PAIA.

The EC has also found several other barriers to implementing this 
employee right, such as cultural sensitivity against disclosure, the 
administrative and cost burden thereof, and contractual non-disclosure 
clauses.17 It must also be considered that an employee needs to have 
the will and ability, specifically financially, to enforce this right, but 
having the support of a trade union could alleviate the burden of such a 
potentially cumbersome and costly process.25 Despite these issues, the 
legislature should seek to give an employee this right, especially when 
the employee is attempting to prove a claim in terms of Section 6(4) of 
the EEA, in which case the correct comparator is needed.

The third proposed measure is a pay audit at the level of the employer.18 
The key differentiator between an audit and a pay report is the analysis 
of pay gaps found in the former.17 Such analysis45 could enable 
the identification of the problem and the development of targeted 
countermeasures17. The implementation of a pay audit could provide 
useful data, but has the downside of costs in terms of time and expert 
fees to analyse the data and devise measures to close gaps.17 However, 
in order to meet the requirements of fair, responsible and transparent 
remuneration practices, as stipulated in King IV, companies with a 
strong governance ethos would benefit from mandatory pay audits. 
Smaller companies, however, may not have the means with which to 
conduct such audits. Thus, legislated comprehensive pay audits may 
not be ideally suited to the current South African context; however, 
in following the principle of a phased approach, we recommend that 
gender pay audits be legally mandated for large and listed companies 
as an initial step.

The final recommended measure is ensuring that companies discuss, 
as a separate issue, equal gender pay, including pay audits, during 
collective bargaining.17,18 The effectiveness of such a measure depends 
on the development of collective bargaining in a specific sector.17 
The more developed the collective bargaining structures are and the 
more unionised the workforce is, the easier it will be to implement 
this measure.17 In South Africa, collective bargaining almost always 
occurs in the government, resources and industrial sectors, while small 
companies, in general, may have few or no worker representatives.46 
The inclusion of gender pay equality as a collective bargaining issue 
may be legally mandated or a soft law duty on the parties to collective 
bargaining.17 This measure will also be more effective if the state was 
allowed to intervene during the collective bargaining process.17 This 
measure carries the advantage of creating an awareness of gender pay 
issues at a higher sectoral level, but could impose onerous duties on 
the parties to collective bargaining, which may already be burdened 
with setting remuneration for different levels of workers in different 
companies.17 Furthermore, trade unions may view this measure as a 
threat to their autonomy17, especially when considering the Labour 
Relations Act47, wherein no role is identified for the state in collective 
bargaining processes. Due to the conflicts that have arisen around 
collective bargaining in South Africa, we suggest that a soft law 
stipulating that companies discuss equal pay, including pay audits, 
during collective bargaining be introduced into the King codes as a 
matter of good remuneration governance. 

Lastly, an important component of effective transparent mechanisms 
is penalties for non-compliance with stipulations. This component 
necessitates diligent monitoring for non-compliance and enforcement 
of penalties. It is recommended that a financial penalty be levied for 
unjustifiable and stagnant gender pay gaps among the employees 
of the same employer – one that is sufficient to act as a deterrent to 
non-compliance (as a fixed amount per period of non-compliance), as 
is done in Iceland, or be calculated per employee found to have been 
discriminated against, as is done in Belgium. Penalties should thus 
promote compliance with gender pay legislation and transparency 
mechanisms, and ultimately disincentivise discriminatory pay practices.

Conclusion
The World Economic Forum estimates that it may take another 202 years 
before the gender economic gap is closed.48 Embedded in this gap is 

the gender wage gap. South Africa has made great strides towards 
addressing gender inequality, but purposeful momentum towards this 
goal has waned. The proposals in this paper are aimed at reigniting 
debate and motivating action to attain gender wage equality by amending 
policies towards transparency. 
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Several South African focused studies have identified the numerous challenges faced by refugees 
in securing their legal rights to employment, education, health care, etc. There is a need therefore to 
investigate the extent to which such challenges are conterminous with bureaucratic institutions (such 
as government departments) limitations in fully implementing the refugee policy. In cognisance of the 
many shortcomings associated with state-assisted integration models, we examined how bureaucratic 
efficiency (in the provisioning of refugee rights) can be achieved, i.e. the feasibility of instituting 
dependency partnerships between the state and civil society. A case study based interpretive research 
design technique was adopted, drawing from one focus group discussion with Congolese refugees 
and face-to-face in-depth interviews with three purposively selected NGO representatives. We used two 
theoretical perspectives, namely the theory of monopolisation and Weber’s theory on bureaucracy, to 
analyse how bureaucratic arrangements can negatively impact on the implementation of the refugee policy 
and consequently on the refugees’ quality of life and standard of living in their host country. We identified 
that primary cultural factors, amongst others, unruly practices, social closure, and institutional biases 
widen the chasm between the formulation of a progressive refugee policy and its efficient implementation. 
The setting up of human rights education interventions and dependency partnerships is recommended as a 
means of improving bureaucratic efficiency in the transfer or implementation of refugee social protections. 

Significance: 
• The originality of this paper emanates from its conceptualisation of the state as a bureaucratic institution 

whose efficiency in implementing policies can be undermined by the existence of not only structural but 
also primary cultural factors. Refugees’ challenges are thus conceptualised as emanating from a failure 
to achieve bureaucratic efficiency. 

• Multisectoral approaches (dependency partnerships) are suggested as an alternative to a purely vertical 
top-down model whereby a single bureaucratic institution (often prone to institutional biases and other 
challenges) is primarily responsible for implementing social protection policy. 

• Apart from not providing a hypothesis-based analysis of refugee deprivations, other studies on refugees 
in South Africa and the region do not examine such deprivations from an institutional standpoint. 

Introduction and background
Chambers and Kopstein1 acknowledge the importance of public and private sector partnerships in policy 
implementation as well as in averting refugee deprivations. In this paper, we examine how non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs) and stakeholders can augment governments’ efforts in the refugee social protection 
discourse2,3, i.e. what Berten and Leisering4 term ‘inter-organisational exchanges’. We examine refugees’ rapport 
with civil society through analyses of the findings from interviews with a sample of civil society groups as well as 
Congolese refugees in South Africa. 

The existential limitations in the adoption of a collective approach to the transfer of refugee social protections5 
(multisectoral initiatives) are investigated. This inquiry is rationalised by the existential challenges to refugee 
groups’ access to a spectrum of rights and services in South Africa.6 These challenges are hypothesised as 
principally originating from the deprivations associated with vertical top-down interventions or state-assisted 
integration models, i.e. institutional biases, normative forms of exclusion and so forth.5,7

As found in Germany, through their national law on integration, as well as in Sweden, Italy, the Netherlands and 
Norway, through state-assisted integration programmes, multisectoral social initiatives often reduce refugees’ 
deprivations.8,9 Bottom-up approaches to refugee social protection have been discernible through civil society 
groups’ principal role in organising human rights education in places such as Zambia, Sudan, Uganda and Kenya.5,10 
We therefore examined how NGO’s greater access to grassroots communities means they are better placed to 
facilitate what Berten and Leisering4 refer to as the ‘bottom-up theorisation’ of social protection policy. This paper 
is dissimilar to other studies on refugees in South Africa, in that we investigate the nexus between the existential 
challenges in forging inter-organisational exchanges (multisectoral partnerships) and the arising limitations in the 
transfer as well as implementation of refugee policy.

State-assisted integration
Governments are obliged to play a pivotal role in securing refugees’ social security rights. Government policies 
targeting inequality and favouring social solidarity can promote integrated societies. A considerable impediment to 
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state-assisted integration in South Africa has been the issue of exclusionary 
proclamations by the government through the existence of predatory/
unpredictable immigration systems.11 This includes the prohibition on 
the right to work for asylum seekers (finally overturned in 2002), the 
nationwide closure of refugee reception offices as well as the denial of 
the right to family for forced migrants in the country. As another challenge 
to state-assisted integration, there has also been little coordination in the 
implementation of refugee policy in South Africa.12 These declarations 
have infringed not only on refugees’ attempts to integrate into their host 
countries but also on their rights to the preservation of their dignity as 
enshrined in Article 12 of the 1951 Convention and Article 16 of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.13,14

This situation has been worsened by some citizens’ systematic blockade 
of refugee groups’ liberties. Although we identify refugee groups 
service exclusion from government departments as a derivative form of 
exclusion,15 such social closure is also conceptualised in the paper as 
a multidimensional phenomenon that state-assisted integration cannot 
remedy on its own.

Refugee policy enactment: Locating the 
civil society
Civil society organisations across the globe are often proactive in 
facilitating refugees’ access to both bridging and bonding forms of social 
capital.16 Civil society organisations are thus particularly important in 
minimising refugees’ deprivations through their role in the first steps 
towards developing a sense of self-identity (which does not necessarily 
emerge through engagement with the state). Civility, as defined by 
Harbeson et al.17 advocates for equitable rights and entitlements 
within all human societies and it is through the collective efforts of 
civil society groups that this agenda has been pushed. Examples of 
where the model of civility has been successfully instituted include aid 
agency programmes designed to extend the rights to education, shelter 
and health care, i.e. through the Comprehensive Refugee Response 
Frameworks as implemented in Tanzania and Uganda.18-20 Here we 
examine the model of civility in cognisance of how it promotes parity 
and equitable rights access for all. 

Establishing the level of rapport between government and civil society 
is particularly important as it helps to ascertain the role of civil society 
as a stakeholder in human rights issues. Civil action groups formed by 
vulnerable groups (such as the Congolese refugees in this study) are a 
form of solidarism, symbolising a combined response to the challenges 
affecting them.21 Fukuyama22,23 argues that by coming together in civil 
associations, vulnerable groups become strong. As a means of mobilising 
power to enhance or defend a group’s share of resources, Fukuyama23 
argues that, ‘solidarism seeks to challenge the prevailing system of 
distribution’. Evidence of South African civil society organisations 
importance in cushioning refugees from social risks is provided by their 
pro-activeness during the perennial xenophobic attacks.8 

Theoretical frameworks
Weber’s24 theory on bureaucracy identifies government as a rational legal 
authority responsible for the drafting and implementation of policy. It is 
from such a hypothesis that Weber developed his concept of the ideal 
bureaucratic organisation which is characteristically rational and efficient. 
Weber24 argues that what Selznick25 refers to as a ‘depersonalisation of 
administrative relationships’, although important in ensuring organisational 
efficiency and egalitarianism, is difficult to achieve. In his micro-theory 
of class and stratification, he argues that such a depersonalisation is not 
possible because legal rational authority is always at threat from traditional 
and historical prejudices. The balance between the three types of authority 
(traditional, charismatic and rational-legal) is what ultimately determines 
bureaucratic efficiency.26 The argument here is that the rational legal 
authority in South Africa (Refugee Act 130 of 1998), regarded as the 
more forceful and effective form of authority, is constantly undermined 
by traditional authority, i.e. the counteractive actions of street level 
bureaucrats within state departments. Amongst other issues, this action 
compromises the successful transfer/implementation of refugee social 
protections in the country. 
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This raises concerns about how primary cultural forms of exclusion 
(debilitative sociocultural relations based on race, gender, citizenship or 
nationality) impact on the effectiveness of government (as a bureaucratic 
institution) in its mandate to fully implement refugee policy. Fraser27, 
through his concept of unruly practices, argues that such practices in 
institutions often account for the ‘gap between rules and their selective 
implementation’. Murphy28 conceptualises the gap between rules and 
their prejudicial implementation as a derivative form of exclusion. 
Instead of operating autonomously then, ‘dependency relationships’ 
(minimal in both quantity and importance) should be sought between 
government and other organisations.29 In examining how refugee policy 
implementation can be improved, this paper supports the view of the 
feasibility of inter-organisational exchanges.

In analysing the various ways through which refugees’ access to a 
spectrum of services and commodity bundles is impeded, the study 
adopts the theory of monopolisation and exclusion.28 This theory 
develops from the social closure tradition of Weber30 and identifies 
conditions of exclusion as a multidimensional phenomenon, perpetuated 
on the grounds of an outside groups’ deviance in race and other social 
attributes.28 Through derivative forms of exclusion (exclusion based on 
racial, ethnic, religious, nationality or gender criteria), individuals can 
be disfranchised from accessing social protections and a host of other 
necessaries.31 Deprivations and social closure can therefore be attributed 
to an absence of social, symbolic and cultural forms of capital amongst 
refugees.32 We thus hypothesise the challenges in provisioning refugees’ 
social protections as conterminous with existential biases, unruly 
practices, monopolisations, etc. within bureaucratic institutions.7,32-34

Methodology
We adopted an interpretive research design technique35 and the 
case study is exploratory in terms of examining how a multisectoral 
approach could be adopted in containing refugees’ deprivations and 
social exclusion36. In assessing the government’s effectiveness as a 
bureaucratic institution, we utilised an approach whereby the refugee 
interview participants purposively consisted of the beneficiaries of the 
refugee policy under examination (section 24 permit holders). The need 
to interview government representatives was offset by the data obtained 
from the refugee participants on whether or not the state department 
services were indicative of an efficient bureaucratic institution. Their 
lived experiences and realities in South Africa give recognition to voices 
and experiences that are marginalised and devalued. 

Through expert purposive sampling, we identified a Congolese 
representative association in Pietermaritzburg. We then utilised 
a homogeneous sampling technique to obtain eight focus group 
discussion participants from the association’s membership. The use of 
only one nationality in the study was rationalised by how the Congolese 
refugees sufficed as an instrumental case in the examination of issues 
negatively impacting on the generality of refugees in South Africa.37 
The focus group discussion lasted a total of 90 minutes.38 In selecting 
focus group discussion participants, the use of a non-probability 
homogeneous sampling method was necessitated because the study 
targeted candidates who shared similar traits or specific characteristics 
(Congolese refugees in South Africa).39 Stratified purposeful sampling40 
was then used to sample four male and four female participants for the 
gender balanced focus group discussion. In having a gender-mixed focus 
group discussion, we identified power dynamics that came into play; in 
such instances, the facilitator moderated the proceedings by managing 
those who attempted to dominate the discussions. In selecting these 
participants, there was no focus on age although all participants were 
above the legal age of consent and had been in the country for a period 
not less than 10 years. For the purposes of an instrumental case study, 
a longer stay in South Africa ensured that the selected participants had a 
greater experience with the issues under discussion (this was then used 
to impress on the experiences of other refugees in the country).

In obtaining a sample from civil society, we utilised a purposive expert 
sampling technique. Participants were therefore experts purposively 
selected (based on their activism in refugee rights) and comprised 
one participant from the KwaZulu-Natal Christian Council and one from 
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Lawyers for Human Rights (LHR). In assessing the expertise of the 
organisations, we examined their scope, their programme’s focus areas 
and overall social impact. We interviewed one participant from the civil 
society organisation representing Congolese refugees, the Congolese 
Refugees Association (CRA). Apart from these participants being active 
on provincial and national platforms, they were well informed about the 
issues affecting refugees. 

Ethical clearance for the study was provided by the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal Humanities & Social Sciences Research Ethics 
Committee (reference number HSS/0810017D). 

Results and discussion
Challenges to state-assisted integration 
South Africa is signatory to a number of international conventions 
governing the well-being of refugee groups; establishing the role of 
government in inhibiting refugees’ social disaffiliation particularly in 
accessing the available social protections is important. A beneficiary-
based inquiry on the institutional efficiencies and deficits is therefore 
equally relevant and insightful in terms of understanding how social 
deprivations are exacerbated and experienced because of the actions or 
inactions of public servants and institutions. While refugees are defined in 
the Geneva 1951 Convention as groups or individuals who have left their 
own countries because of persecution or violence,14 South Africa initially 
classifies such arrivals as asylum seekers, i.e. section 22 permit holders, 
with section 24 permits (refugee status) only being conferred after a 
lengthy (individualised) adjudication process. For that reason, refugees in 
South Africa (as guided by the Refugee Act 130 of 1998) were taken in this 
study to mean section 24 (refugee status) permit holders. 

In South Africa, refugee legal rights are an Act of parliament enshrined in 
Regulation 27 (G), Regulation 27 (F), Regulation 27 (B) and Regulation 27 
(D) of the Refugee Act 130 of 1998 as well as Chapter 2, Articles 9 and 11 
of the Bill of Rights. Weber’s theory on bureaucracy and conceptualisation 
of government as a rational legal authority supports Congolese refugees’ 
perceptions and beliefs that the host government is the principal custodian 
of their legal rights.41 This study foregrounded how Congolese refugees 
anticipate the government to facilitate their integration and civil rights 
access in the country. 

Although the legislative arms of government were progressive through 
liberal policy formulation, the study identified how such reforms were 
often undermined by the existence of an exclusionary traditional 
authority. Murphy28 and Weber24 submit that, despite the existence of 
progressive policy, group attributes (such as race, ethnicity, religion, 
language, nationality or citizenship) can be utilised to close off social 
and economic opportunities to perceived out-groups, i.e. traditional and 
historical prejudices can be a threat to the realisation of legal rational 
authority. South Africa’s historical past of colonialism and apartheid has 
mutated into the perpetuation of racialised and discriminatory attitudes/
actions post-apartheid. The ensuing ideological gaps between the Aliens 
Control Act (No 96 of 1991) and the Refugee Act 130 of 1998 is a prime 
example of the disjunction between ideologies, action and authority.12 
The prejudicial attributes of traditional authority instigated through the 
unruly conduct of street-level bureaucrats (police, social workers, 
refugee status determination officers etc.), partly accounts for the gap 
between progressive policy formulation and its implementation. 

Although Selznick25 argues that there is a need for a ‘depersonalisation 
of administrative relationships’, the prevalence of corruption, and 
institutionalised prejudices and unruly actions is evidence of this failure34,42. 
Referred to by Brauns26 as the intermission between legal rational 
authority and traditional authority, this has compromised the efficiency 
of government and its bureaucratic institutions to implement the refugee 
policy. The refugee participants indicated how this phenomenon was most 
prevalent amongst public servants or staff, and government’s apparent 
failure to ensure the realisation of the Batho Pele [People First] principles.

Principal forms of exclusion and monopolisation can be enforced by the 
apparatus of the state through legal and coercive sanctions.15,33,42 One civil 
society representative mentioned how the issues exacerbating refugees’ 

deprivations and derivative exclusion were administrative. As opposed 
to integrating refugees within areas of commerce, certain councillors 
were closing off refugees based on their group attributes (race, ethnicity, 
language etc.).32 One participant complained: ‘There are some councillors 
who are saying we no longer want any foreign nationals to operate here.’ 

Through Murphy’s15 theory, such social exclusion and prejudices in 
defiance of pre-existing progressive laws, can be seen as being premised 
on the grounds of ‘credentialism, racial, ethnic monopolisation and social 
exclusion’. Weber’s micro-theory on class stratification also illuminates 
how exclusionary traditional and historical prejudices may subvert a 
progressive legal authority. Such a subversion may manifest through unruly 
practices, biases, monopolisations and exclusion. As a consequence of 
government’s failure to effectively facilitate their integration, Congolese 
refugees indicated that they were deprived of equal access to health, 
education, shelter, etc. Such deprivations mainly emanated from structural 
or principal forms of exclusion.

Refugee participants also complained of victimisation within govern-
ment departments: 

Most refugees are being victimised by the SAPS, 
you will be at your place at night and the police 
officers will just pop in pretending that they 
are looking for illegal immigrants. So, when 
you open, they will start asking for papers for 
furniture, television licence etc. and if you don’t 
have receipts, they will threaten to take you to the 
police station until you come and prove that you 
bought it in the shop. It can also happen at the 
place of work, they will come in the saloons and 
say all of you present your papers, whoever does 
not have they take him to a corner where you have 
to pay [a] bribe.

The conduct described above in which workers within the public service 
disregard refugee policy edicts, reflects a situation whereby traditional 
authority incapacitates rational-legal authority and ultimately bureaucratic 
efficiency.26 Khan et al.43 conceptualises it as a form of unruly practice 
which impedes state-assisted integration models. The interviews therefore 
revealed how Congolese refugees expect the state to address the 
exclusionary nodes not only within their communities of residence but also 
within the civil service. Public service employees’ ignorance of refugee 
policy was identified as an additional impediment to refugees’ access to 
their legal rights. Other studies corroborate these findings and allude that 
the exclusionary actions of public service staff often exacerbate refugees’ 
deprivations.44,45 The prejudice and deprivations refugees face due to 
social exclusion were confirmed by the following responses: 

When it comes to social services there is the belief 
that refugees are dirty, there are certain mind-sets 
that should be changed with regards to frontline 
service providers who deal with refugees.

…in the trainings that we have, the government 
officials will come in the open and say we don’t 
know these things, which means they are not 
alone they are a lot out there and maybe some 
refugees can be disadvantaged because somebody 
doesn’t know. 

In addressing the above challenges, participants suggested a sensitisation 
programme for public servants due to their role as key players in the 
aversion of social exclusion both inside and outside public institutions. 
These sentiments are substantiated by other researchers who argue that 
issues of social inclusion require awareness campaigns and a change of 
consciousness.46-47 Khan et al.43 concur and argue that such a change 
of consciousness should be instigated amongst stakeholders so as to 
produce effective interventions at different levels. 

Social cohesion and engagement: Civil society
Civil society participants also mentioned having made several inroads 
in addressing refugees’ challenges by coordinating programmes (social 
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cohesion activities) involving both citizens and refugees to promote 
cultural tolerance. This was essential in the fight against social exclusion 
and the associated deprivations because it created what Putman (2000 
cited by Cederberg32) terms ‘bridging forms of social capital’ and what 
Telles48 terms ‘vertical relationships’. Through this form of social capital, 
disadvantaged groups can overcome their group identities, and go 
beyond the tribal, racial and cultural boundaries while benefiting from 
other groups monopolies over opportunities. Another form of social 
cohesion is one whereby civil society organisations micro financed 
income-generating projects that were jointly implemented by refugees 
and South African citizens. We recognise the importance of such 
activities in deterring social exclusion because social disengagement 
(a lack of participation in social activities) is one of the key forms 
through which social exclusion manifests.43 

A group’s ability to harness cultural and symbolic capital is also essential 
in the deterrence of social exclusion because social capital cannot 
be examined far from social exclusion (due to its focus on the role of 
networks and human relationships as assets). A lack of certain forms 
of capital (cultural and symbolic) can increase refugees’ vulnerability, 
the importance of such programmes thus cannot be undermined due to 
how they often help improve the level of social contact between migrants 
and citizens. 

The interviews also revealed that civil society was embarking on paradigm 
shifts aimed at promoting bonding forms of social capital for refugees. 
Given the existence of top-down power hierarchies within communities 
(that contribute to the exclusion/disaffiliation of perceived out-groups)49, 
the civil society hosting of community workshops (themed along topics 
of acceptance and tolerance), helped distil some of the group-based 
exclusionary nodes50. A faith-based organisation representative said that 
theology was also important in inculcating tolerance amongst citizens. 
On the question of how they alleviate some of the challenge’s refugees 
face in socially integrating, the representative said:

…we normally have workshops and we have 
presenters who talk about the theology of 
strangers, the theology of migration that all 
humans are in the image of God regardless 
of nationality, race, etc. So, if churches can 
emphasise the message of how all are in the image 
of God regardless of where you are coming from, 
let us accept one another – that will help reduce 
the friction.

Advocacy and rights sensitisation: Civil society
Issues of human rights education are very important and challenges 
in effectively sensitising the public on such content is tantamount to 
a limitation in the implementation of refugee policy. In South Africa, 
there is a lack of knowledge on such rights not only amongst refugees 
but also amongst street level bureaucrats.27 In the furtherance of 
what Berten and Leisering4 refer to as the ‘bottom-up theorisation’ of 
social protection policy, civil society representatives mentioned how 
they routinely hold sensitisation workshops with refugees and street 
level bureaucrats, focusing on refugee rights in the country. Through 
human rights education and similar interventions,49 civil society is thus 
a principal player in the creation of communities where refugee rights 
are accessible. A civil society participant commented, saying that it is 
only after workshops that government employees become aware of key 
issues relating to refugee rights: 

…workshops should also be done on the rights 
of refugees nationwide, this is very important 
because there are a lot of people who do not know 
about the rights of refugees, you will find that only 
after a workshop someone will say I did not know. 

The LHR, an implementing partner to the UNHCR, focusing on the legal 
aspects of refugee lives across South Africa was also interviewed. 
Although the Refugee Act 130 of 1998 exempts refugees from some 
discriminative policies that apply to resident foreign nationals,27 the 
South African government has in some instances enacted restrictive 
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measures to disfranchise them. In such instances, the LHR has lobbied 
against prejudicial laws that disaffiliate refugees and promote deprivations 
and institutional biases i.e. as exemplified by the Department of Home 
Affairs systematic closure of refugee reception offices.44 In response to 
such office closures (which adversely hamper refugees’ access to legal 
documents), the LHR took the Department of Home Affairs (DHA) to 
court. An interviewee representing the LHR said that:

Our organisation is here to enforce and protect 
refugee rights in all aspects therefore where we 
need to litigate, we will litigate against DHA…. 

Other instances where similarly exclusionary laws have been successfully 
challenged through litigations by the civil society include the 2002 
declaration on the right to work for asylum seekers and the 2003 legal 
action against the Director and Minister of Social Development. Owing 
to such litigations, in 2003 the government availed social protection 
amenities that are not enshrined within the Refugee Act 130 of 1998 
and these include the South African Social Security Agencies which 
although not contained in the policy framework, they are in line with 
global best practices on refugee social protection.13 The availability of 
such social safety nets is essential because service exclusion is one 
of the numerous ways through which deprivations and social closure is 
perpetuated.47 A legal attorney from the LHR said:

Recognised refugees can also access social 
grants, which was initially not in the Refugee Act 
130 of 1998 but it was a case that was actually 
brought to the courts that then created the judicial 
precedence that recognises refugee access to 
social support grants.

In facilitating for refugee’s inclusion and social protection in South Africa, 
the LHR also offers migrants free legal assistance through their four 
legal clinics in Durban, Johannesburg, Pretoria and Mussina. The LHR 
continuously engages with the UNHCR to bring about awareness on the 
numerous issues affecting refugees in South Africa.

State and NGO partnerships
Collaboration (dependency relationships)
In exploring what are referred to as dependency relationships,29 we 
examined the working relationship between the government and civil 
society organisations. The United Nations recognises the importance 
of such cross-sectoral partnerships, with the Comprehensive Refugee 
Response Framework going beyond the state–civil society partnerships 
and extending the model to encapsulate think tanks, financial institutions, 
academia, faith leaders and so forth.51 While Rosenblum and Post52 have 
described civil society as both ‘autonomous to the state as well as being 
dependent on the state’, due to how social movements often facilitate the 
turning of grievances into a form of collective injustice, and then action,43 
in certain instances, they often operate either independently or against 
the state. An analysis of the level of cordiality between the two sectors in 
implementing refugee policy was thus carried out in recognition of civil 
society’s role in the global fight against prejudice, inequity and social 
exclusion.17 The available studies focusing on refugees in South Africa, 
the Refugee Act 130 of 1998 and those focusing on the concept of 
social exclusion,5,53 do not discuss such issues within a comparative 
analytical framework. As contained in this paper, a comparative analytical 
framework examines the role of the state as well as civil society in 
alleviating refugees’ challenges. 

We discovered that civil society in South Africa assumes a relatively 
collaborative partnership with the state in precluding refugees’ social 
disaffiliation and associated deprivations. This collaboration was best 
exemplified by the Department of Sport and Recreation’s donation of 
trophies towards some of the social cohesion sporting activities hosted 
by the civil society in Pietermaritzburg. Khan et al.43 also identified a 
multi sectorial approach (integration and collaborations) between the 
state and civil society as an effective intervention model against social 
exclusion. To foster information sharing, a participant from a faith-based 
organisation mentioned how they often invite government department 
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representatives to their community workshops. In the long run, such 
dependency relationships improve bureaucratic efficiency on the side of 
government, as this creates a channel of communication with the refugee 
communities.28 Such a line of communication is also essential in whistle-
blowing against unruly practices, institutional biases and exclusion within 
areas of public service.6 

The prevalence of exploitative structural systems33,42 can also be 
mitigated through the establishment of the above-mentioned channels 
of communication. In reference to such workshops, undertaken with the 
support of government, a civil society representative said: 

We are in close relations with government, the 
Department of Social Development, the SAPS, 
Department of Sport and Recreation, Department 
of Health, DHA, Department of Education. 
Officials are invited from these government 
departments during workshops.

Civil society groups also made efforts in discouraging community 
attitudes that promote inequities and deprivations while at the same 
time advocating for refugees’ social cohesion.43 In keeping with what 
Chambers and Kopstein1 term as being ‘in dialogue with the state’ 
and achieving what Weber41 in his bureaucratic theory refers to as 
bureaucratic efficiency, the interviews revealed that civil society was 
facilitating communication between the refugees and local government. 
Apart from existential monopolizations, other studies have shown that 
refugees’ deprivations in South Africa are also worsened by municipal 
workers’ ignorance of refugee rights and issues.31,54,55 The social services 
that municipalities are legally mandated to provide to refugees include 
trading licences, municipal trading sites, low-income accommodation, 
among others. During the interviews, the CRA representative mentioned 
how they were engaged in negotiations with the officials:

We always try to be in touch with the officials, but 
nothing has come up from them. So briefly, there 
is no channel of communication between refugees 
and officials in government.

The ambiguities in the Refugee Act regarding probable channels of 
communication between refugees and government also debilitate 
bureaucratic efficiency,26 as they impede refugees from establishing any 
form of rapport with the government. Although the duty of civil society 
is in part to engage the state in dialogue,1 this has not been the case for 
the CRA. Such a void in communication has adversely worsened the 
many challenges refugee status (section 24) permit holders already face 
in South Africa.7 

Conclusion
In delimiting the sample (to focus on section 24 permit holders), as well 
as determining the social protections due to such a group (as enshrined 
within the Refugee Act 130 of 1998), the study was informed by the South 
African legal framework. From a legal standpoint, access to the rights 
within the Refugee Act were understood as being contingent on one’s 
possession of a section 24 permit. Ipso facto, the assumptions drawn 
from the analysis of data were only indicative of the situation with regard 
to section 24 permit holders (regardless of the conditions that led to the 
individuals seeking refuge in South Africa, e.g. conflicts, economic issues). 

As compared to other African states with refugee camp settlement 
systems, a free settlement system as found in South Africa is prone 
to jurisdictional limitations, i.e. within a free settlement system, refugee 
rights are primarily enshrined within the Constitution. Consequently, 
‘the government (rather than the ‘international community’ or NGOs) 
becomes solely responsible for the social protection of forced migrant 
groups’.45 However, if the government does not fully accord such groups 
with the requisite social protections, they become exposed to a spectrum 
of risks. This was exemplified by how most refugee participants in 
the study complained of neglect and the absence of support systems 
towards social integration and life-skills training.

In the face of the many aforesaid challenges that are often synonymous 
with free settlement systems, it is of paramount importance to curb the 
existential gap between the states’ formulation of progressive refugee 

policy frameworks and the policy’s dismal implementation (due to 
credentialism, racial/ethnic monopolisation and social exclusion). 
This disjuncture was conceptualised in the paper as principally 
compromising the efficiency of the state (as a bureaucratic institution) in 
fully operationalising the refugee policy edicts. Multisectoral approaches 
were then examined, with the determination that the prevailing 
partnerships between civil society and government in South Africa are 
multidimensional, i.e. collaborative but mostly conflictive.52 

Collaborative partnerships were identified as existing between civil society 
organisations and state departments such as the Department of Social 
Development, South African Police Service, Department of Home Affairs, 
Department of Health and Department of Education. These collaborative 
partnerships (which resulted in a greater degree of bureaucratic efficiency), 
mainly consisted of information sharing, co-hosting and co-organising of 
workshops, and social cohesion events. Engagements with the state were 
also riddled with several challenges – a situation which made collaborative 
partnerships (dependency relationships) a challenge. 

We identified how conflictive partnerships between the two sectors 
in the country were mostly emanating from a poor working rapport. 
In the absence of reasonable communication avenues through which 
effective engagements could be fostered between the two, litigations 
were the most common and effective methods utilised by civil society 
in restraining some of the government’s excesses. Cases under legal 
contestation included but were not confined to the nationwide closure 
of refugee reception offices and the denial of the right to family for 
forced migrant groups. In advocating for the well-being and integration 
of refugee populations in South Africa (through mediatory functions, 
advocacy, human rights education, etc.), it was noted that civil society 
groups often have to work in autonomy to the state. Although not as 
extreme as the conflictive type of partnerships, autonomy was also 
revealed in the paper as presenting several challenges which debilitate 
the efforts to fully protect refugees. Through the adoption of multisectoral 
consociations, the state and civil society can forge formidable panaceas 
against some of the complex (multidimensional) challenges facing 
refugee groups in the country.
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With the growing amount of data available in the digital age, it has become increasingly important to use 
automated methods to extract useful information from data. One such application is the extraction of events 
from news sources for the purpose of a quantitative analysis that does not rely on someone needing to 
read through thousands of news articles. Overseas, projects such as the Integrated Crisis Early Warning 
System (ICEWS) monitor news stories and extract events using automated coding. However, not all violent 
events are reported in the news, and while monitoring only news agencies is sufficient for projects such 
as ICEWS which have a global focus, more news sources are required when assessing a local situation. 
We used WhatsApp as a news source to identify the occurrence of violent incidents in South Africa. Using 
machine learning, we have shown how violent incidents can be coded and recorded, allowing for a local level 
recording of these events over time. Our experimental results show good performance on both training and 
testing data sets using a logistic regression classifier with unigrams and Word2vec feature models. Future 
work will evaluate the inclusion of pre-trained word embedding for both Afrikaans and English words to 
improve the performance of the machine learning classifier.

Significance:
• The logistic regression classifier using TFIDF unigram, CBOW and skip-gram Word2Vec models were 

successfully implemented to automatically analyse and classify WhatsApp messages from groups that 
share information on protests and mass violence in South Africa. At the time of publishing, messages were 
collected from 26 WhatsApp groups across South Africa and automatically classified on an hourly basis.

Introduction
Social media has evolved rapidly during the past few years and has become an increasingly popular platform for 
acquiring opinions and information about events.1 Popular social media platforms include online social networks, 
microblogs, wikis, media sharing and reviews.2 Text mining is often used to mine information from the natural 
language text generated in these platforms.3 A functional text analytic application would typically include natural 
language processing, information retrieval and machine learning, together with linguistics and statistical techniques 
to extract information from text.3 

One text mining technique is text classification, which is often considered one of the fundamental tasks in natural 
language processing. In text classification, supervised machine learning is used to assign a label or probability 
value to an instance (i.e. sentence or text document). However, other variations of text classification also allow 
the assignment of multiple labels to an instance. These labels could be continuous values, but, generally, the 
classification problem assumes categorical or binary (i.e. 0 or 1) values for the labels.4 For the purpose of this 
study, we focus on text classification as the main text mining technique. Our objective is to gain insight into the 
linguistic aspects of reports about violent incidents in South Africa by collecting, annotating and classifying a 
user-generated data set. We explore the text characteristics (features) that are potentially useful in distinguishing 
between events and non-events, and apply these features in several machine-learning algorithms. 

Text classification
Text mining applications play an important role in knowledge discovery as the volume and diversity of digital 
texts have increased significantly.5 Popular text mining applications include email classification, spam filtering, 
categorising news articles or autotagging customer queries, sentiment analysis and opinion mining.6,7 These 
examples are known as text classification applications and involve the assignment of labels to data (called 
annotation), using this labelled data as training data for supervised learning of a classifier, and then using this 
classifier to label (or predict) unlabelled documents.8,9 The focus of any text classification application is to classify 
a single object into a discrete class by extracting useful features (attributes) from the object. Features – or the 
set of attributes, represented as a vector – could for example be words extracted from the text. A classification 
model typically relates the features in the underlying record to one of the class labels. Machine-learning algorithms 
are used to construct a classification model and predict the class label (binary, multiclass, multilabel) of a new 
text document. For this study, we made use of a supervised multi-class machine-learning classifier in which a 
document is assigned to one class among several possible classes.

Related research
The automatic classification of text is a well-known natural language processing research problem for which 
there has been an extensive history of scholarly work.7 However, in the context of defence and security, more 
work is required to automatically classify news reports related to emergency information. Several initiatives to 
extract information automatically from news sources have been launched overseas. Examples include the Policon 
model10-12, which has been used by the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)13, and Senturion14, which has been 
used by the US Department of Defense13. Lockheed Martin’s Integrated Crisis Early Warning System extracts 
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structured data from news.13 Other similar projects include the CIA’s 
Political Instability Task Force15-17, the Armed Conflict Location and Event 
Data project18, the Uppsala Conflict Data Program19,20, and the Social 
Conflict Analysis Database (SCAD)21. See Schrodt22 for a discussion of 
similar projects.

Our project differs from these projects in a number of ways. In those 
projects, not all events are shared by the main news agencies, as 
limited space and resources compel them to focus on larger events.23,24 
We required a more comprehensive data set as our outlook is local and 
not global. In addition, people no longer rely solely on mainstream media to 
access information. We therefore turned to WhatsApp as a news source. 
WhatsApp is a free messaging service owned by Facebook which enables 
users to message, call and share files. WhatsApp has become increasingly 
popular as a source of news25; the use of WhatsApp for news has almost 
tripled since 2014 in many countries.26 In South Africa, WhatsApp is also 
used regularly to share emergency information.27 

Data collection and annotation
Data collection
Messages were collected from a variety of WhatsApp groups (group chat 
is a feature in which the same message can be sent at the same time to 
multiple contacts who opt in), which cannot be named for ethical reasons. 
Most operate within the Afrikaans and English communities (urban and 
rural) across South Africa and focus on protests and serious crimes, such 
as hijackings, cash-in-transit robberies and farm attacks. The majority of 
messages are eyewitness accounts, and while a much smaller number 
come from mainstream news agencies, these cover a wide spectrum of 
the South African media. Numerous messages also come from Facebook 
groups and from Twitter. It should be noted that the groups were selected 
based on their activity and dedication to accuracy. None of these groups 
deliberately spread false news and while an incident may later be shown to 
have been false, our objective is not to establish crime statistics but rather 
to classify the messages themselves.

Because WhatsApp is a closed platform, we first had to obtain ethical 
clearance and permission to be added to WhatsApp groups that share 
information on violent incidents. Ethnical clearance was granted for 
this project by the General/Human Research Ethics Committee of the 
University of the Free State (UFS-HSD2019/0175).

Data were collected from 15 WhatsApp groups between 30 May 2018 
and 18 February 2019. In total, 23 360 WhatsApp messages were 
retrieved in either English or Afrikaans. After filtering the corpus for and 
removing duplicate messages, the experimental corpus comprised 8398 
unique messages.

Data preparation
Text pre-processing is required because online social media data tend to 
be very ‘noisy’ and contain uninformative parts, such as HTML tags.28 
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We followed the basic linguistic processing steps required to prepare 
the lexical source for text classification. This processing included data 
cleaning, removal of stopwords, tokenisation, as well as syntactic 
parsing.29 One of the first steps was message and sentence tokenisation. 
All the messages in the WhatsApp data set were stored as either single 
or multiline messages. We separated each multiline message into 
several single-line messages. Using regular expressions, we identified 
multiline messages and converted them into the following single-line 
message format: [date, time] + [From]: [Message]. UTF-8 file encoding 
was performed during the file reading operation to avoid character set 
conversion errors. Next, all punctuation marks and special characters, 
including emoticons, were removed from each text message. HTML 
tags such as web addresses (‘http:’ and ‘www’) were also stripped 
from the text message, followed by white space removal and text 
lowercasing. Text messages that contained contractions, slang words 
and hyphenated words were transformed into regular expressions using 
a custom dictionary (for example, the Afrikaans ‘ek’t’ was converted 
to ‘ek het’, and the English ‘isn’t’ to ‘is not’; ‘Potch’ to ‘Potchefstroom’ 
and ‘CT’ to ‘Cape Town’). The custom dictionary contained all possible 
contractions in Afrikaans and English. Misspelled words were identified 
and normalised, again making use of a custom dictionary. Hyphenated 
words were reconstructed as hyphens were considered a special 
character and were removed earlier. We also made use of a lookup 
dictionary to reconstruct hyphenated words (for example, ‘hi jacking’ 
became ‘hi-jacking’). All custom and lookup dictionaries were manually 
constructed using a trial-and-error approach as we identified contracted, 
misspelled and hyphenated words. Due to the bilingual nature of the 
corpus, stemming and lemmatisation were not performed. Finally, all 
stopwords were removed from the corpus. For English words, we made 
use of the stopword list in NLTK30 and for Afrikaans words, we translated 
the English stopwords into their corresponding Afrikaans words.

Data annotation
Two annotators were asked to identify whether the text under investigation 
was related to an event. If the message was considered to be an event, 
annotators identified the type of event. If not, it was considered a ‘safe’ 
message. The four event-related categories identified were: farm attack, 
land grab, crime and protest. An example of each category is given in 
Table 1. 

Annotation statistics
All the messages were independently annotated for event detection by 
two annotators, A and B, who were postgraduate students familiar with 
linguistics and the South African environment, and are English second-
language speakers. When A and B did not agree, a third annotator 
functioned as a tiebreaker to obtain a gold standard. The inter-annotator 
agreement between the two annotators was calculated using Cohen’s 
kappa.31 The agreement score was κ=81.72, which indicated substantial 
agreement. Of the 8395 unique messages, both annotators agreed on 

Table 1:  Examples of categories related to events

Annotation 
category

Definition Annotation example [sic]

Farm attack

A violent attack that occurs on a farm or 
smallholding, including assault, murder, 
attempted murder, robbery or rape

FARM ATTACK!!!!! Farmattack last night around 03:00 at smallholding / farm in the Tarlton area 
next to Krugersdorp. According to information received, both the man and the woman, in their 70’s, 
were beaten during the attack. The man is also bedridden. Luckily no bone fractures were sustained. 
The man was also burned with boiling water. They put the iron on to burn the woman, but something 
disturbed them and they fled. They both were tied up with ropes after the attack and the woman was 
only able to free herself after three hours. She then climbed through the window to get some help 
from neighbors. Names to be withheld until police release more information. The attackers left with 
firearms and money. No arrests has been made. 

Land grab
An illegal occupation of land with the intent to 
settle

VIRGINIA_ (17h20) Unrest reported on the R73 towards Winburg (14h00) Land grab reported on a 
farm in the area.

Crime
Other forms of crime that are not farm attacks, 
land grabs or illegal protests, e.g. robbery, theft 
and murder in cities or towns

TUGELA TOLL PLAZA_ (16H30) Cash in Transit Robbery reported. 

Protest A violent or potentially violent mass protest
*CAPE TOWN - VIOLENT* *PROTEST - ROAD* *CLOSED* Landsdown Road closed between Philipi 
and Gugulethu due to Violent protest action - SAPS on scene.
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7480 messages. The difference set (n=915) was annotated by two 
additional annotators, C and D. We implemented a majority-vote algorithm 
to select annotations in which C and D agreed with either A or B. In this 
way, 660 annotations were added to the 7480 messages. Further data 
exploration was conducted to refine the combined corpus (n=8085). 
All messages shorter than 5 characters or longer than 1000 characters 
were removed from the corpus. We found that messages that fell outside 
these length thresholds were mainly informational messages (i.e. ‘safe’). 
The final pre-processed and tokenised data set consisted of 7889 unique 
messages. After pre-processing the corpus, the data set was split (80/20) 
into training (n=6311) and testing (n=1578) data sets. The number and 
classification of each message are shown in Table 2.

Table 2:  Data set attributes

Labelled message Proportion Training Testing

Land grab 50 0.63% 38 12

Farm attack 271 3.43% 223 48

Crime 431 5.46% 352 79

Protest 2949 37.38% 2363 586

Safe 4188 53.09% 3335 853

Total 7889 100.00% 6311 1578

Experimental set-up
Feature extraction 
Text data are known for their high dimensionality of text features.4 As a 
result, feature extraction and feature selection are necessary tasks before 
any text classification can be attempted. For this study, we made use of 
two popular feature extraction techniques: bag-of-n-gram (n-grams) and 
term frequency – inverse document frequency (TF-IDF). In n-grams, the 
presentation model creates sequences of n words instead of frequency 
counts of single words (bag-of-words).32 The features in n-grams 
are representations of all combinations of adjacent words of length n 
in the text. In other words, 2-gram or bigrams will represent a model 
with combinations of two adjacent words in the text document, while 
3-gram or trigrams will be combinations of three adjacent words in a text 
document. In TF-IDF, weights are created instead of frequency counts. 
The idea is that terms that frequently occur in a document relative to the 
number of times they occur in the entire corpus, are more important than 
terms that occur commonly. Both n-gram and TF-IDF models introduce 
several shortcomings, such as data sparsity and high dimensionality.33 
These phenomena are referred to as ‘the curse of dimensionality’, which 
means that, as the feature space increases in dimensions (i.e. character 
or word tokens), the data become more sparse and less informative to 
the underlying decision space.34

One solution to overcoming these shortcomings is to make use of more 
recent models in which word representations are based on large natural 
language corpora by tracking the contexts in which they occur – known as 
‘word embeddings’. Word embedding is a language modelling technique 
used to create a continuous higher dimensional vector space to overcome 
the curse of dimensionality and represent word meaning.35 A popular 
language model to produce such word embeddings is Word2Vec.36 
Word2Vec is a group of two-layer neural network models that are trained 
on a large corpus of text to reconstruct the linguistic context of words. 
Two architectural Word2vec models available to learn the distributed 
representation of words are continuous-bag-of-words (CBOW) and skip-
gram.36 In both these models, techniques are used to learn word weights, 
which act as word vector representations. The CBOW model predicts the 
word from a window of surrounding words, while the skip-gram model 
predicts the context words, given the current word.

Considering this background, we took extra care in constructing the 
data pipeline for the text classification process and, as far as possible, 
discarded non-relevant words without influencing the text classification 
outcome. We opted for TF-IDF instead of frequency counts (bag-of-
words) because TF-IDF considers the inverse document frequency of 
each term when performing raw term frequency computations, and 

thus often produces better results.37 The following feature types were 
extracted from both data sets:

• Word n-gram TF-IDF: features indicating the frequently occurring 
unigrams (1,1) or bigrams (2,2), or unigrams and bigrams (1,2)

• Word2Vec: words to vectors using continuous-bag-of-words 
(CBOW) and skip-gram models. A function was added to calculate 
an average of all vectors per message. The function summed all 
the word vectors occurring in a message and then divided it by the 
count of the word vectors.

For the first experiment, we extracted TF-IDF features on the training data set 
using scikit-learn, a machine-learning library for Python.38 Initially, both the 
minimum (min_df) and maximum (max_df) document/corpus frequencies 
were set to ‘1’ for all n-gram models. The maximum number of features 
(top n max_features) was set to ‘None’ due to the small size of the corpus. 
Inverse-document-frequency reweighting was enabled (use_idf=True) 
and, to reduce document length bias, we set norm to ‘L2’. The vectoriser 
created a sparse matrix and the sparsity metric was calculated for both 
matrixes. The sparsity metric was calculated by dividing the number of 
non-zero values by the sum of the number of samples and number of 
features. The lower the value, the sparser are the data in the matrix, making 
it more challenging to model. The results are given in Table 3.

Table 3:  The TF-IDF n-gram frequencies

n-gram
Number of 

rows
Number of 
features

Number of 
non-zeros

Sparsity

unigram (1,1) 7889 16 926 121 246 0.09%

bigram (2,2) 7889 79 550 124 091 0.02%

unigram and bigram (1,2) 7889 96 476 245 337 0.03%

For feature selection, we used the chi-squared statistic (X2) to find the optimal 
number of features. We first calculated the estimated mutual information 
value for a discrete target variable by measuring the dependency between 
a feature and the target variable. Some of the highest dependency words 
included unrest (0.09620), farm (0.05994), plaasaanval (0.05105), attack 
(0.03793), farm attack (0.03070), robbery (0.03006), land (0.02914), 
invasion (0.01117) and land invasion (0.00859). Thereafter, we used the 
chi-squared statistic to find the optimal number of features with the highest 
value. The top 12 features with higher values, i.e. higher usefulness, are 
depicted in Figure 1. 

We also examined whether top features would have a significant 
influence on model accuracy. We used the scikit-learn feature_selection 
module with the SelectPercentile method which, when given a statistical 
test, selects a percentile of features with the highest score. We used a 
decision tree classifier and set the function to measure the quality of a 
split to ‘entropy’ (for the information gain) and used the chi-squared 
statistic for feature selection. Feature selection was repeated for 
unigrams, bigrams and unigrams with bigrams using cross-validation 
accuracy as a performance metric on the test set. We found no significant 
difference in accuracy, and opted to use all unigram and bigram features 
for our experiments as the number of features was manageable. The chi-
squared statistic results are given in Table 4.

Table 4:  X2 (chi-squared) statistic results

n-gram Features
Optimal 

number of 
features

Accuracy  
(top percentile)

Accuracy  
(all features)

unigram (1,1) 15 110 12 239 0.84981 0.84728

bigram (2,2) 66 289 13 921 0.79278 0.79341

unigram (1,1) 
and bigram (1,2)

81 399 65 933 0.84411 0.84791

For the second experiment, we created word embeddings with Word2vec 
on the training data set using both CBOW (sg=0) and skip-gram (sg=1) 
models. The context window size value was set to 6 and the number of 
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features (dimension) to 100. Due to the small corpus of messages, we 
had to set words with an occurrence count as low as possible (min_
count=1). Words below this threshold were not kept in the vocabulary. 
Because each WhatsApp message can have a different number of 
vectors depending on the number of words it contains, a function was 
added to calculate an average of all vectors per message. We also 
checked whether the words in a message occur in the vocabulary of the 
Word2vec model. If the word was not found, the function returned a 0.0, 
otherwise the average of the word vectors was returned. Both CBOW 
and skip-gram models produced a vocabulary of 15 114 words from 
the training corpus.

Data sampling
The experimental corpus features had a heavy class imbalance, 
distributed as shown in Table 4, with the large majority of posts not 
being events (i.e. ‘safe’). In machine-learning classification, class 
imbalance can lead to decreased performance and accuracy.39 We were 
also concerned that the machine-learning algorithms would be biased 
towards the majority class of no incidents (‘safe’) and treat the minority 
classes (‘Land Grab’, ‘Farm Attack’, and ‘Crime’) as outliers and 
ignore the observations. We applied the Python package imbalanced-
learn as data resampling to counter this possibility.40 The methods 
available included ‘over-sampling’ and ‘under-sampling’. Over-sampling 
generates new samples in the classes that are under-represented, while 
under-sampling reduces the number of samples in the targeted classes. 
We opted for random over-sampling (RandomOverSampler) because of 
the relatively small number of instances. This method generates new 
samples in the minority classes (‘Land Grab’, ‘Farm Attack’ and ‘Crime’) 
by picking samples at random with replacement.

Learning algorithms
From the text classification literature, support vector machines 
(SVMs), naïve Bayes, decision trees, logistic regression and random 
forests are popular machine-learning algorithms used to classify text. 
For the automatic detection of events, we performed text classification 
experiments using a linear kernel SVM, random forest, gradient boosting 
machines and logistic regression. 

Support vector machines
Support vector machines is a set of versatile supervised learning methods 
with different kernel functions (linear, polynomial, radial basis function 
and sigmoid) that can be specified for the decision function. The purpose 
of a linear kernel classifier is to find a maximum margin hyperplane that 
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can classify data points appropriately. In SVM, we optimised a margin, 
which is defined as the distance between the separating hyperplane 
(decision boundary) and the training sample closest to this hyperplane.41 
For our experiments, we used the SVM classier with linear kernel 
(LinearSVC) implemented in LIBSVM.42 The advantage of using LIBSVM 
over the native Python implementation is that it allows for quick training 
of large numbers of linear classifiers, as long as the data set fits into 
computer memory.41

Random forest
Random forest is an ensemble decision-tree algorithm that involves 
building large numbers of decision trees and then ensembling their 
outputs.43 Because a random forest is meta-estimated, it fits a number 
of decision tree classifiers on various sub-samples of the data set and 
uses averaging to improve accuracy. The function to measure the quality 
of a split was set to ‘gini’, which is the default, and used for Gini impurity. 

Gradient boosting machines
Gradient boosting machines is a much newer machine-learning 
technique, and, much like a random forest, it is based on ensembling 
decision trees. However, it uses gradient boosting to iteratively train new 
models that address the weak points of previous models.43 The focus of 
boosting is more to reduce bias than variance, and as a result, boosting 
tends to improve upon its base models when they have high bias and 
low variance.44 When comparing the two ensemble methods, random 
forest trains each tree independently, using a random sample of the data, 
whereas gradient boosting machines trains one tree at a time, where 
each new tree is used to correct errors made by a previously trained tree. 

Logistic regression
Logistic regression and random forests are text-processing models when 
using feature-engineering tools such as bag-of-words or n-grams.43 
The algorithm used in the optimisation problem (solver) was set to ‘newton-
cg’ as it was a multiclass classification problem. Additionally, multiclass 
was set to ‘multinomial’, meaning the loss minimised is the multinomial 
loss fit across the entire probability distribution. As the ‘newton-cg’ solver 
only supports L2 regularisation with primal formulation, the value of the 
penalisation parameter was set to the default value (‘L2’). 

Model selection
The four classifiers were evaluated as multiclass classifiers (classifying 
instances into three of more classes). Table 5 shows the hyperparameter 
combinations for model selection. 
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Figure 1:  Top X2 (chi-squared) features.
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Table 5:  Hyperparameters in grid-search model selection

Algorithm Hyperparameter Values
Optimal 
Value

Support Vector 
Machine

Penalty parameter C 
of the error term (C)

1e{−3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2} 1

Tolerance for 
stopping criteria (tol)

1e{−3, −2, −1, 0, 1} 0.001

RandomForestClassifier
Number of trees 
in the forest 
(Estimators)

[50,100,150,200] 200

GradientBoosting

The number of 
boosting stages to 
perform (Estimators)

[50,100,150,200] 200

Shrinks the 
contribution of each 
tree by learning_rate

[1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.1, 
0.05, 0.01]

0.25

LogisticRegression

Inverse of 
regularisation 
strength (C)

1e{−3, −2, −1, 0, 1,2} 100

Tolerance for 
stopping criteria (tol)

1e{−3, −2, −1, 0, 1} 10

Model selection was done using 10-fold cross-validation in an exhaustive 
grid search over all possible hyperparameter configurations. The grid 
search followed by a 10-fold cross-validation was performed for both 
experiments (TFIDF and TDIDF + Word2vec) using the training data set. 

Evaluation measures
Precision, recall, F1-score and accuracy are evaluation metrics used to 
assess the performance of algorithms in text classification. As we were 
using a multiclass classifier, calculating the performance metrics was more 
complicated than for a binary classifier (i.e. only two labels). Measures for 
a multiclass classifier are based on the generalisation of the binary metrics 
(described above) making use of either macro-averaging or micro-
averaging. Macro-averaging calculates the mean of the binary metrics, 
while micro-averaging gives each sample-class pair an equal contribution 
to the overall metric.45 For this study, we used M and µ indices to represent 
the metrics in macro-averaging and micro-averaging. In macro-averaging, 
precisionM is defined as the average per-class agreement of the data class 
labels with those of the classifier. RecallM (or sensitivity) is the average 
per-class effectiveness of a classifier to identify class labels. F-scoreM is 
the relationship between the sample’s positive labels and those predicted 
by the classifier on a per-class average.

 Equation 1

 Equation 2

 Equation 3

 Equation 4

where tp is true positive, tn is true negative, fp is false positive and fn is 
false negative.

For micro-averaging, we report only the F-scoreµ because micro-
averaging in a multiclass setting produces precisionµ, recallµ and 
F-scoreµ that are all identical to accuracy.46

Experiments and results
We discuss the performance of the different models on the training 
data set, obtained in 10-fold cross-validation, and on the test data 
set. The accuracy performance evaluation parameter was calculated 
and used to determine the best performance. We report the accuracy, 
precision, recall and F-scores for the five event classes.

Results on the training data
We tested the performance of the four models on the training data 
using 10-fold cross-validation. When the data set was created it was 
unbalanced, but as part of the pipeline, random over-sampling was used 
to address the uneven distribution of classes (see ‘Data sampling’). 
A detailed comparison of all scores can be found in Table 6. The word 
unigram model obtained the highest score for each model, with the highest 
training F-scoreM of 0.736 (s.d.=0.11) for the logistic regression classifier. 

Results on the test set
We also tested the performance of the four models on the test set, the 
results of which can be found in Table 7. On the test set, all the word 
unigram models reached F-scoresM of 0.647 or higher compared to 
training F-scoresM of 0.580. The reason for a slightly higher performance 
of the n-gram models compared to the training set results could be 
sparsity. Because we have a small number of instances, it is possible 
that some of the unigrams or bigrams in the training set might not 
have occurred in the testing set. We also included a majority baseline 
to help contextualise the results. We used a DummyClassifier38 with a 
strategy set to most_frequent which always predicts the most frequent 

Table 6:  Results on the training data set

Features Model Acc RM PM F1M F1µ 
†

word unigram (1,1)

Support vector machine 0.884 (±0.02) 0.684 (±0.11) 0.770 (±0.19) 0.711 (±0.13) 0.884 (±0.02)

Random forest 0.864 (±0.01) 0.542 (±0.06) 0.689 (±0.16) 0.580 (±0.07) 0.864 (±0.01)

Gradient boosting 0.868 (±0.02) 0.711 (±0.10) 0.675 (±0.08) 0.684 (±0.07) 0.868 (±0.02)

Logistic regression 0.886 (±0.02) 0.721 (±0.09) 0.775 (±0.15) 0.736 (±0.11) 0.886 (±0.02)

word bigram (2,2)

Support vector machine 0.831 (±0.02) 0.518 (±0.09) 0.730 (±0.21) 0.569 (±0.12) 0.831 (±0.02)

Random forest 0.787 (±0.02) 0.426 (±0.03) 0.638 (±0.06) 0.467 (±0.04) 0.787 (±0.02)

Gradient boosting 0.792 (±0.03) 0.551 (±0.13) 0.692 (±0.17) 0.590 (±0.12) 0.792 (±0.03)

Logistic regression 0.833 (±0.03) 0.538 (±0.09) 0.724 (±0.20) 0.589 (±0.12) 0.833 (±0.03)

word unigram (1,1) and 
word bigram (1,2)

Support vector machine 0.883 (±0.02) 0.679 (±0.11) 0.767 (±0.19) 0.703 (±0.13) 0.883 (±0.02)

Random forest 0.852 (±0.02) 0.504 (±0.07) 0.713 (±0.17) 0.550 (±0.09) 0.852 (±0.02)

Gradient boosting 0.872 (±0.02) 0.704 (±0.14) 0.685 (±0.10) 0.685 (±0.10) 0.872 (±0.02)

Logistic regression 0.880 (±0.02) 0.716 (±0.11) 0.768 (±0.16) 0.724 (±0.12) 0.880 (±0.02)

Values shown are average (standard deviation).
†In multiclass settings, the precisionµ, recallµ and F-scoreµ are identical to accuracy.
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label (majority class with no incident) in the training set. The baseline 
classifier scored 0.541 (accuracy), 0.541 (recall), 0.292 (precision) and 
0.379 (F-score) using an average weighted by support (the number of 
true instances of the label).

Table 7:  Results on the test data set

Features Model Acc RM PM F1M F1µ
†

word unigram 
(1,1)

Support vector 
machine

0.895 0.689 0.754 0.712 0.895

Random forest 0.873 0.578 0.889 0.647 0.873

Gradient boosting 0.892 0.855 0.734 0.769 0.892

Logistic regression 0.899 0.767 0.772 0.769 0.899

word bigram 
(2,2)

Support vector 
machine

0.842 0.539 0.743 0.598 0.842

Random forest 0.813 0.470 0.864 0.534 0.813

Gradient boosting 0.811 0.547 0.669 0.592 0.811

Logistic regression 0.845 0.557 0.761 0.617 0.845

word unigram 
(1,1) and word 
bigram (1,2)

Support vector 
machine

0.901 0.705 0.768 0.730 0.901

Random forest 0.864 0.537 0.905 0.612 0.864

Gradient boosting 0.887 0.746 0.711 0.723 0.887

Logistic regression 0.899 0.773 0.808 0.789 0.899

†In multiclass settings, the precisionµ, recallµ and F-scoreµ are identical to accuracy.

On the test set, the unigram and bigram logistic regression models 
outperformed all the unigram or bigram models in terms of F-scoreM 
(0.789). In terms of accuracy, the unigram and bigram support vector 
classification model scored the highest (0.901) while the unigram and 
bigram random forest model scored the highest precisionM (0.905). 
The unigram gradient boosting model scored the highest recallM (0.855).

Experiment 2
In the first experiment, we used word n-gram TF-IDF features. 
The word unigram model obtained the highest training F-score of 0.736 
(s.d.=0.11) for the logistic regression classifier. The same classifier 
also obtained the highest test F-score of 0.789 using word unigrams and 
bigrams. For the second experiment, we extracted Word2Vec features 
and combined the word vector model (100 dimension) with the TF-IDF 
feature space (unigram) of Experiment 1. Again, model selection was 
performed on the training data set using 10-fold cross-validation in an 
exhaustive grid search over the same hyperparameter configurations 
(see Table 6). The parameters for SVM and random forest stayed the 
same. For gradient boosting, the learning_rate changed from 0.25 to 
0.5. For logistic regression, the tolerance for stopping criteria changed 
from 10 to 1. We report the scores for the event class as we did for 
Experiment 1 (Table 8). 

The logistic regression classifier using unigrams with Word2vec features 
obtained the highest training F-scoreM of 0.723 (s.d.=0.12). This value 
is slightly lower than the training F-scoreM of 0.736 (s.d.=0.11) obtained 
using the word unigram model in Experiment 1. The accuracy and recallM 
scores were also marginally lower for the logistic regression classifier, 
but surprisingly the precisionM score was marginally higher with 0.780 
(s.d.=0.16) compared to 0.775 (s.d.=0.15). These results would 
suggest that adding additional features created by the CBOW and skip-
gram Word2vec models did not improve the training performance of 
the classifiers. We also tested the performance of the four models on 
the test set, the results of which can be found in Table 9. The models 
were first tested using embeddings and thereafter embeddings with the 
unigram model. Again, we included a majority baseline and used the 
frequency of the majority class (no incident) as accuracy in the training 
set. The baseline classifier scored 0.541 (accuracy), 0.541 (recall), 
0.292 (precision) and 0.379 (F-score) using an average weighted by 
support (the number of true instances of the label).

For the test set, the logistic regression classifier using unigrams with 
Word2vec features obtained the highest test F-scoreM of 0.762. This score 
was marginally lower than the F-scoreM of 0.769 obtained with the same 
classifier using only a unigram word model in Experiment 1. Additionally, 
the test F-scoresM of random forest and gradient boosting classifiers 
were also lower. Surprisingly, the test accuracy, recallM, precisionM 
and F-scoreM of the SVM classifier were higher for the unigram word 
model with Word2vec features. This would suggest that using additional 
features created by the CBOW and skip-gram Word2Vec models could 
improve the performance of classification (or prediction) of new data. 
Figure 2 depicts the accuracy scores of the training set for the algorithms 
using unigram model with Word2vec features.
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Figure 2:  Accuracy scores.
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Figure 3:  Confusion matrixes.
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Evaluating the machine-learning classifier
In the exploratory phase of this project, we experimented with a rule-
based system that classifies messages in the abovementioned four 
categories based on the occurrence of certain key terms. We compiled 
dictionaries using unigrams and bigrams and classified messages as 
‘unsafe’ and according to category based on whether these terms 
appeared (e.g. ‘robbery’, ‘unrest’, ‘throwing rocks’, ‘burning tires’). 
Because no annotated data was available, we could not measure the 
accuracy of this rule-based classifier. In an effort to better understand 
the performance of the classifier, we compared our machine-learning 
classifier with the rule-based system. The machine-learning classifier 
and the rule-based classifier were both evaluated using the same testing 
data set (n=1578). The logistic regression classifier (using unigrams) 
achieved an accuracy of 89.73%, and the rule-based classifier reached 
86.12%. The same tendency was observed when comparing the 
F-scores. The logistic regression classifier obtained an F-scoreM of 
0.770 and the rule-based classifier 0.621. The confusion matrixes from 
the classification test are depicted in Figure 3.

Conclusions and future research
We have presented an approach to automatically classify violent events 
taking place in South Africa. Our aim was to find the best word model 
on event detection using WhatsApp messages. Our experiment shows 
the weakness of these algorithms when applied to a highly imbalanced 
data set. Additionally, we also used word embeddings created with 
Word2Vec, using both CBOW (sg=0) and (sg=1) skip-gram models. 
Our experiments have shown that more work is required to find a 
universal approach to solving the imbalanced distribution problem in this 
domain. However, we did train a logistic classifier using unigram, CBOW 
and skip-gram Word2Vec models that achieved a higher accuracy and 
F1-score than did the rule-based classifier. Possible future research 
includes employing Doc2Vec33, which is an extension of Word2Vec. Pre-
trained English and Afrikaans word vectors such as fastText47 could also 
be considered, and would thus create a multilingual pre-trained word 
vector space for the classifiers.
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Against a background of substantial growth in publication output in health sciences at the University of 
Cape Town (UCT) over the past two decades, we examined the relationship between collaboration with 
domestic and foreign institutions and resulting citations of co-published work. We report on trends in 
authorship and citation impact for health sciences research at UCT across three 3-year periods: 1999–2001, 
2006–2008 and 2013–2015. We examined numbers of collaborative publications with domestic and foreign 
co-authors; the status of collaboration with other African countries; the location of the ‘drivers’ of the research 
(with ‘drivers’ indicated by first or last authorship); and expected and observed citation counts – used as 
an indicator of impact – over time. We found that the relative citation rate of the set of UCT health sciences 
publications has increased; the set of 1999–2001 publications was less frequently cited than expected for 
the journals in which the publications appear, while the 2006–2008 and 2013–2015 sets were cited more 
frequently than expected. Relative citation rates were greater for papers for which UCT shared international 
co-authorship than for papers with UCT-only or domestic co-authorship. Our findings confirm reports in 
the literature of higher citation of internationally co-authored publications. We additionally found that the 
publications with the highest relative citation rates were driven by authors from foreign institutions. 

Significance:
• Methods are presented for extracting, measuring, analysing and representing the citation impact of 

collaborative research. 

• The relative citation rate of health sciences publications produced by UCT has increased and co-
publication with international authors has increased. 

• The findings confirm reports in the literature of higher citation of publications co-authored with 
international collaborators. 

• An apparent influence of foreign drivers on citation impact, holds risk for South African science. 

Introduction
International collaboration for health-related research is encouraged by governments, funding agencies and 
university executives, and is sought by researchers. Motives for collaboration include access to equipment, 
infrastructure, knowledge, expertise and funding, as well as raising research and researcher profiles. In addition, 
bibliometric research showing associations between international co-authorship and research quality indicators1,2 
creates the expectation that international partnerships increase research impact.

Since the first democratic elections in 1994, the South African government has emphasised the development of 
science and innovation policy, in an effort to use science and technology as levers for socio-economic development.3 
South African funding agencies extol the benefits of partnership. The South African Medical Research Council, 
the National Research Foundation, and the Department of Science and Technology, in their recent strategic plans, 
encourage collaboration and international partnership.4-6 These agencies also co-fund international research 
partnerships with foreign agencies such as the US National Institutes of Health and the UK Medical Research Council. 
A study comparing South Africa’s publication volumes for the periods 1990–1994 and 2004–2008 has suggested 
that the substantial increases in the latter period could mainly be attributed to the strengthening of collaboration with 
foreign partners.3 More recently, in a report on the state of research in South Africa, Mouton et al.7 have shown that, 
among papers published by South African authors, the proportion of papers co-published with collaborators in Africa 
and in the rest of the world has increased steadily over the period 2000–2016, while single-author papers and those 
with South African collaborators only, have declined. Mouton et al.7 also report that South Africa’s publication output 
since 2000 has shown an average growth rate of 2.9% annually, with the country’s contribution to global research 
output increasing from 0.4% in 2000 to 0.91% in 2016. The Mouton et al.7 report further shows that the citation impact 
of South African publications has increased over the period covered by their analysis. Citations are a measure of the 
acknowledgement by researchers of the work published by their peers. 

At South Africa’s University of Cape Town (UCT), the annual number of publications in health sciences (journal 
articles and reviews) listed in Scopus8 has increased from 408 to 1729 between 1999 and 2015. Little is 
documented about the nature of the international collaborations that have contributed to these publications, and 
whether and how they have changed over time. The aim of our study was to examine the relationship between these 
collaboration patterns and the citation impact of the health sciences research outputs of UCT. We report on trends 
in collaboration, authorship and citation impact for health sciences research at UCT across three 3-year periods: 
1999–2001, 2006–2008 and 2013–2015, using co-publication as an indicator of collaboration.1 We examined 
numbers of collaborative publications with domestic and foreign co-authors over the periods studied, the status of 
collaboration with other African countries, the location of the ‘drivers’ of the research, and expected and observed 
citation counts – used as an indicator of impact – over time, from the perspective of a research-active university 
with considerable access to international collaboration.
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Methods
We were interested in publications generated by UCT in the broad field 
of health sciences. Relevant publications were sourced using Scopus. 
Titles in Scopus are classified under four broad subject clusters: health 
sciences; physical sciences; life sciences; and social sciences including 
humanities. These clusters are further divided into 27 major, and more 
than 300 minor, subject areas.9 Of the four broad subject clusters, the 
health and life sciences clusters, defined by Scopus to consist of 11 
major subject areas, contain the publications of interest. 

Articles in the health sciences and life sciences clusters with UCT-affiliated 
authors were extracted by searching Scopus for versions of the name 
“University of Cape Town”, limiting the search to articles and reviews 
as document types and only considering publications from three time 
periods: 1999–2001, 2006–2008 and 2013–2015. The search string for 
1999 was: AFFILORG( “U* of Cape Town” OR “U* of capetown” OR “U* 
Cape Town” OR “U* capetown” OR uct ) AND DOCTYPE ( ar OR re ) AND 
PUBYEAR = 1999 AND SUBJAREA ( mult OR medi OR nurs OR vete OR 
dent OR heal OR agri OR bioc OR immu OR neur OR phar). A Scopus 
search was carried out for each year of the three time periods.

The publication lists identified by Scopus were exported along with citation 
data (C – all citations; CX – excluding self-citations) and PubMed ID 
(if present) for each publication. The search was carried out on 18 August 
2017 for all publication years of interest. The data for 2014 showed <1% 
difference between C and CX data (expected to be ~20%). A new Scopus 
search was conducted on 15 May 2018 for 2014 only and corresponding 
publication and citation data exported. 

Despite limiting our article search to two of the Scopus clusters, the 
extraction yielded a topic coverage wider than our area of interest. 
Therefore, to focus the data set, we retained from our Scopus search 
only those publications that had a PubMed ID. PubMed’s subject 
coverage includes our area of interest only – biomedicine and health 
– as recorded in the MEDLINE database. Unlike Scopus, PubMed does 
not provide citation data, hence the use of both databases to extract all 
relevant data (including citation data), while limiting the data to our area 
of interest using the PubMed ID. 

Our analysis also required SNIP (source normalised impact per 
publication) and IPP (impact per publication) journal indicators for the 
three time periods; this information was obtained from the CWTS Journal 
Indicators website.10 These indicators have been calculated based on the 
Scopus bibliographic database. 

Data processing
The publication and citation data were exported by Scopus in separate 
files, as were the CWTS Journal Indicators data. For each publication, 
Scopus provides a list of author names only, a list of author names 
with their respective affiliation data, affiliation data only reported as a 
unique list, a ‘corresponding author’ name and affiliation list, article title, 
PubMed ID (PMID), Scopus electronic ID (EID), journal title, International 
Standard Serial Number (ISSN), volume, issue and page numbers. The 
CWTS data provide journal title, ISSN, volume and issue number in 
addition to the SNIP and IPP values.

MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) was used to perform string 
comparisons (publication year, ISSN, journal title, volume, issue, article 
title) on the exported bibliographic and citation information. Matched 
publications were merged into a single spreadsheet. Discrepancies were 
flagged, manually checked and corrected. It was not always possible 
to match each publication with the CWTS Journal Indicators; such 
publications were excluded from further analysis. 

MATLAB was also used to check selected information for each 
publication, and any inconsistencies were flagged for manual inspection 
and cleaned:

1. Duplicate article titles, PMIDs and EIDs were identified.

• Multiple publications with identical PMIDs were found to have 
identical titles, digital object identifiers (DOIs) and journals 
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(source title, volume, issue and page numbers). Citation counts, 
however, could be different. Such publications were sourced in 
Scopus using their title. The citation list for each publication was 
extracted and compared. Typically, the publications did not have 
overlapping citations. Consequently, the two duplicate entries 
were merged into a single entry (title, journal, DOI, PMID) and the 
total citation count retained (i.e. citation counts for the duplicate 
publications were added).

• Duplicate titles were kept as separate entries if they had different 
DOIs, journals (i.e. differences in source, volume, issue or page 
number) and PMIDs. Citation counts were retained as separate 
counts for such duplicates.

• No duplicate EIDs were found.

2. The list of affiliations associated with each publication retrieved from 
Scopus was compared with the list of affiliations provided for each co-
author. Both lists were then independently examined for occurrences 
of known country names, and the identified countries from both lists 
compared. Any discrepancies found through the comparison, as well 
as any publications that did not contain ‘South Africa’ in the affiliation 
lists, were flagged for manual inspection.

• Online databases (PubMed, Scopus, Google) were used to check 
affiliation data for the relevant publications as well as typographical 
errors or missing country information, for manual correction.

• Some publications were found to not have a South African 
affiliation (typically due to an incorrectly identified UCT affiliation, 
see Point 3 below). Such publications were removed from the 
data set.

3. Variations of the name University of Cape Town (as used in 
the Scopus search terms) were used to flag publications that 
contained affiliation names which did not definitively represent the 
University of Cape Town. For instance: 

• UCT – could be an abbreviation for something other than the 
University of Cape Town. 

• U of Cape Town – the U could stand for something other 
than University

• Unit Cape Town – does not match “University of Cape Town” 

Such publications were manually checked. Non-“University of 
Cape Town” publications were removed from the data set.

4. The three Scopus lists – author names only, authors with affiliation 
data and affiliation data only – were compared and differences 
were flagged for manual inspection to correct for inconsistencies: 

• Publications were found which did not include a separate 
affiliation for each author. In such cases, the original publication 
was consulted, and the affiliation list corrected accordingly.

• In instances in which Scopus affiliation data were missing for a 
middle author, the original publication was also consulted and the 
affiliation list corrected accordingly. If the original publication was 
still found to not show affiliation information for the author, any 
one of the affiliations of other authors would be used instead for 
completeness, as it would not affect the driver analysis or country 
representation information as provided by the publication.

• If the only affiliation provided was that of the corresponding 
author for both Scopus data and the original publication, it was 
assumed that the affiliation was the same for all authors. 

Co-authorship trends
Co-author countries were extracted from the affiliation data from 
each publication. The locations of authors for UCT’s health sciences 
publications were indicated on a geographic heat map using Tableau 
Public, a freely available data visualisation software tool.11 
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Research drivers
Authorship order usually indicates the level of contribution for each author 
listed on a publication. In the health sciences and public health fields, 
the first author is typically the one making the largest contribution, with 
the last author usually having a more senior or supervisory role, often 
contributing to the inception of the research project.12 Lead authorship 
is determined by the level of responsibility for the manuscript, research 
contribution and in some cases the responsibility of correspondence 
after publication. Although there is no universal rule for author listing of 
publications, often the first and the last authors have a leading role in the 
direction of the work. As such, this study considered an author to be a 
driver or leader of the research if they appeared as the first or last author. 

In some cases, authors may simply be listed alphabetically without 
considering level of contribution. To determine the proportion of such 
cases, publications with alphabetical author lists, where the publication 
had four or more co-authors, were identified and counted. Due to the 
small percentage of such publications, the impact of these publications 
on investigating research driver patterns was considered to be negligible, 
and the publications were included in the analysis.

The countries driving the research were considered those with which the 
first and last authors are affiliated; in the case of authors with multiple 
affiliations from different countries, all such countries were considered 
to be drivers. The association between driver location and citations 
was examined.

Publication sets
For each of the three time periods considered (1999–2001, 2006–2008, 
2013–2015), the data were separated into mutually exclusive affiliation 
and driver sets as outlined in Table 1. The affiliation sets considered 
the affiliations of all co-authors present in a publication, while the driver 
sets (subsets of the affiliation sets) only considered the affiliations of 
the first and last authors. The affiliation sets described in Table 1 were 
defined to determine whether co-authorship included UCT authors 
only, or domestic (within South Africa) or international partnerships as 
defined by the U, D and I affiliation sets, respectively. All combinations 
of driver sets were created as a means of identifying which of the co-
authorship combinations within each affiliation set had more influence 
on the research conducted. Dominance of the IUd publications in the 
international set, for example, would communicate that, although there 
is international collaboration, UCT tends to lead the collaborative activity, 
while a dominance of IFd would suggest that international publications 
with UCT are largely driven by foreign entities. 

Citation impact
Questions concerning whether self-citations should be excluded from 
citation analyses have been raised13,14, as self-citations are known to 
have an impact on certain types of analyses. Definitions of self-citation 
vary slightly depending on the nature of the data, but, in most cases, 
self-citation is considered an instance in which both the citing and 
the cited paper have at least one author in common.13 This situation 
is more likely to occur with highly collaborative publications due to the 
higher number of co-authors. However, the more authors present on a 
publication, the more likely it is to be cited in general, at two additional 
citations on average per additional author, with the increasing number of 
self-citations making a small contribution to increased citation rates.13

Some scholars agree that self-citations are problematic for low-level 
analysis such as at the level of the institution13,14, and that self-citations 
have less impact for analyses involving larger groups such as the 
comparison of citation impact across countries. The share of self-citations 
in a data set influences whether the exclusion of self-citations should be 
considered prior to further analysis. Self-citation rates vary across fields 
due to differences in citation norms and tend to be low in fields such as 
clinical medicine.13 Country-level analyses have been conducted using 
data sets with self-citation shares between 24% and 28%.2 However, 
proportions of up to 20% are generally considered permissible for the 
inclusion of self-citations in citation impact assessments.13 

The share of self-citations across our studied time periods was between 
19% and 22%, which is comparable to previous work that has used 
data with self-citations ranging from 20% to 28% for country-level 
analyses.13,14 Our analysis is at the international level, for a broad 
scientific field, so is unlikely to be affected significantly by the inclusion 
of self-citations. However, we chose to exclude self-citations to enable 
additional comparison of the smaller UCT and domestic publication sets 
to the much larger international publication sets.

For a publication set, the mean observed citation rate (MOCR) is the 
total number of citations accumulated in Year Y for publications of Years 
Y-1, Y-2 and Y-3, divided by the total number of publications, n, in that 
same 3-year publication window. Mean expected citation rate (MECR) 
is the average number of citations per paper accumulated in Year Y 
for the journals represented in the publication set, for the same 3-year 
publication window.2,15 

The MECR and MOCR, both excluding self-citations, were calculated 
for all publication sets considered, and were used to compare citation 
impact across the affiliation and driver publication sets. MOCR and 
MECR (Equations 1 and 2) were modified for our data set from the 
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Table 1:  Definition of affiliation and driver publication sets

Affiliation set Description
Author affiliation 

Driver set
First Last

U UCT All co-authors have only a UCT affiliation U U U UCT driven

D Domestic

Co-authors are affiliated with UCT and at least one 
South African (non-UCT) affiliation. A single co-author 
can have multiple affiliations to both UCT and the other 
South African entity.

U U DUd Domestic-UCT driven

D D DNd Domestic-non-UCT driven

U and D in combination DCd Domestic-UCT co-driven

I International

Co-authors are affiliated with UCT and at least one foreign 
(non-South African) entity. A single co-author can have 
multiple affiliations including an affiliation with another 
South African (non-UCT) entity.

U U IUd International-UCT driven

D D IDd International-domestic driven

F F IFd International-foreign driven

U and D in combination IUDd International-UCT-domestic co-driven

U and F in combination IUFd International-UCT-foreign co-driven

D and F in combination IDFd International-domestic-foreign co-driven

U, D and F in combination IMd International multi-driven

U, UCT affiliation; D, non-UCT South African (domestic) affiliation; F, non-South African (foreign) affiliation
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definitions in previous studies2,15 through the use of a 3-year publication 
window instead of a 2-year window, and the use of the Scopus IPP 
instead of the Clarivate Analytics Journal Citation Reports (JCR) Garfield 
factor (also known as the journal impact factor). 

 Equation 1

 Equation 2

IPP differs from the Garfield factor mainly in that IPP is calculated on 
the basis of papers published in the previous 3 years (Y-1, Y-2 and Y-3) 
instead of the previous 2 years. The IPP of Year Y, based on a 3-year 
publication window, would therefore mean collecting citations in Year Y 
for papers published in Years Y-1, Y-2 and Y-3. As an example, citations 
for papers published in 2006, 2007 and 2008 would be collected to 
evaluate the IPP for the year 2009. The longer publication window used 
by Scopus compared to the window used by Journal Citation Reports 
is believed to help reduce the impact of differences in citation trends 
between fields and/or journals.16

The MOCR/MECR ratio, known as the relative citation rate (RCR), is 
a more precise measure of impact than journal-based metrics, as it 
accounts for citation trends of various fields. It is field-independent and 
indicates if a publication has been cited as expected.17 However, the 
ratio retains an element of journal-level influence; this influence could 
be eliminated with normalisation by all publications in the field, for which 
data were not readily available, rather than expected journal citation rate. 
While the RCR is not explicitly used in this study, citation impact was 
investigated by plotting MOCR against MECR in a relational chart, as 
suggested by Schubert and Braun18. The MOCR=MECR (or RCR =1) 
line is the line at which the observed citation rate for the publication set 
meets the expected citation rate for the journals in which the articles of 
the publication set appear. The line can be regarded as the boundary 
between lower and higher than expected impact, but ‘not without an 
element of arbitrariness’18.

Results
Table 2 shows the attributes of the UCT (U), domestic (D) and 
international (I) affiliation publication sets. An upward trend in the 
number of publications in each set is evident, with an approximate 
doubling of outputs from one 3-year window to the next for the retained 
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data set. For the U, D and I data sets, the number of publications is seen 
to increase by factors of 1.6, 5.8 and 8.0, respectively, between 1999 
and 2015. While an increase in the number of UCT authors is consistent 
with the overall increase in number of authors per publication, the overall 
proportion of UCT authors per publication as well as the average number 
of UCT authors per publication have generally decreased with time. 
This finding is also in agreement with the downward trend in the UCT 
affiliation set, which constitutes 42% of the retained publications for 
1999–2001, 20% for 2006–2008, and only 13% for 2013–2015. 

While very few papers were published in collaboration with other African 
countries during the 1999–2001 period (eight countries), a general upward 
trend in African collaboration is observed, with a marked increase between 
the first two periods such that the 2006–2008 period had four times the 
number of African collaborators than did the 1999–2001 period.

Co-authorship trends
Figure 1 shows the locations of countries that have co-authored health 
sciences publications with UCT in the 1999–2001, 2006–2008 and 
2013–2015 periods. Each country is colour coded, with cool colours 
representing few co-publications and hot colours representing a high 
number of co-publications with UCT. Figure 2 is similar but focuses on 
the African continent, specifically to show African co-authorship trends. 
Figures 1 and 2 therefore show two heat maps, representing global 
collaborations (green to red scale) and African collaboration (light blue 
to dark blue scale). 

In both Figure 1 and Figure 2, an increase in co-publication is observed, 
consistent with the values in Table 2. The global maps (Figure 1) suggest 
that co-publication has occurred most frequently with North America, 
Europe and Australia, and has also increased over time, while the African 
maps (Figure 2) suggest that intensity of co-publication has increased, 
particularly with countries in southern and East Africa, with Cameroon, 
Nigeria and Ghana also showing increased co-publication with UCT over 
time. As time passed, the African countries present in earlier periods 
persisted in collaborating with UCT; the increasing co-publication rates 
may also be the result of new collaborations having been fostered. 

Table 3 shows the top 10 countries worldwide (excluding South Africa) 
that have co-published with UCT, ranked by number of health sciences 
co-publications. The top two positions have been maintained by the USA 
and the UK. Most of the countries in the 3rd to 9th places have persisted 
but with a shuffling of positions. 

Table 2:  Overview of UCT health sciences publications for the 1999–2001, 2006–2008 and 2013–2015 periods 

Publication set attributes 1999–2001 2006–2008 2013–2015

Pu
bl

ic
at

io
ns

Total number of publications 
Proportion of self-citations in retained publications* 
Total number of retained publications (with IPP, SNIP and PMID values) (% of total number of publications) 
Total citations of retained publication set, excluding self-citations 
UCT publications (% of retained publications)  
Domestic publications (% of retained publications)  
International publications (% of retained publications) 

1184 
19% 

656 (55%) 
1940 

273 (42%) 
96 (15%) 

287 (44%)

2535 
22% 

1684 (66%) 
8392 

345 (20%) 
320 (19%) 

1019 (61%)

4844 
22% 

3298 (68%) 
17 413 

442 (13%) 
558 (17%) 

2298 (70%)

Au
th

or
s

Number of authors 
Average number of authors per publication 
Number of UCT authors 
Average number of UCT authors per publication 
Proportion of UCT authors 
Proportion of publications with four or more authors in alphabetical order 

3166 
5 

1838 
3 

58% 
1.1%

9829 
6 

4149 
2 

42% 
1.0%

30 750 
9 

8007 
2 

26% 
0.5%

Co
un

tr
ie

s

Number of countries 
Number of African countries (excluding South Africa)

51 
8

99 
32

148 
43

IPP, impact per publication; SNIP, source normalised impact per publication; PMID, PubMed reference number
*Retained publications had complete affiliation data, PubMed IDs, CWTS Journal Indicators data and were also verified to have at least one UCT author amongst the listed authors.
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Figure 1:  Global footprint of UCT health sciences co-authors. Number of 
co-publications (N) increase in the direction green to red, with 
co-publications of 200 or more shown in red.

Table 3 also shows the number of co-publications with countries on the 
African continent (excluding South Africa) – as these were very few in the 
first time period, the ranking display is limited to four ranks. For 1999–2001, 
the highest number of co-publications observed in the data set was two. 
As African collaboration increased with time, ranks became more clearly 
defined with the top four ranking countries being Nigeria, Uganda, Kenya 
and Cameroon in the latter two time periods, although positions varied. 

Figure 3 shows the numbers and proportions of publications in each 
of the publication sets defined in Table 1, with the U, D and I sub-totals 
matching those listed in Table 2.

In accordance with Table 2, Figure 3 shows that the proportion of 
UCT-only authored papers has decreased over time. This decrease is 
accompanied by a substantial increase in internationally co-authored 
papers. With respect to the drivers of the research (first/last authorship), 
in the domestic sub-category, the domestic co-driven (DCd) publications 
are more prevalent than the UCT-only driven (DUd) and the domestic non-
UCT driven (DNd) ones. At the international level, the foreign-only driven 
papers (IFd) and those co-driven by UCT and a foreign entity (IUFd), 
constitute the largest contribution to the international co-publications, 
together accounting for (in roughly equal measures) approximately 72% 
of the international publication set over the studied period.

Figure 2:  African footprint of UCT health sciences co-authors. Number of 
co-publications (N) increase in the direction light blue to dark 
blue, with co-publications of 20 or more shown in dark blue.

Citation impact 
The documents with IPP were used for MOCR and MECR calculation. 
Figure 4 plots MOCR against MECR, with each marker representing 
a publication set. The publication sets are shown in relation to the 
MOCR=MECR line. As time progresses, most of the markers move 
closer to the line, except for the IFd subset (differentiated from all other 
subsets with a diamond marker). The IFd subset is seen to move upward, 
rightward and further from the MECR=MOCR line.

Discussion
Co-publication is a collaborative activity2,19,20, and the qualifier for authorship 
is all authors contributing, in various degrees, to the design, investigation, 
manuscript writing and approval of the final product12. Co-publication can 
therefore be seen as a proxy for collaboration, although this relationship 
can be distorted.21 Our data set shows a notable increase over time in 
the number of health sciences publications (Table 2), consistent with the 
observation that, in general, South Africa’s scientific publication output 
has climbed steeply since around 20047 after fairly constant levels had 
been maintained from the mid-1980s3. The rate at which the international 
publication set increases is higher than that for the UCT and domestic sets. 
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MOCR, mean observed citation rate; MECR, mean expected citation rate  
Key as per Table 1
Figure 4: Relational charts over time for UCT health sciences publications.

Coupled with a growth in volume of output, UCT’s health sciences research 
has therefore shifted to increased domestic and especially international 
co-publication. UCT’s collaboration with African countries, specifically, 
has also grown. Mouton et al.7 have shown an increase in international 
co-publication for South African research outputs in health sciences, from 

59% in 2000 to 64% in 2016, whereas our data set shows an increase in 
international co-publication from 44% for 1999–2001, to 70% for 2013–
2015 (retained publications in Table 2). 

The Mouton report attributes high international collaboration rates for 
health sciences to internationally supported clinical trials and other large 
projects. Mouton et al.7 also describe the existence of ‘mega-research’ 
institutes, which are substantially funded by international organisations, 
as a distinctive feature of the South African health research landscape. 
These facilities have the potential to expand the country’s health 
research competencies and leadership and the ability of its researchers 
to drive collaborative research agendas. The assembly of effective and 
productive local research teams is not, however, limited to such large 
facilities. Further analysis of the composition and contributions of co-
authors of publications with high citation impact, might reveal a range of 
strategies for building successful collaborative teams. 

Table 2 shows that the number of authors of any affiliation in the full set 
of publications has increased at a faster rate (approximately 1:3:10) than 
the number of authors with UCT affiliations specifically (approximately 
1:2:4). This reflects the increase in external collaborators, with the 
observed proportion of UCT authors across the publication sets 
decreasing from 57% to 36% across the studied periods. In addition, 
while the total number of UCT authors has increased with time, the 
average number of UCT authors per publication has remained around 
2. As also evidenced in Table 2, the number of citations (excluding self-
citations) has increased at a faster rate (approximately 1:4:9) than has 
the number of retained publications (approximately 1:3:5) across the 
three studied periods (1999–2001:2006–2008:2013–2015). As the 
number of citations generally increases at a rate of two citations per 
additional author13, the faster growth in citations is expected. 

UCT’s co-authors show a wide geographical spread across continents. 
There is a general increase in collaboration worldwide, including with 
other African countries, as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Throughout the 
studied period, the top two countries collaborating with UCT have been 
the USA and the UK (Table 3). Sooryamoorthy22 similarly found the USA 
and the UK to be the leading co-publishing countries with South Africa 
for papers in the Web of Science for the period 1945–2010. UCT’s top 
nine co-publishing countries have remained consistent over the 16-year 
period, comprising mostly European countries. 

Where UCT’s co-publication is purely domestic, our findings reveal that it 
is more common for UCT and a local entity to jointly drive the research. 
However, with international collaboration, the more likely nature of co-
publication is for either a foreign entity to completely drive the research 
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Figure 3:  Breakdown of UCT health sciences publication driver sets over time. The number of publications is shown on the bars. 
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or for UCT to jointly drive the research with the foreign entity (Figure 3). 
Foreign research drivers may be supported by funding from non-South 
African agencies, and these publications would then reflect projects 
on which UCT researchers are co-investigators rather than principal 
investigators. The growth in UCT-foreign co-driven publications may 
reflect an increase in access to international funding by UCT researchers 
on projects that they co-lead with foreign researchers. Examination of 
funding attributions on publications would clarify funding sources for 
different types of co-publication. 

The full set of UCT publications (‘All’ in Figure 4) lies below the 
MOCR=MECR line in the first time period, but above the line in the 
second and third periods. This pattern indicates an increase in the 
relative citation rate of UCT publications from lower than to higher than 
expected (for the journals in which the publications appear) over time. 
Identification of the publications with the highest relative citation rates 
would enable analysis of the topics receiving high citation attention and 
consideration of the health sciences impact of such publications, as well 
as deeper examination of the nature of the collaboration involved. Such 
analysis was beyond our scope but presents an area for future study. 

Foreign partnerships strengthen UCT’s citation impact: in all three time 
periods the internationally collaborative publication set (I) is above the 
MOCR=MECR line, whereas U and D are below the line. Thus, the 
relative citation rate is greater for papers on which UCT has international 
co-authorship than it is for papers with UCT-only or domestic co-
authorship. The mean observed citation rate is also higher for I than 
it is for U or D in all time periods, indicating that UCT’s internationally 
collaborative publications typically have a higher citation rate than internal 
or domestic publications. This finding supports what has been described 
in the literature. For example, Abramo et al.1 found a correlation between 
journal impact factor and co-publication with foreign co-authors in the 
Italian research system. Mouton et al.7 found an increase in the mean 
normalised citation score of South Africa’s health sciences papers 
over the period 2000–2016, from 0.9 to 1.3; this increase means that 
South Africa’s health sciences publications have on average shifted over 
time from being cited slightly less frequently to more frequently than the 
world average in the relevant fields. The growth in citation impact for 
the UCT health sciences example reflects the situation in South Africa 
more broadly, suggesting that increased citation impact at the national 
level may at least partly be due to increased international collaboration, 
consistent with findings in other countries.1,2 

Higher citation of internationally co-authored publications may be 
attributed to an audience effect, in which more authors from a greater 
range of countries provide access to a larger community of citing 
researchers, and the growth in international collaboration may reflect 
preferential attachment to international co-authors based on their status 

and reputation.23 Kahn3 expressed concern that South African science 
might be vulnerable should there be weakening of collaborations with 
foreign partners, given that foreign collaboration had likely driven 
increases in publication volumes in recent years. However, in a study 
using data from Scopus and Web of Science, Wagner et al.23 found 
evidence to suggest that international collaborations suppress novelty 
and produce conventional outputs. The authors cite obstacles generated 
by collaboration, such as communication barriers and costs that limit 
creativity, as possible reasons for this finding. If science and technology 
are to be drivers of innovation and socio-economic development in 
South Africa, a lack of novelty in actively encouraged and rapidly 
proliferating international collaborations is a concern.

The motivations for international collaboration proposed by Wagner 
et al.23 do not specifically address the driving authors of collaborative 
research. As indicated by the highest MOCR in all three time periods, 
UCT publications that are internationally collaborative and driven by the 
foreign entity (IFd) tend to be cited more frequently than publications 
with other driver combinations, and are also cited at higher rates than 
expected for the journals in which these papers are published (Figure 4, 
diamond marker). Despite the growth in publication productivity, the 
apparent influence of foreign drivers on, and the likely associated 
dependence on foreign principal investigators for high citation impact, 
holds risk for South African science.
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The research productivity of scholars is ordinarily affected by a combination of factors such as their age, 
gender, academic age, rank, qualification, experience, discipline, collaboration and co-authorship. A factor 
not often included in the analysis of research productivity is race. We examined the inter-relationship 
between race and other pertinent variables of research productivity of scholars in South Africa, drawing 
data from two waves of study. We found that there was an increase in the proportion of African 
respondents and in the productivity of both African and Indian respondents. Compared to 2008, African 
respondents had higher mean values than the rest in measures such as papers written in the last year, 
papers published in foreign journals, combined measure of journal publications and in total productivity in 
2014. A significant proportion of African respondents has been moved to South Africa. 

Significance:
• The study reveals the complexities of research productivity of scholars in higher education and research 

institutions in South Africa and offers insights into the influence of race.

• The findings contribute to the study of transformation that is underway in higher education and research 
institutions in the country. 

Introduction
For some time now, science and scientific research have been gaining increased attention, interest and recognition 
in South Africa. One of the measures to understand the growth, development and trends in scientific research is to 
study the research productivity of scientists in higher learning and research institutions where most of the research 
activities are being undertaken. 

A few studies have specifically examined research productivity in South Africa. Matthews1 for instance, focused 
on the relationship between the productivity (the number of papers and author’s share) and rank of academics 
in South African universities. North et al. 2 explored demographic and academic factors in research productivity.

A number of factors are responsible for research productivity. Age, gender, qualification, academic experience 
and rank are some of them. Race is another variable that determines varying levels of research productivity. 
However, race as an influencing factor in research productivity has not been studied sufficiently. The analysis done 
by Eagan and Garvey3 revealed that race and ethnicity are associated with differences in research productivity. 
Sooryamoorthy’s4 study of South African scholars also showed how research activities are differentially influenced 
by race.

We undertook this empirical study to understand the relationship between race and the research productivity of 
academics and researchers in South Africa. We specifically focused on publication productivity. This study was 
conducted in two waves in 2008 and 2014 and was driven by the following research questions: 

1. Has there been a change in the publication productivity of academics and researchers in universities and 
research institutions in South Africa between the two periods of study?

2. What relationship between publication productivity and race is evident in South Africa? How are the African 
respondents different from the other racial groups in their publication productivity in higher learning and 
research institutions?

3. Is there any evidence in the data to suggest that transformation in terms of race has occurred in the higher 
learning and research institutions in the country?

Background of the study
Research productivity has been defined and studied widely in varied contexts. A number of measures prominently 
appear in the literature, including publications (peer-reviewed articles, chapters, and authored and edited books), 
citations, h-index, fields or disciplines1,3,5,6, qualifications2,6, age6,7, gender3,8-10, academic rank1,11, study abroad12, 
collaboration or co-authorship11,13-16, career path17,18, and so on. 

Data and methods
The analysis presented covers publications in peer-reviewed journals (both national and foreign origin), and chapters 
in edited volumes and books (edited and monographs) that were published by the respondents during the 5 years 
prior to the date of the interview. The measure also included the number of papers written in the previous year. 
Specific periods (for instance, between 2003 and 2007, and between 2000 and 2014) were considered so that 
the respondents could provide accurate information. From these individual measures, total publication productivity 
was computed as the dependent variable. Relying on the review of literature, relevant independent variables were 
identified: race, rank, age, academic age, gender, education, field of study, immigration, time spent on doing research 
(in hours per an average day), years spent outside the country for higher education, professional meetings attended 
(in the country and overseas), and collaboration (collaborated years and partners in the career). These independent 
variables were tested for their significance in publication productivity before they were finally adopted for correlational 
and regression analyses. 
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Two waves of data were used. One was collected in 2008 and the other 
in 2014. In both waves, sample respondents were drawn from two 
higher learning institutions and four research institutes in the province 
of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. There were 22 science departments 
(in the disciplines of agricultural science, engineering science, life 
sciences, natural sciences and medical sciences) in the selected 
institutions. As we intended to have as many respondents as possible, 
all those who were employed in these departments were approached 
for a face-to-face interview, using a structured interview schedule. Race 
and gender were self-described by respondents. Ethical clearance was 
obtained from the University of KwaZulu-Natal (ref. HSS/0336/014).

Analysis and findings
Background of the respondents
The demographic and professional details of the sample respondents 
are presented in Table 1. A total of 204 academics and researchers were 
interviewed in 2008 and 113 in 2014. Respondents were sampled from two 
sectors namely, academic and research institutions. Academics formed 
69% of the sample and the remaining respondents were researchers. 
In this proportion no significant association between the samples for 2008 
and 2014 was observed, three-fourths of the respondents belonged to the 
university sector and the remaining to the research institute sector. 

The majority of respondents (79%) were in senior ranks such as senior 
lecturer (23%), associate or full professor (35%), and senior researcher/
scientist (21%). The year-wise breakdown showed association between 
junior ranks and 2008, except for the rank of senior researcher/scientist. 

The greatest proportion of respondents (43%) was from the natural 
sciences, followed by the life sciences (28%) and engineering (16%). 
Only a few came from agriculture and medicine. A difference in 
association between fields and the year of survey was evident. There 
were more respondents who worked in the natural sciences in 2008 
than in 2014, and more engineering respondents in 2014 than in 2008. 
One-third of the total sample obtained degrees at overseas institutions.

About three-fourths of respondents were men and one-fourth women. 
The men:women ratio was 70:30 in 2008 and 80:20 in 2014. Two-thirds 
of the respondents in the whole sample were married and 28% were single 
at the time of the interview. Between the two waves, these percentages did 
not show any significant association. The mean age of the respondents 
for the entire sample was 44 years, which differed significantly between 
2008 (42 years) and 2014 (47 years), as shown in the independent 
t-test. The career age of the respondents was about 11 years. The same 
was observed for both sets of respondents. The work experience of the 
respondents in the institutions where they worked at the time of the survey 
was less than their career age. This figure was about 10 years for both the 
whole sample and the sub-samples for 2008 and 2014. 

Four major racial groups were identified in the sample: Africans, Indians, 
whites and coloureds. In South Africa in 2011, the population percentages 
were 79.5% African, 9% white, 9% coloured and 2.5% Indian.19 In the total 
sample, the majority were white (49%), followed by African (26%) and 
Indian (22%). Coloured respondents, who also included some Asians, 
were in the minority (4%). The percentages of racial representation in the 
two periods did show a statistically significant difference of association in 
the chi-square test. The proportion of the African respondents increased 
from 20% in 2008 to 35% in 2014. Meanwhile the percentage of white 
respondents had decreased from 53 in 2008 to 40 in 2014. The same 
pattern was observed for the Indian respondents (24% in 2008 to 20% in 
2014). The details of other variables are shown in Table 1. 

Respondents and race
Almost two-fifths (39%) of the African respondents in 2008 were 
lecturers, as were 46% of Indians, but only 17% of whites. The percentage 
of respondents in the rank of senior lecturer was higher for Africans than 
for whites and Indians. In the first wave of the study, there were fewer 
associate professors and no professors among the African respondents. 
This was also the case for senior researcher/scientists among this racial 
group. By 2014, the proportion of African respondents in the various ranks 
had improved: there were more senior lecturers, associate professors 
and professors who were Africans. This finding is comparable with those 
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for Indians and whites. However, representation in the rank of senior 
researcher/scientist was lower for African respondents than for Indian and 
white respondents in 2014. 

Table 1: Respondents surveyed, 2008 and 2014

Respondents’ details
2008 2014 Total

No. % No. % No. %

Rank*

Lecturer 60 29.4 0 0.0 60 18.9

Senior Lecturer 32 15.7 42 37.1 74 23.3

Associate Professor 13 6.4 25 22.1 38 12.0

Professor 22 10.8 16 14.2 38 12.0

Junior Researcher/Scientist 0 0.0 13 11.5 13 4.1

Senior Researcher/Scientist 51 25.0 14 12.4 65 20.5

Other Researcher/Scientist 16 7.8 3 2.7 19 6.0

Other Academics 10 4.9 0 0.0 10 3.2

Total 204 100 113 100 317 100

Job category

Academic 137 67.2 83 73.5 220 69.4

Research 67 32.8 30 26.5 97 30.6

Organisational sector*

University/Academic 141 69.1 98 86.7 239 75.4

Research institute 63 30.9 15 13.3 78 24.6

Born in South Africa* 142 69.6 60 53.1 202 63.7

Previously worked 

University 91 45.5 47 41.6 138 44.1

Research institute 23 11.5 23 20.4 45 14.7

Private sector 17 8.5 10 8.8 27 8.6

NGO/other 32 16.0 11 9.7 43 13.7

No prior employment 37 18.5 22 19.5 59 18.8

Highest degree* 

PhD 108 53.2 83 73.5 191 60.4

Masters 54 26.6 18 15.9 72 22.8

Bachelor 22 10.8 11 9.7 33 10.4

Diploma/other 19 9.4 1 0.9 20 6.3

Field of study*

Natural sciences 95 50.5 33 29.2 128 42.5

Agriculture 15 8.0 10 8.8 25 8.3

Life sciences 58 30.9 27 23.9 85 28.2

Engineering 10 5.3 39 34.5 49 16.3

Medicine 10 5.3 4 3.5 14 4.7

Degree from overseas 51 29.1 32 30.2 83 29.5

Race**

African 41 20.1 40 35.4 81 25.6

Indian 48 23.5 22 19.5 70 22.1

White 109 53.4 45 39.8 154 48.6

Other 6 2.9 6 5.3 12 3.8

Gender***

Men 142 69.6 90 79.6 232 73.2

Women 62 30.4 23 20.4 85 26.8

Marital status

Married 130 63.7 82 72.6 212 66.9

Single 61 29.9 29 25.7 90 28.4

Other 13 6.4 2 1.8 15 4.7

Age# 42.1 10.8 46.8 12.0 43.8 11.5

Work experience in the 
current institution

10.8 10.4 9.76 9.7 10.4 10.1

Career (academic age) 11.8 9.6 10.9 10.1 11.5 9.7

Chi-square test: *p=<0.01, **p=<0.05, ***p=<0.1 

Independent t-test: #p=<0.001
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The association between academics and racial groups was statistically 
significant based on the chi-square test. At the same time, there was 
an increase in the percentage of African academics (from 68% in 2008 
to 88% in 2014) but not in that of Indian and white academics in 2014. 
In 2008, 50% of the African respondents were born in South Africa 
compared with 94% of Indians, 67% of whites and 70% of all respondents. 
By 2014 the percentage had decreased significantly for Africans (23%), 
than for Indians (77%) and whites (71%). In the sub-sample of 2014, 
the overall percentage was 53. This difference is large for Africans. This 
information should be considered in conjunction with the years of being 
in the country after they had moved to South Africa. In 2008, the average 
years of stay in the country for the whole sample was 17 years. Amongst 
the different racial categories, the average years of stay were 5.6 for 
Africans, 3.7 for Indians, 25 for whites and 3.8 for ‘Others’. Africans 
and Indians (and Others) came to the country quite recently. In 2014, the 
figures were 10.5 years for Africans, 5.8 for Indians, 14.2 for whites and 
7.7 for Others. The average for the population was 13 years. Here again 
both Indians and Africans were the most recently migrated respondents. 
For both surveyed years the difference was statistically significant. 

In the 2008 sample, 50% of the African respondents had previous 
experience of working in a university and 13% in research institutes. 
The white respondents (64%) had prior working experience in similar 
work environments of universities and research institutes. The combined 
percentage for prior experience in universities and research institutes was 
higher (75%) for the African respondents in 2014 and higher than those of 
Indians (44%) and whites (58%). Compared to whites and Indians, fewer 
Africans had a PhD at the time of the survey in 2008. About 66% of the 
African respondents were from the field of natural sciences followed by 
20% who worked in the field of life sciences. This finding can be compared 
with a similar percentage for the Indian respondents in the natural 
sciences and in the life sciences and a different percentage for the white 
respondents (37% natural sciences and 42% life sciences). By 2014, there 
was a similar percentage (30% each) of Africans in the fields of the natural 
sciences, life sciences and engineering. A diverse pattern emerged for the 
Indian and the white respondents. For most of the Indians the preferred 
fields were engineering (55%) and the natural sciences (36%). A more or 
less even spread across the fields of the natural sciences, agriculture, life 
sciences and engineering was the observed pattern for the whites. About 
one-third of the African respondents in the sample for 2008, which was 
similar to the percentage for the whole sample for 2008, had a degree 
earned overseas. This proportion is higher than that of the Indians (13%) 
but lower than that of the whites (37%). By 2014, the proportion had 
changed to 56% for Africans, 5% for Indians and 23% for whites, while the 
sample as a whole remained at 30%. 

The ratio of men and women among the African sample for the year 
2008 was similar to that of the entire sample. Men formed more than 
two-thirds of the African sample, and the percentage was not different 
from those for Indians and whites. The mean age of the African 
respondents was 5 years less than that of the 2008 sample. They were 
also younger than the Indians (by 4 years), and the whites (by 8 years). 
In the 2014 sample, the average age of the Africans was close to the 
average age for the sample, higher than that of the Indians by 9 years, 
and about the same as that of the white respondents. In regard to the 
work experience in their present institutions, the African respondents 

had one of the lowest figures in the 2008 sample: 59% lower than the 
average for the sample, 61% lower than the Indians and 66% lower than 
the whites. In the 2014 sample, this gap closed for the sample (28% 
lower), the Indians (17% lower) and the whites (47% lower). In academic 
age, Africans were the junior ones among all the groups in the 2008 
sample: an average of 6.8 years compared with 8.9 for Indians and 15.2 
for whites. Clearly, Africans had far less academic experience than their 
counterparts. In the 2014 sample, the African respondents had a similar 
academic age as the sample, higher than that of Indians by 3 years and 
lower than that of whites by 4 years. This means Africans had a higher 
academic age in 2014 than in 2008. 

Publication productivity and race
The productivity variables chosen for the analysis were papers written 
in the last year and work published during the previous 5 years. 
The publications included in the analysis were papers published in 
national and foreign journals, chapters in edited volumes, edited books 
and monographs. Because the focus of the study was on peer-reviewed 
academic publications, those written in English were analysed. From 
these variables a combined publication productivity was computed. 
These variables were examined across the racial categories of Africans, 
Indians, whites and Others using an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test. 

Before examining racial differences, the publication productivity of the 
samples across the two years, 2008 and 2014, were examined. These 
data are shown in Table 2. ANOVA results indicate that there were 
significant differences between 2008 and 2014 in the number of papers 
produced in the previous year of the survey, papers in foreign journals, 
papers in both foreign and national journals combined, edited books, and 
in the combined productivity. In all these variables the mean was higher 
for 2014 than for 2008. Statistically insignificant differences between 
2008 and 2014 were found in the number of papers in national journals 
and in chapters in books.

The publication productivity of the respondents across races is 
presented separately for the samples for 2008 and 2009 in Tables 3 
and 4. In the number of papers written in the previous year of the survey, 
the African respondents reported a mean value below that of the sample 
for 2008. They also wrote fewer papers in comparison to their white 
colleagues but slightly more than their Indian colleagues (Table 3). Peer-
reviewed papers were published more in foreign journals than in national 
journals. African academics published 3 papers in foreign journals, 
which was more than the number the Indian respondents published (by 
0.5 paper), fewer than the white respondents (by 4 papers) and less 
than all respondents in the sample for 2008 (by 2 papers). In the number 
of papers published in national journals, the African respondents also 
lagged behind the sample and the white respondents, while they were 
on a par with the Indian respondents. When the papers in national and 
foreign journals were combined, Africans published fewer papers than 
the sample overall for 2008 by 3 papers and than whites by 5.8 papers. 
However, they published 0.3 papers more than their Indian peers. 

The combined measure of all publication variables provides an overall 
picture of the full publication productivity of the respondents. In this 
measure for 2008, the African respondents were below the average for 
the combined sample and the white respondents (Table 3). The mean 
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Table 2:  Publication productivity in 2008 and 2014

Publication variables
2008 2014 Total ANOVA (d.f.=1)

Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. F p-value

Papers written in the last year 3.3 3.6 4.8 8.2 3.9 5.7 4.594 0.33

Papers in foreign journals 5.0 15.4 10.7 20.7 7.0 17.7 7.585 0.006

Papers in national journals 1.8 7.0 1.5 2.6 1.7 5.8 0.1226 0.635

Combined count of papers in journals 6.9 21.6 12.1 21.7 8.7 21.7 4.326 0.038

Chapters in books 0.7 2.3 0.5 1.7 0.6 2.1 1.134 0.288

Edited books 0.2 0.5 0.7 1.8 0.4 1.2 15.596 0.000

Monographs/books 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.5 2.311 0.129

Combined productivity of all publications 7.8 22.9 13.5 23.9 9.8 23.4 4.264 0.040
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figure for Africans was 4.5 against 7.8 for the sample, 10.9 for the white 
respondents, and 3.8 for the Indians. This means they produced 43% 
less than an average respondent for the year, 59% less than the white 
respondents and 16% more than the Indian respondents. 

The African respondents in the 2014 sample did well in the measures 
of productivity (Table 4). They wrote more papers than the sample as a 
whole (1.4 more), and than the Indian (1.8 more) and white (0.6 more) 
respondents. They published more papers in foreign journals than the 
sample (4.4 papers more), Indian (7.5 papers more) and white colleagues 
(3 papers more). In national journals, Africans published more than the 
sample and Indians (by 0.1 and 0.3 papers, respectively). In comparison 
with whites, the percentage was 0.1% lower for the Africans. They also 
published more chapters in edited volumes than the sample and the 
white respondents but about the same as the Indians. Finally, in the total 
publication productivity, African academics and researchers had a higher 
score than the sample mean, whites and Indians: about 83% over the 
Indians, 55% over the whites and 74% over the sample mean.

As seen in the analysis, there has been a substantial increase in the 
productivity of African and Indian respondents from 2008 to 2014. 
One reason for this increase can be attributed to the concerted efforts by 
the institutions to encourage them to develop academically, which forms 
part of the national policy to support previously disadvantaged groups. 
On the other hand, the small percentage of African respondents who 
were born in South Africa might raise questions about the intended or 
unintended consequences of the BEE (Black Economic Empowerment) 
policy of the government. 

In order to determine the significant differences between the African 
respondents and other groups in the measures of publication productivity, 
we ran an independent t-test. Significant differences in the two-tailed 
t-test were obvious in the number of papers written in the previous 
year, papers in both national and foreign journals, combined measure 
for journal publications, edited books and in the total productivity. In all 
these measures, the white respondents reported higher mean values 
than did the Africans. In 2014, there were three measures that showed 
significant mean differences between Africans and whites: papers in 
foreign journals, the combined count of papers in journals, and total 
productivity of all publications. In all these three measures, Africans had 
a higher average than whites. No statistically significant difference was 
observed between Africans and Indians for any measure. This picture, 
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however, changed in 2014: African respondents reported higher mean 
values than the other groups in four measures – papers written in the 
last year, papers published in foreign journals, combined count of journal 
papers, and combined total productivity. 

The increase in the number of publications in foreign journals by African 
respondents, and to some extent Indian respondents, could be for two 
reasons. The first is the possibility of previous exposure to foreign 
journals by being born outside South Africa, and the second is the effect 
of overseas-based education and obtaining a degree overseas.

Publication productivity and influencing variables
The total publication productivity of the African respondents in 2008 was 
significantly and positively correlated with age, having a PhD, the number 
of years spent outside the country for educational and professional 
purposes, the number of collaborated years in career, and the number 
of collaborated partners in career (Table 5). Along with this, the number 
of publications in national and foreign journals and the number of co-
published papers were significantly associated with total publication 
productivity. In 2014, the total publication productivity of Africans was 
influenced by the number of publications in foreign journals, co-published 
papers, having a PhD, and collaborated years in their career. In comparison 
to the African respondents, both Indian and white respondents showed 
similar correlations between the total publication productivity with papers 
in national and foreign journals and co-published papers. In the case of 
the white respondents for 2008, age, academic age, PhD and the time 
spent on doing research were important. These variables were not 
significant for the 2014 sample. The number of professional meetings 
attended overseas, collaborated years and collaborated partners also had 
a positive effect on the total productivity of white respondents in 2008, but 
only collaborated partners had an association in 2014. Among the Indian 
respondents in 2008, three factors – namely having a PhD, the number of 
overseas professional meetings attended and collaborated years – were 
significant along with papers in national and foreign journals and co-
published papers. In 2014, the total publication productivity of the Indian 
respondents was positively affected by papers in foreign journals, co-
published papers, the number of overseas professional meetings attended 
in the previous 5 years and collaborated partners in their career. 

Productivity is affected by rank, age, academic age, gender, marital status, 
race, highest degree, exposure to overseas education, and collaboration. 

Table 3:  Publication productivity across racial categories in 2008

Publication variables
African Indian White Other Total ANOVA (d.f.=3)

Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. F p-value

Papers written in the last year 2.6 2.4 2.3 2.1 4.1 4.3 2.3 1.6 3.3 3.6 3.941 0.009

Papers in foreign journals 3.0 5.1 2.5 5.5 7.0 20.4 3.3 5.3 5.0 15.4 1.291 0.279

Papers in national journals 0.9 1.9 0.9 2.3 2.7 9.3 0.8 1.3 1.8 7.0 1.126 0.340

Combined count of papers in journals 3.9 5.8 3.3 5.8 9.7 28.8 4.2 5.0 6.9 21.6 1.335 0.264

Chapters in books 0.5 1.3 0.3 0.7 1.0 2.9 0.7 1.2 0.7 2.3 1.109 0.346

Edited books 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.5 1.695 0.169

Monographs/books 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.7 1.2 0.1 0.4 4.699 0.003

Combined productivity of all publications 4.5 6.4 3.8 6.1 10.9 30.5 6.0 6.9 7.8 22.9 1.472 0.223

Table 4:  Publication productivity across racial categories in 2014

Publication variables
African Indian White Other Total ANOVA (d.f.=3)

Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. F p-value

Papers written in the last year 5.4 9.0 3.6 3.4 4.8 9.2 5.3 6.8 4.8 8.2 0.212 0.888

Papers in foreign journals 15.1 27.7 7.6 9.6 8.7 18.1 7.5 7.7 10.7 20.7 0.945 0.422

Papers in national journals 1.6 2.7 1.3 1.8 1.7 3.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 2.6 0.834 0.478

Combined count of papers in journals 16.7 28.2 8.9 9.5 10.3 20.2 7.5 7.7 12.1 21.7 0.947 0.421

Chapters in books 0.6 2.4 0.6 1.7 0.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.7 0.448 0.719

Edited books 0.7 2.4 0.2 0.5 1.0 1.6 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.8 0.884 0.452

Monographs/books 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.210 0.889

Combined productivity of all publications 18.2 32.5 9.9 10.5 11.7 20.4 7.8 7.5 13.5 23.9 0.883 0.452
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In order to explore the influence of these factors we ran regression of 
productivity on the selected control variables. Multicolinearity was checked 
for highly correlated variables. Three models with their standardised beta 
coefficients and significance are presented in Table 6. The first model 
on the productivity of publications in foreign journals indicates that two 
factors – race and collaborated years – are positively correlated. The model 
explains 19% of variance in the productivity of publications in foreign 
journals. In agreement with the previous findings, African respondents 
were correlated with their publication productivity in foreign journals. It is 
also evident that the number of collaborated years in a person’s career is 
positively correlated with their publications in foreign journals. The second 
and third models relating to the productivity of co-publications and total 
productivity also showed significant correlation of the same two variables 
(race and collaborated years), and explains 18% of variance. 

Discussion
The objective of this study was to analyse the relationship between the 
publication productivity and racial categories of academics and researchers 
in South African higher learning and research institutions. In particular, it 
was our intention to examine how transformation in the academic and 
research environment has occurred in South Africa. It should be noted that 
the sample was derived from only one of the provinces in South Africa and 
therefore the generalisability of the findings are limited. 

The proportion of respondents in the sample did not correspond with the 
national demographic composition, in which Africans are the majority with 
79.5% of the total population.19 This finding has been confirmed by several 
authors, including Govinder et al.20 and Habib and Morrow21. Staffing in the 
premier institutions in the country, as Soudien22 reported, remains largely 
white. Transformation in higher education is part of a broader process of 
South Africa’s political, social and economic transition.23 

There has been a positive change in the proportion of African 
respondents, particularly in higher-ranking positions, between 2008 and 
2014. By 2014, the publication productivity of African respondents had 
changed for the better and in total productivity they performed better 
than the sample as a whole and the other racial categories. In a recent 
analysis, Mouton et al.24 reported that the proportion of papers by black 
authors increased substantially from 16% in 2005 to 31% in 2016, which 
is in line with our findings. 

Conclusion
The analysis presented in this paper brings forth issues that relate to 
productivity and race in South Africa. Notable and significant changes 
in the publication productivity of scholars were evident in the two 
waves of data. Racial transformation is key for developmental goals, 
but is not occurring based on our sample. This has implications for the 

Table 5:  Correlations between publication productivity and other relevant variables, 2008 and 2014

Total publication productivity

Variables 
African Indian White

2008 2014 2008 2014 2008 2014

Papers in national journals 0.494 ** 0.213 0.379 ** 0.093 0.928 ** 0.720 **

Papers in foreign journals 0.923 ** 0.995 ** 0.884 ** 0.966 ** 0.985 ** 0.987 **

Co-published papers in journals 0.807 ** 0.982 ** 0.920 ** 0.912 ** 0.979 ** 0.981 **

Age 0.440 ** -0.098 0.193 0.315 0.235 * 0.079

Academic age 0.227 0.141 0.257 0.178 0.265 ** 0.141

Having a PhD 0.643 ** 0.339 * 0.513 ** 0.421 0.224 * 0.256

Hours spent on research -0.170 0.190 0.129 -0.119 0.213 * 0.204

Years spent overseas for higher education 0.467 * 0.084 0.222 0.536 0.108 0.053

Professional meetings attended 0.048 0.161 -0.127 0.366 0.010 -0.095

Professional meetings in country 0.185 0.244 0.182 0.339 0.074 0.007

Professional meetings overseas 0.134 0.229 0.479 ** 0.479 * 0.818 ** 0.110

Collaborated years in career 0.454 ** 0.411 * 0.491 ** 0.684 ** 0.263 ** 0.226

Collaborated partners in career 0.444 * 0.035 -0.109 0.423 0.307 ** 0.445 **

**p=<0.01, *p=<0.05

Table 6:  Regression of productivity on factors 

Control variables
Productivity in foreign journals Productivity in co-publications Total productivity 

Standardised beta p-value Standardised beta p-value Standardised beta p-value

Sector (1=academia, 0=others) 0.065 0.481 0.077 0.405 0.071 0.444

Rank (1=seniors, 0=others) 0.087 0.331 0.069 0.445 0.074 0.409

Age -0.180 0.308 -0.156 0.378 -0.132 0.457

Academic age 0.146 0.833 0.162 0.361 0.167 0.346

Gender (1=male, 0=others) 0.013 0.141 0.000 0.999 -0.010 0.910

Race (1=African, 0=others) 0.179 00.65 0.190 0.051 0.171 0.079

Marital status (1=married, 0=others) 0.132 0.155 0.122 0.191 0.099 0.288

Born in South Africa (1=yes, 0=no) 0.049 0.658 0.072 0.513 0.082 0.455

Highest degree (1=PhD, 0=others) 0.148 0.151 0.143 0.167 0.131 0.204

Degree from developed countries (1=yes, 0=no) -0.082 0.446 -0.072 0.506 -0.105 0.335

Years spent outside South Africa for higher studies 0.118 0.447 0.169 0.280 0.117 0.455

Years spent in developed countries -0.031 0.839 -0.070 0.649 -0.015 0.920

Collaborated years in the entire career 0.260 0.038 0.236 0.060 0.242 0.055

Collaborated people in the entire career 0.057 0.536 0.057 0.534 0.080 0.384

n 133 133 133

R2 0.186 0.181 0.178
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scientific personnel in the country and the efforts to address issues of 
skills shortage and capacity. The study showed that there were African 
respondents who had moved to South Africa to take up positions as 
academics and researchers. This, however, cannot be regarded as 
something that facilitates transformation. If that were the case, there 
should have been more native Africans and Indians than foreign 
nationals. We do not suggest that South Africa should be a closed 
society for foreign nationals, but it should focus more on its own people 
to achieve the ideals of transformation. One of the recommendations of 
the Soudien Committee was that there should be a GOOT (grow one’s 
own timber) programme. This is pertinent to make transformation a 
reality and meaningful for both the higher education and research system 
and for the country.   
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Biomass burning in Africa provides a prolific source of aerosols that are transported from the source 
region to distant areas, as far away as South America and Australia. Models have long predicted the 
primary outflow and transport routes. Over time, field studies have validated the basic production and 
dynamics that underlie these transport patterns. In more recent years, the advancement of spaceborne 
active remote-sensing techniques has allowed for more detailed verification of the models and, importantly, 
verification of the vertical distribution of the aerosols in the transport regions, particularly with respect to 
westerly transport over the Atlantic Ocean. The Cloud-Aerosol Transport System (CATS) lidar on the 
International Space Station has detection sensitivity that provides observations that support long-held 
theories of aerosol transport from the African subcontinent over the remote Indian Ocean and as far 
downstream as Australia. 

Significance:
• Biomass burning in Africa can have impacts as far away as Australia.

• Flow of aerosols from Africa towards Australia has long been postulated by transport models, but has 
been poorly characterised due to a lack of measurements.

• The CATS instrument on the International Space Station has detection sensitivity that captures aerosol 
transport from Africa over the Indian Ocean to Australia.

Introduction
The African continent is a prolific source of aerosols flowing out over the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. Transport of 
Saharan dust off the continent and over the equatorial and North Atlantic Ocean is well documented.1-4 It is now 
appreciated that dust from the African subcontinent, following that transport route, finds its way to the Caribbean and 
Amazon basin.5-10 Similarly, evidence of sub-Saharan aerosol and trace gas transports comprising biomass burning 
smoke, dust and industrial emissions has been documented. These transports fall into three general categories: 
(1) out over the Atlantic Ocean (originating primarily in tropical Africa north of 20ºS)11-18; (2) air mass recirculation 
from and over the southern portion of the subcontinent19-21; and (3) westerly transport out over the Indian Ocean (south 
of 20ºS)13,14,18,22-33. The transports and their emission sources mentioned above that contribute to the atmospheric 
aerosol loading over and off southern Africa exhibit a strong seasonality and tend to migrate from western tropical 
southern Africa in May to southeastern southern Africa and Mozambique in September and October.

The Southern African Fire-Atmosphere Research Initiative and Southern African Regional Science Initiative 
(SAFARI 92 and SAFARI 2000, respectively) were extensive field campaigns specifically designed to study the 
postulated aerosol and trace gas transports of combined emissions, in general, and biomass burning emissions, in 
particular, from the southern regions of the African continent.31,34 While SAFARI 2000 focused on aerosol emissions 
and transports, it did so primarily over and very near the southern African subcontinent. Easterly and westerly 
atmospheric transports from southern Africa occur over expansive areas of the remote Atlantic and Indian Oceans 
where ground-based and sea surface measurements are sparse and airborne measurements are challenging 
to obtain. Understanding, following and documenting atmospheric features such as these, requires the use of 
atmospheric models and satellite data. 

Near source regions, aerosol concentrations in outflows are dense and sufficiently optically thick to be rather easily 
detected by spaceborne passive sensors such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS).35-37 Although 
optically thick layers can be detected by MODIS or other passive sensors, over oceans, the aerosol optical depth cannot 
be accurately retrieved from MODIS for aerosol layers that have aerosol optical depths of less than 0.03.36,37

For less optically thick outflows, active remote sensors, such as the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder 
Satellite Observation (CALIPSO)38 lidar, can be used to detect aerosol layers. However, CALIPSO also requires a 
minimum density of scatterers before an aerosol layer can be detected. A challenge to both passive and active 
sensors, as noted by Edwards et al.39 is that high aerosol concentrations generally do not extend far from the 
source region. Far from the source region, aerosols are lofted and transported over the Indian Ocean.  The aerosol 
plume tends to spread, somewhat in the horizontal but more in the vertical, thereby becoming too diffuse for 
spaceborne sensors to detect. This flow is in contrast to the easterly flow out over the Atlantic, which either occurs 
within the boundary layer, particularly over Namibia during offshore transport of surface dust40, or is bounded 
between 800 hPa and 500 hPa41. 

Although transport models routinely predict aerosol plumes over Australia, measurements verifying the plume height 
and distribution are extremely limited. Some ground-based measurements from Australia have shown evidence of 
the outflow plume26,28 but spaceborne measurements that can conclusively track the outflow from the source region 
to the Australian continent have been lacking. There were initial spaceborne lidar measurements made by the Laser 
In-space Technology Experiment (LITE)42 that appear to capture a feature similar to those described in this paper 
during September 1994. As LITE was a technology demonstration onboard the Space Shuttle, those measurements 
were limited in coverage and, moreover, the 1064 nm data from LITE was never calibrated. In this paper, we present, 
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for the first time, calibrated 1064 nm observations that support long-
held (>25 years) postulated understandings of atmospheric transport 
modes from the biomass burning region of subequatorial Africa out over 
the Indian Ocean and towards Australia. 

The Cloud-Aerosol Transport System
There have been only two in-space lidar sensors that have operated over 
multiple years to capture seasonal transport patterns: CALIPSO and the 
Cloud-Aerosol Transport System (CATS) onboard the International Space 
Station (ISS). The CATS sensor is a backscatter lidar instrument with 
depolarisation measurement.43 A notable feature of CATS is the use of 
photon-counting detection, which permits high detection sensitivity. As a 
result, at least during night portions of each orbit, CATS has detection 
sensitivity (minimum detectable backscatter, at 1064 nm) as low as 
5 x 10-5 km-1 sr-1, which is more sensitive than the CALIPSO minimum 
detection sensitivity (at 532 nm) of ~8 x 10-4 km-1 sr-1.44 As noted in 
the previous section, although the LITE demonstration had detection 
sensitivity sufficient to detect diffuse aerosol layers, the limited lifetime 
(approximately 40 h total observation time) and the limited number of 
observations over the study region precludes an ability to track individual 
events as they vary with synoptic conditions. The more continuous and 
multi-year operation of CATS, coupled with the high detection sensitivity, 
can be used to demonstrate persistence of the aerosol outflow as well 
as tracking of the outflow from Africa towards Australia.

Operating from February 2015 until October 2017, CATS data contains 
observations of each of the outflow patterns identified in Garstang et al.13 
The most intriguing are observations of the westerly transport of aerosols 
out over the Indian Ocean and over Australia. The detection sensitivity of 
CATS at 1064 nm has enabled observations of the diffuse aerosol plumes 
transported off the African subcontinent over those regions, providing 
direct measurement of the transport predicted by Garstang et al.13 
Moreover, unlike other spaceborne lidar sensors, the CATS 1064 nm data 
is directly calibrated at 1064 nm44,45, thereby augmenting the available data 
record with additional wavelength information.

In addition to backscatter detection, the CATS 1064 nm channel provides 
a linear depolarisation measurement. The depolarisation measurement is 
exceptionally useful as an aid in determining cloud and aerosol type.46,47 
Relevant to African aerosol transport, where smoke and dust (and 
combinations of the two) are prevalent, the depolarisation ratio provides 
a critical determinant of aerosol type. Smoke tends to have a linear 
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depolarisation ratio of the order of 1–10%, whereas dust is in the range 
of 20–30%. Smoke combined with dust will lower the ratio somewhat, 
typically to the 10–25% range. The depolarisation measurement provides 
important substantiation that the elevated layers observed are, in fact, 
composed of smoke particles and, hence, are coming from the expected 
source region. The LITE demonstration did not have depolarisation 
measurement capability, thus making those prior measurements more 
challenging to relate to aerosol type.

CATS observations of westerly outflow
The CATS lidar onboard the ISS, with its unique precessing orbit, has 
captured multiple occurrences of westerly outflow from the African 
subcontinent towards Australia. The CATS data used herein are calibrated 
Level 1B data products, specifically 1064 nm attenuated total backscatter 
coefficients at a resolution of 350 m horizontal by 60 m vertical.44 Three 
specific examples are described below.

Case 1: 7 September 2016
Multiple ISS passes on 7 September 2016 provide a unique Eulerian 
perspective with multiple snapshots of the resultant transport plume. 
As illustrated in Figure 1, data captured on subsequent orbits show 
evolution of an aerosol plume originating off the west coast of southern 
Africa (approximate latitude 25°S) and propagating across the Indian 
Ocean to south of Australia. Analysis of 5-day back trajectories, 
shown in Figure 2a, obtained from the Hysplit model48, indicates that 
parcels observed in the 9-km altitude range to the west of Australia on 
7 September 2016 originated over the west coast of southern Africa 
(within the free troposphere) as well as from South America. Both these 
regions are large biomass burning source regions during the austral 
spring. The trajectory analysis illustrates how transport from the two 
continents merges in a transient westerly wave over southern Africa and 
exits the African subcontinent towards the southeast, south of the semi-
permanent Indian anticyclone (Figure 3). In this transport pathway, air 
parcels rise rapidly and within 2 days are separated from the surface 
layer to become a clearly defined lofted layer. This observation is 
consistent with the postulated expectations based on modelled outputs 
(e.g. Garstang et al.13, Tyson and D’Abreton20) that the westerly plumes 
exiting the subcontinent in a westerly wave tend to ascend over the 
southern Indian Ocean, facilitating rapid transport toward Australasia. 

Figure 1:  Case 1, 7 September 2016, showing an Eulerian view of plume transport. This figure visualises cross-sections of plumes on different passes during 
the same day. Time intervals of each cross-sectional segment are as noted on the image. The elevated plume is shown in light blue; the dark red/
brown colour is cloud. The fourth track from the left (7 September 17:27 UTC) is further detailed in Figure 3.
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a

b

c

Figure 2:  Back trajectory analyses from the NOAA Hysplit model for data 
shown in (a) Figure 1, 7 September 2016, (b) Figure 5, 11–18 
October 2015 and (c) Figure 6, 13–19 September 2016.

MSLP, mean sea level pressure

Figure 3:  European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 
(ECMWF) Reanalysis plots indicating the large-scale circulation 
from southern Africa to Australia for 4–7 September 2016 that 
coincides with Case 1. The dashed lines indicate the isobars at 
the surface while the solid lines give the isobars at 500 hPa. 
The shading is the geopotential height. The transient westerly 
wave, driving both the rapid atmospheric transport as well as 
the lofting mechanism, is seen clearly as it moves from the west 
of southern Africa and transitions to a location over the South 
Indian Ocean.
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Back trajectory analysis suggests the layer should be in the 9-km altitude 
range near Australia, and CATS profiles show the layer extending from 
an altitude of about 3 km up to about 11 km. This range in the vertical 
distribution is consistent with what Wenig et al.30 found in the long-range 
transport of nitrogen dioxide plumes between southern Africa and Australia. 
Such transport is also consistent with previously described transports 
of water vapour49, trace gases50 and aerosols51 off the subcontinent – 
transports that have been demonstrated to impact atmospheric chemistry 
and composition as well as possibly the biogeochemical cycling of 
precipitation and the ocean surface along the path of transport52. 

Figure 4 shows a cross-section of the elevated plume as it approaches 
the west coast of Australia. As seen in Figure 4b, the elevated layer 
is distinct and extends from 3 km up to about 11 km, but with low 
backscatter of <5 x 10-4 km-1 sr-1. Although covering a large vertical 
extent, the median optical depth of the layer west of Australia is only 
of the order of 0.03–0.05 (±0.008). The median depolarisation ratio 
(integrated through the layer) is 0.05–0.08, indicating the elevated layer 
is composed primarily of smoke. The layer does start with higher optical 
depth (mean optical depth of 0.15±0.05) over the African subcontinent, 
which is attenuated as it is transported across the Indian Ocean through 
the loss of particles by wet and dry removal processes.25

Case 2: 11–18 October 2015
In contrast to the Eulerian view of Case 1, over the 8-day period of 11–18 
October 2015, CATS captured a Lagrangian view of the evolution and 
transport of multiple plumes. Data captured during this period, displayed 
in Figure 5, show evolution of multiple dust or aerosol plumes that 
originate over southern Africa (approximate latitude 25°S) and propagate 
across the Indian Ocean to the south of Australia. Back trajectory analysis 
(Figure 2b) again indicates that 5–6 days are required for a plume to transit 
to Australia. Back trajectory analysis suggests that near the west coast of 
Australia the layer should be in the 3-km altitude range, and CATS profiles 
show the layer extending from an altitude of about 1 km up to about 8 km. 
The median optical depth of the layer west of Australia is of the order of 
0.01–0.03 (±0.09). The median depolarisation ratio (integrated through 
the layer) is 0.05–0.10, again indicating primarily smoke.

Case 3: 13–19 September 2016
Similar to Case 2, this example presents a Lagrangian view of a plume 
transiting off southern Africa towards Australia. Figure 6 shows data 
captured during the period 13–19 September 2016, highlighting the 
evolution of a plume that transits directly over Australia and then continues 
on to the south. Similar to the other two cases, back trajectory analysis 
(Figure 2c) again indicates that 5–6 days are required for the plume to 
transit to Australia. Back trajectory analysis suggests the layer should be 
in the 5–6 km altitude range, and CATS profiles show the layer extending 
from an altitude as low as 1 km up to as high as 10 km. Although covering 

a large vertical extent, the median optical depth of the layer over Australia 
is low, only of the order of 0.008–0.01 (±0.003) and again becomes 
progressively lower the farther east the plume travels. The median 
depolarisation ratio (integrated through the layer) is 0.02–0.08, once again 
indicating that the layer is composed primarily of smoke.

Supporting meteorological information
Garstang et al.13 showed that during the dry season in southern Africa 
(April through October), the dominating synoptic weather pattern is an 
anticyclonic circulation that results in horizontal recirculation at spatial 
scales as high as thousands of kilometres. Aerosols exit this anticyclonic 
flow in the southernmost part of Africa to the east into the Indian Ocean 
via westerly wave and trough disturbances. These westerly disturbances 
peak in the spring months (September–November) and in very dry 
seasons such as those observed during the SAFARI project in 1992, 
can direct as much as 90% of aerosol transport into the Indian Ocean.13 

Figure 5:  Case 2, 11–18 October 2015, demonstrating a Lagrangian view 
of plume transport, showing different passes on subsequent 
days. Time intervals of each cross-sectional segment are as 
noted on the image. The elevated plume is shown in light blue; 
the dark red/brown colour is cloud. 

Synoptic weather maps of surface pressure and wind from the 
South African Weather Service were analysed for the three cases of smoke 
transport into the Indian Ocean observed by CATS. All three of these cases 
strongly support the observations made during SAFARI 92. Low pressure 
systems propagating across the southern edge of Africa, in tandem with 
high pressure located near Madagascar, result in flow towards the south 
and east that transports smoke into the Indian Ocean across 35°E. During 
this transport, the smoke is lofted and advected toward Australia in the 

a b

Figure 4:  (a) Cross-section of the backscatter west of Australia on 7 September 2016. The profile on the right (b) is an average of backscatter through the 
layer (95-s average, as indicated by the red bracket on the figure) to show the structure and low magnitude (< 5 x 10-4 km-1 sr-1) of the backscatter. 
The red dashed line on (b) indicates the CATS minimum detection threshold while the green dashed line indicates the same for CALIPSO.
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prevailing westerlies at southern latitudes higher than 30°S. The global 
atmospheric circulation patterns were also similar between SAFARI 92 
and the CATS cases in 2015 and 2016. The National Oceanographic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Oceanic Nino Index, a rolling 
3-month average of sea surface temperatures in the eastern tropical 
Pacific, indicates relatively strong El Nino conditions existed in 2015 and 
continued into most of 2016.

Back trajectories obtained from the Hysplit model confirm that transport 
from Africa to Australia generally took from 5 to 7 days. The back 
trajectories were initialised using the centroid of the elevated plume. 
In Cases 2 and 3, the trajectories trace back to the east coast of southern 
Africa (near the southern tip of Madagascar), whereas in Case 1 the 
trajectories trace to the west coast of southern Africa.

Conclusions
Biomass burning in Africa has long been recognised as a significantly 
important source of aerosols and trace gas. Focused field studies, 
such as SAFARI 92 and SAFARI 2000, validated the primary source 
and outflow patterns for smoke and trace gases from the African 
subcontinent. The primary outflow and transport routes from Africa to 
the Atlantic Ocean and over to South America, and from Africa to the 
Indian Ocean and Australia, have long been predicted via models. 

While measurements of a number of these transports have been captured 
at least spatially and temporally, it was not until the advent of spaceborne 
active remote sensing by lidar that characterisation of these transports in 
the vertical became possible. Even with spaceborne sensors, detection 
of aerosol plumes can only be accomplished if the aerosol concentration 
is sufficient to meet minimum detection thresholds. An aerosol layer that 
is dense and easily detectable near the source region eventually spreads 
and disperses beyond the minimum detectable limit for the sensor.

Hence, discerning information on aerosol and trace gas transports has 
been heavily reliant upon modelled information which is itself suspect 
in such a data-limited part of the world as the African continent and 
remote Indian Ocean. The CATS lidar on the ISS had detection sensitivity 
sufficient to identify diffuse elevated aerosol plumes originating on the 
African subcontinent and transported towards Australia. As a result, 
CATS has provided an opportunity to test and validate long-held 
assumptions regarding the nature of aerosol and trace gas transports in 
these remote regions of the world. 
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Commercial forests are expanding globally, with great potential to absorb carbon and mitigate climate change. 
However, whereas the role of natural forests in carbon sequestration has been widely investigated, there is 
a paucity in the literature on the role of commercial forests in carbon assimilation. Hence, understanding 
the role of commercial forests in carbon storage is essential for quantifying local, regional or global carbon 
balances, which is valuable for climate change mitigation. Soil carbon is known to be the largest pool within 
any forest landscape, and is controlled by a wide range of physical and climatic factors. However, the 
relationship between soil organic carbon (SOC) and topo-climatic variables controlling its distribution within 
commercial forests is still poorly understood. Due to the limitations encountered in traditional systems of 
SOC determination, particularly at large spatial extents, geospatial techniques have recently emerged as 
a viable alternative for mapping soil properties. Therefore, this study sought to map SOC stocks variability 
within the commercial forest landscape, using landscape topo-climatic variables. A total of 81 soil samples 
was analysed for SOC concentrations and 31 topographic and climatic variables were used as predictors 
to SOC variability. To reduce multicollinearity, these variables were reduced to 11 using stepwise backward 
elimination and the maximum entropy (Maxent) algorithm was used for regression analysis to determine 
the relationship between SOC and the selected topo-climatic variables. Good accuracies were obtained 
for both training (area under the curve = 0.906) and test (area under the curve = 0.885) data sets, and 
demonstrate the effectiveness of selected topo-climatic variables and the Maxent algorithm in predicting 
SOC stocks. This study provides a framework for monitoring the status of soil carbon in commercial forest 
compartments and provides a viable approach for local, national or regional carbon accounting – valuable 
for climate change mitigation.

Significance:
• Rainfall and temperature, as well as topographic variables (such as slope, elevation and topographic 

wetness index) are effective in mapping SOC distribution. 

• The model developed is useful in predicting SOC occurrence and yielded an effective framework for 
continuous monitoring and assessment of SOC. 

• The method developed in this study is cost-effective and suggests the use of other readily available 
climatic and topographic information for the prediction of SOC under commercial forestry in South Africa 
and indeed globally. 

• Results from this study are important to achieve the national carbon accounting objective and are 
also valuable to forest managers, ecologists and relevant stakeholders in understanding the spatial 
distribution of SOC.

Introduction
Commercial forests represent a large carbon pool with the potential to reduce net greenhouse gas emissions.1The world’s 
commercial forests increased by over 105 million ha between 1990 and 2015, while natural forests decreased by 
234 million ha.2 Federici et al.3 notes that carbon held by commercial forests was comparable to that of natural forests 
(i.e. 1.08 vs. 1.44 gigatonne CO2 per year) during this period. Recent projections have also shown that commercial 
forest plantations will increase by 20 to 50% by the year 2030.4,5 Hence, commercial forests are increasingly 
becoming valuable environmental assets. Specifically, commercial forests could be used to reduce harvest pressure 
on remnant natural forests, restore degraded ecosystems, conserve natural resources and design climate change 
mitigation policies.4

Carbon in commercial forest ecosystems is stored in five different pools: above- and below-ground live tree biomass, 
dead wood, litter and soils.6 These pools are dynamic and controlled by a wide range of environmental factors such 
as climate, topography, forest type, moisture, temperature, soil type and land use.7 Within these pools, soil is the 
largest carbon reservoir and constitutes 50–80% of total carbon stocks.6 As indicated by Liu et al.8, the global soil 
organic carbon (SOC) stock has been evaluated to be about 1500 Pg carbon in the upper 100-cm soil layer, which is 
approximately double the measure of carbon in the atmosphere and thrice the amount stored in terrestrial vegetation.9 
However, whereas the above-ground biomass carbon pools have been widely investigated, the spatial variability of 
SOC within forest landscapes is still poorly understood.10 Hence, an in-depth understanding of SOC and its variability 
in relation to topographical and environmental factors is crucial in quantifying regional and global carbon balances and 
in examining the responses and feedbacks of the terrestrial ecosystem to climate change.8 Furthermore, knowledge 
of SOC variability is useful for developing suitable management strategies to improve carbon assimilation11 and to 
achieve total annual national and global carbon accounting objectives as well as Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change and Kyoto Protocol objectives.
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Environmental variables are critical to the spatial distribution of SOC within 
a forest landscape.12 Some of these environmental factors occur naturally 
while others are human-induced.13 Variables such as topography (e.g. 
elevation, slope and aspect) and climate (e.g. temperature and rainfall) 
significantly influence SOC distribution within a forest landscape.14 
Studies have also shown that climate and topography exert a strong 
influence on the amount of vegetation density within a forest landscape, 
which in turn determines SOC distribution.15,16 However, Chaplot et al.11 
and Liu et al.8 note that large-scale investigations on the connection 
between SOC distribution and the influence of multiple topo-climatic 
variables at a regional and global level are not sufficient. Explicitly 
significant relationships and models that link topo-climatic variables with 
SOC processes at large spatial extents are still very necessary.17

Traditionally, SOC has been quantified through, among others, field 
surveys and wet soil analysis.18 Although these strategies are highly 
accurate, they are difficult to conduct over large areas, expensive, time-
consuming and labour-intensive, and may lead to the generation of toxic 
waste such as chromate oxidation, which requires careful and proper 
disposal.19 Geospatial techniques, on the other hand, offer more practical 
and economical means of predicting and quantifying soil parameters at 
local, regional and even global scales.8,20 

Recently, the adoption of spatial techniques in SOC studies has attracted 
significant attention8,14,21,22, particularly because spatially continuous 
topographic metrics that affect SOC distribution (e.g. slope, aspect, 
elevation, curvatures, catchment area) can now be easily generated 
from digital elevation models (DEMs) and satellite imagery.14 Climatic 
variables such as rainfall and temperature can also be derived from 
WorldClim database (global climate layers) at a spatial resolution of 
about 1 km2.23 The use of DEMs derived from satellite missions such 
as Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and Shuttle Radar Topography 
Mission (SRTM) for terrain analysis has become particularly popular 
due to their relatively high resolutions.24 Hence, the development of 
models with SRTM and LiDAR-derived topographic metrics in concert 
with selected bioclimatic variables could benefit studies characterised 
by limited observations and can be used to produce continuous SOC 
distribution.21 Additionally, remotely sensed derived models (e.g. DEMs, 
Landsat and Sentinel sensors) are useful in determining regional and 
global land conditions, impacts and efficacy of land management and 
better at characterising forest landscapes.14 Therefore, the objective of 
this study was to explore the use of remotely sensed SRTM DEM derived 
topographic metrics and other bioclimatic variables in the prediction of 
SOC stocks under commercial forestry in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa.

Materials and methods
Study site
Commercial forest plantations in South Africa cover approximately 
1.4 million hectares, representing approximately 1.1% of the country’s 
landmass.6,25 South African commercial forest plantations are mostly 
found in the eastern part of the country, stretching from the Western 
Cape through the Eastern Cape, to the KwaZulu-Natal, Mpumalanga and 
Limpopo Provinces.6,25,26 South Africa’s commercial forest plantations 
are of great economic and environmental value. Commercial forestry 
contributes about 1.27% to South Africa’s gross domestic product, 
provides direct and indirect employment to about half a million people, 
supplies South African forest and fibre needs of approximately 17 million 
air dry tons annually, and sequestrates about 4.1 million tons of CO2 
per year.6,27 The country’s forest plantations are predominantly pine 
(49.8%), eucalyptus (42.7%) and wattle (7.1%) species.25 

This study was conducted across commercial forest plantations in KwaZulu-
Natal Province – a region located along the east coast of South Africa (Figure 
1). The Province is an important agricultural and forestry production area 
and is characterised by different forest species. The dominant commercial 
forest species in the region are Eucalyptus (hardwood) and Pinus 
(softwood) species, which cover approximately 371 034 and 115 922 
ha, respectively.25 The area experiences sub-tropical climatic conditions, 
with the main rainfall from October all through to March. The mean annual 
temperature of the study region is approximately 21.7 °C while the mean 
annual rainfall ranges from 700 mm to 1500 mm; thus conditions are 
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favourable for commercial forestry farming.20,28 The topography of the area 
is generally characterised by undulating plains and the altitude rises from 
800 m to 1400 m above mean sea level. The zone is underlain by geological 
formations including granite, arenite, basalt, tillite, shale, sandstones and 
mudstones, which result in clay to pure sandy soils.19 

Figure 1:  Commercial plantations located within KwaZulu-Natal Province, 
South Africa.

Field data collection and analysis
SOC analysis and quantification is an important part of forest resource 
management.6 The procedure of soil sample collection in the field should 
be typical of the area being sampled because the utilisation of the obtained 
results from the laboratory analysis relies on the sampling accuracy.29,30 
Commercial forest sites are categorised into broad regions of site quality 
(in reference to productivity), i.e. poor, medium and good 26, hence soil 
samples must be taken to represent each identified site quality in the field. 
In this study, field data were collected during the rainy summer season 
(January and March 2013) – a period characterised by high above-ground 
biomass productivity. A stratified random sampling method was adopted, 
in which the area was divided into three different strata (i.e. low, medium 
and high productivity) based on prior knowledge of the commercial forest 
stands. The purpose of using a stratified random sample is to get a more 
representative sample of all the regions of commercial forest site qualities. 
A Hawth’s Analysis tool in ArcGIS version 10.4.1 was used to generate 
random sample plots on a commercial forest cover map across all site 
qualities. These sample plots were allotted to the three various strata of 
homogeneous vegetation according to the stratified random sampling 
strategy and then uploaded into a handheld GPS (TRIMBLE GEO-7X) 
which was used to navigate to the field sites. Once the sample plots were 
located on the sites, soil was dug at each sample points to a depth of 
30 cm using a soil auger, which is the recommended depth in spatial SOC 
inventories.10,29,31 In total, 81 accessible soil samples were collected and 
transported to the laboratory where they were processed and analysed. 
SOC concentration was determined in the laboratory using the Walkley–
Black32 dichromate oxidation method.

Environmental variables

Topographic metrics
Previous studies have identified topographic variables as critical drivers to 
SOC distribution.14,21 According to Li et al.14, spatial topographic variables 
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are categorised into three main groups: local, non-local and combined 
topographical variables. Local topographical variables examine the 
surface geometry at a point on the land surface such as slope, elevation 
and curvatures while non-local attributes portray relative locations of 
selected points, such as relief, catchment area, openness and flow 
accumulation. Combined attributes are an integration of both the local and 
non-local topographic variables such as slope length factor, topographic 
wetness index (TWI) and stream power index.14 In this study, 29 different 
topographical variables (Table 1) that cut across the three classes (i.e. 
local, no-local and combined) were selected. These variables were derived 
from a 30-m resolution DEM created from SRTM data in SAGA GIS (2.3.2) 
and ArcGIS 10.4 software.

Table 1:  Topo-climatic variables used in predicting the occurrence of 
soil organic carbon

S/n Variable Description Unit

1
Topographic wetness index 
(TWI) 

Steady state wetness index –

2 Elevation (DEM) Ground height m

3 Slope Steepness of the ground radian

4 Aspect Slope direction radian

5 Mass balance index (MBI) Mass balance index m

6 Normalised height
Relative height and slope 
position

m

7 Standardised height
Relative height and 
slope position

m

8 Direct insolation Potential incoming insolation kw/m2

9 Diffuse insolation Solar radiation kw/m2

10 Visible sky Lightening and sky view factor kw/m2

11 Sky view factor Visibility kw/m2

12 Negative openness
Drainage features, soil 
water content

–

13 Positive openness 
Drainage features, soil 
water content

–

14 LS Factor
Slope length factor effect 
on erosion 

–

15 Catchment area Run-off velocity and volume m2

16 Catchment height Elevation above ground m

17
Terrain ruggedness index 
(TRI)

Quantifies topographic 
heterogeneity

–

18 Plan curvature Horizontal (contour) curvature degrees/m

19 Profile curvature Vertical rate of change of slope degrees/m

20 Longitudinal curvature Morphometric features degrees/m

21 Cross-sectional curvature Morphometric features degrees/m

22 Minimum curvature Lowest curvature degrees/m

23 Maximum curvature Highest curvature degrees/m

24 General curvature
Horizontal and vertical 
curvature

degrees/m

25 Valley depth Relative height m

26
Terrain surface texture 
(TST)

Terrain texture of the surface –

27
Topographic position index 
(TPI)

Location higher or lower 
than the average of the 
surroundings

–

28 Wind effect Effect of wind on the surface m/s

29 Convergence index
Shows structure of relief as a 
set of convergent (channels) 
and divergent (ridges) areas

m

30 Temperature (mean annual) Temperature °C

31 Rainfall (mean annual) Rainfall mm

Bioclimatic data
Bioclimatic data sets including rainfall and temperature are critical 
determinants of SOC.13,23 In this study, mean temperature and rainfall 

bioclimatic variables were used in concert with topographic variables 
to predict SOC occurrence. The bioclimatic variables were obtained 
from the 1-km2 30 arc-seconds spatial resolution of the WorldClim 
archives (http://www.worldclim.org/) of the global climate conditions. 
The WorldClim climatic data sets are long-term (30-year) mean annual 
measurements (containing grids including rainfall and temperature as 
well as other climatic layers summaries such as the wettest, driest, 
coldest and hottest quarters and months of the year. The derived 
temperature (Bio01) and rainfall (Bio12) bioclimatic layers used in this 
study were resampled in order to match the SRTM-derived DEM spatial 
resolution (i.e. from 1 km2 to 30 m).

Statistical analysis
To determine the relationship between SOC and the derived environmental 
variables, SOC within the commercial forest stands was predicted using the 
maximum entropy (Maxent) regression algorithm software (version 3.3.3).33 

Maximum entropy model
The maximum entropy model (Maxent) is a machine-learning algorithm 
proposed by Phillips et al.33 Maxent models the probability of species 
presence based on environmental constraints and estimates the 
likelihood distribution with the maximum entropy, i.e. the most spread 
out distribution. Typically, Maxent produces an estimate of a probability 
of occurrence that ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 being the highest and 
0 the lowest. It is a concise mathematical definition, and therefore can 
be adjusted to analyse data with efficient deterministic algorithms that are 
certain to give optimal probability distribution. Maxent performs efficiently, 
even with small sample sizes, is resistant to errors in occurrence data, and 
applies the presence-only data sets to estimate the suitability of habitat 
or the likelihood of target occurrence.34 At the point where absence data 
exist for the species, a conditional model can be used to enable presence/
absence modelling.33 Maxent uses background/pseudo-absence and 
presence points that evaluate the environmental space for model testing. 
Environmental variables (continuous and categorical) and species-
presence data are used to run the model and the influence of each variable 
can be determined from the jackknife tool in Maxent.33 

In SOC modelling, the Maxent model begins with equal distribution and 
performs a number of repetitions based on the most important predictor 
variable until no further improvements in the spatial estimation of SOC 
are made.35 The Maxent model aims to identify the maximum likelihood 
variability of SOC occurrences within the commercial forest stands in 
the study area.36 The most uniform spread of the SOC occurrences is 
consequently identified by the model and selected from among many 
possible distributions.37 

Predictor variables selection
One common limitation with regression is the issue of multicollinearity, 
which occurs when two or more predictor variables are highly correlated. 
Hence, it is often advisable to use the best and fewest number of 
predictor variables useful in building a model.38 Stepwise regression was 
adopted to solve any possible multicollinearity and to select the best and 
fewest predictive variables for the Maxent model. Stepwise regression 
identifies the statistical importance of a subset of predictors through 
forward selection, backward elimination or a combination of both.39 
In this study, the stepwise backward elimination method was conducted 
using the ‘stepAIC’ function in the ‘MASS’ package of R statistic software 
3.5.1 to select the best predictor variables which were then used for the 
Maxent final model. Backward elimination works by removing predictor 
variables (n=31) that are not significant to the model until the ideal 
number of predictor variables is obtained. The ideal number of variables 
was selected after the backward elimination process. These selected 
variables were then used to predict SOC using Maxent (version 3.3.3).

Model calibration, evaluation and validation
Settings are an integral part of building any model in order to get the 
best results. The SOC data (n=81) used in this study were partitioned 
into training (70%) and test (30%) data sets.28 The training data (n=54) 
were used in the model building while the test data (n=23) were used 
for model validation as proposed by Phillips et al.35 The default Maxent 
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settings were used to run the model. Prior to obtaining final results, visual 
inspection of the response curve and the difference between test and 
training area under the curve (AUC) values of the model were assessed 
to determine overfitting. The default regularisation was adopted as there 
was no overfitting detected. For the probabilistic model output, the 
10-percentile train occurrence logistics limit command in Maxent was 
utilised to generate a SOC variability map. This threshold makes certain 
that 90% of the occurrence data have been predicted as present and that 
the omission error does not surpass 10%.40 

Evaluation and validation are critical steps in any model building process. 
In this study, we used the random test percentage settings in Maxent, i.e. 
70% of the data set was used to train and 30% to test the performance 
of the model. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was 
used to evaluate and validate the model. The ROC curve is a method 
that describes the performance level of probabilistic and deterministic 
detection of forecast systems.36 It shows the likelihood that presence 
(sensitivity) is correctly ordered by the classifier (in our case predictors) 
as compared to the absence (specificity) of SOC. A two-dimensional 
space is used to generate the ROC curve by plotting the sensitivity as 
Y and the specificity as X. Generally, models with high accuracy have 
an AUC value close or equal to 1, whereas a value equal or less than 
0.5 shows a model that performs no better than random.33 Previous 
studies have broadly and successfully demonstrated the application of 
the ROC curve to quantitatively evaluate and validate the effectiveness of 
probability modelling.14,21,36

Results
Predictor variables selection 
Table 2 shows the results of the stepwise backward elimination 
method conducted to remove redundant and highly correlated predictor 
variables. The procedure to select the best predictor variables was done 
using the ‘stepAIC’ function in the ‘MASS’ package of the R statistic 
software (version 3.5.1). The Akaike information criterion (AIC) acts like 
an examiner of the relative quality of models for a given set of data by 
assigning a value to the model (in this case 5.61), while the stepwise 
backward elimination method eliminates predictor variables that are 
less significant at each stage of the model until the lowest AIC value 
is attained (in this case -15.85). The general rule is that the lower the 
AIC value, the better the model. As shown in the table, 11 out of the 
31 predictor variables used produced the lowest AIC value of -15.85 
after the elimination procedure. Table 2 additionally shows the AIC value 
attached to each of the eleven selected variables, indicating the degree 
to which the lowest AIC value (-15.85) will increase should any of the 
variables be removed. Hence these selected variables are regarded 
as the best subset of predictors to be used in the prediction of SOC 
variability using the Maxent algorithm.

Table 2:  Change in the Akaike information criterion (AIC) value with 
removal of each variable

S/N Selected predictor variable AIC = -15.8546

1 Longitudinal curvature -15.7907

2 Aspect -15.6924

3 Direct insolation -14.6213

4 Digital elevation model (DEM) -14.5480

5 Positive openness -13.7504

6 Catchment area -13.5806

7 Profile curvature -13.3244

8 Topographic wetness index (TWI) -10.5943

9 Rainfall (mean annual)  -7.1520

10 Slope  -5.9165

11 Temperature (mean annual)  8.6211
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Table 3:  Contribution (%) of each variable in predicting the occurrence 
of soil organic carbon

Variable Contribution (%)

Rainfall (mean annual) 30.2

Temperature (mean annual) 22.9

Slope 16.1

Digital elevation model (DEM) 11.6

Topographic wetness index (TWI) 8.9

Direct insolation 3.1

Catchment area 2.9

Positive openness 1.8

Aspect 1.1

Profile curvature 0.8

Longitudinal curvature 0.6

Maxent model 

Analysis of Maxent model omission/commission and ROC
The omission/commission and the ROC analysis is useful in examining 
the performance of the Maxent model. The omission/commission rate 
is calculated on both the training and test data sets. The general rule 
of Maxent is that a good model will produce omission rates that are in 
close proximity with the predicted omission due to the definition of the 
cumulative threshold. The predicted omission rate is demonstrated by a 
straight black line on the cumulative threshold result output of the Maxent 
model. As shown in Figure 2a, the omission on test data sets (turquoise 
line) is in close proximity with the predicted omission rate (black line) 
from the Maxent distribution, which signifies a good Maxent model for 
SOC occurrence.

Figure 2b shows the model evaluation for predicting SOC occurrence using 
the ROC of the randomly selected training and test data sets. The AUC 
ranges between 0 and 1. A good model will be closer or equal to 1 while 
a model with an AUC less than or equal to 0.5 signifies a poor model and 
was no better than random. As shown in Figure 2b, the Maxent model 
accomplished a high accuracy, giving AUC values of 0.906 and 0.885 
for training and test data sets, respectively, and thus indicating that the 
developed model performed better than a random model (p<0.005).

Predictor variables contribution
A major strength of the Maxent algorithm is that it permits the assessment 
of individual predictor variables in order of their influence in the model. 
Table 3 shows the estimated percentage contribution of each predictor 
variable to the Maxent model. The increase in regularised gain is added 
to the contribution of the corresponding variable or subtracted from it in 
order to determine the estimates in each iteration of the training algorithm. 
The higher the percentage contribution of any of the variables, the higher 
its impact in predicting the SOC occurrence. The percentage contribution 
table generated by the Maxent model shows that ‘rainfall (mean annual)’ 
with a percentage contribution of 30.2% had the highest predictive 
contribution and was the most influential in predicting SOC occurrence. 
Also, variables such as temperature (22.9%), slope (16.1%), elevation 
(11.6%), TWI (8.9%) and direct insolation (3.1%) were contributors to 
SOC occurrence and accounted for over 60% of the total SOC occurrence. 
Predictor variables such as aspect, profile and longitudinal curvature had 
little influence on the Maxent model.

Figure 3 shows the jackknife test results; the jackknife test is used to 
assess each predictor variable contribution in order of importance to the 
Maxent model. The turquoise bars indicate the overall model accuracy 
when each of the predictor variables is excluded from the model, 
while the blue bars show the individual performance and accuracy of 
predictors when used in isolation. The red bars depict the overall gain of 
the model when all the variables are used together. As shown in Figure 3, 
‘rainfall (mean annual)’ is the environmental predictor variable that has 
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the highest gain when utilised in isolation and, as a result, appears to 
have the most valuable information independent of any other variable. 
The environmental variable that most reduced the Maxent model overall 
gain when omitted was ‘temperature (mean annual)’, which as a result 
appears to have the bulk of information that is absent in other variables. 
Variables such as slope, DEM and TWI also had an impact on the Maxent 
model gain as there was a significant decrease in the final model gain 
(red bar) when they were excluded. Other variables such as aspect, 
catchment area, curvatures, direct insolation and positive openness, 
had little or no significant contribution to the final model and hence are 
regarded as unimportant in predicting SOC occurrence in this study.

Figure 3:  The jackknife of variable importance in modelling the spatial 
distribution of soil organic carbon.

Map generation of SOC distribution 
The Maxent model generated a map that shows the spatial distribution of 
SOC occurrence within the study area. Figure 4 shows the likely occurrence 
of SOC based on the field observation points using topographic metrics 
and bioclimatic data as predictor variables. Areas with darker colours 
indicate better-predicted conditions of SOC occurrence while areas with 
lighter colours indicate moderate or low predicted conditions for SOC 
occurrence. A general assessment of the resultant SOC distribution 
map shows that the possible occurrence of SOC within the study region 
is relatively high in the southern and central plantations as compared to 
plantations located at the northernmost and the far eastern regions of 
the Province.

Figure 4:  Map showing the spatial distribution of soil organic carbon 
occurrence produced by the Maxent model.

Discussion
The global expansion of commercial forestry and its potential to 
sequestrate carbon is increasingly becoming important in climate 
change mitigation.6 Hence, there is a growing interest in commercial 
forest management practices to further enhance the ability to sequestrate 
carbon because of the carbon assimilation efficiency of commercial 
forests.41 Although commercial forest soils sequestrate and store more 
carbon than other carbon pools, their role in carbon sequestration 
remains largely unexplored.6,12,41 Therefore, we sought to estimate SOC 

a

b

Figure 2:  (a) Maxent test and training data sets omission analysis, as well as the predicted region for SOC occurrence. (b) Receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) for training and test data sets using the area under the curve (AUC). 
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within commercial forestry by utilising a range of environmental variables 
that include topographic metrics and bioclimatic variables in a Maxent 
environment. Results in this study show that environmental variables 
such as topography and climate can be used to effectively model SOC 
spatial variability in a Maxent environment (AUC 0.885). The Maxent 
model’s percentage contribution and jackknife results showed that 5 of 
the 11 predictor variables contributed significantly to the accuracy of the 
Maxent model, and hence could be used to determine SOC occurrence, 
distribution and variability in commercial forestry. These variables in 
order of importance were: rainfall, temperature, slope, elevation and TWI. 

Rainfall, which contributed 30.2% to the Maxent model, was the most 
significant determinant of SOC occurrence in the study area. Forest stands 
with higher SOC occurrence are characterised by higher mean annual 
rainfall. This finding is consistent with that of Meier and Leuschner42 who 
observed a substantial reduction (25%) in the SOC pool in forests stands 
that received less than 600 mm rainfall annually compared with stands that 
received more than 900 mm rainfall annually. Other studies, such as those 
of Jobbágy and Jackson43, Bhandari and Bam7, Chen et al.2, Ramifehiarivo 
et al.13, Hewins et al.23 and Soucémarianadin et al.12, also noted that mean 
annual rainfall within a forest landscape strongly influences the amount 
of SOC. The relationship between rainfall and SOC occurrence can be 
attributed to the influences of rainfall on soil moisture and hydrological 
processes such as surface run-off and groundwater infiltration.44 
Zhou et al.45 and O’Brien et al.46 noted that soil moisture determines SOC 
accumulation as it affects the vegetation density and decomposition. 
Furthermore, rainfall influences the presence of decomposers.47 

The mean annual temperature also significantly influenced the prediction 
of SOC occurrence as it contributed 22.9% in the Maxent model. 
Forest stands characterised by warmer temperatures accelerate SOC 
mineralisation, compared with stands with lower temperatures.48 A similar 
finding was reported by Wang et al.49 who observed that soil samples 
incubated at different temperatures (15 °C and 75 °C) indicated higher 
SOC mineralisation with increasing incubation temperature. Previous 
investigations13,23 have also reported temperature to be strongly linked 
with SOC, as it can promote plant productivity, which in turn promotes 
the presence of SOC. Furthermore, the influence of temperature 
as one of the major drivers of SOC can also be attributed to its direct 
relationship with rainfall, because rainfall may influence soil moisture, 
and by extension the surface temperature, by controlling the partitioning 
between sensible and latent heat fluxes.50 In addition, the amount of rainfall 
within a forest landscape can also be influenced by temperature because 
higher temperatures signify more water vapour in the atmosphere, thus 
increasing the chances of heavy downpours.51

Slope (16.1%), elevation (11.9%) and topographic wetness index (8.9%) 
also showed influence on SOC. Areas with relatively steep slopes – 
such as the northernmost and the far eastern parts of the study area 
– had lower SOC occurrence than areas with relatively gentle slopes,
such as the southernmost and central parts of the commercial forest
areas. This finding can be attributed to higher erosion rates, which are
commonly observed in areas of steeper slope as opposed to areas with
less steep or gentle slopes. Erosion transports soil properties such as
SOC from the upland to low-lying areas.52 Previous studies by Li et al.14,
Fissore et al.21, Young et al.52 and García-Ruiz53, among others, all noted
slope as a strong determinant of SOC distribution. Elevation was also a
significant influence on SOC occurrence in commercial forestry. Low
likelihood SOC occurrence was predicted for areas with higher altitude
(>1300 m) while high probabilities were predicted for low lying areas
(<1300 m). These findings are consistent with another study54 in which it
was noted that with increasing altitude, the amount of soil and vegetation
became less abundant, which was also reflected in the amount of SOC.
The variability of SOC due to elevation can be attributed to the fact that
low-lying areas favour vegetation growth due to optimal soil development
conditions that may include erosion of nutrient-rich topsoil from higher
grounds that are deposited in low-lying areas. Additionally, most low-
lying areas are characterised by higher soil moisture content, nutrients
and deeper depth as opposed to higher grounds characterised by extreme 
environmental conditions, hindering vegetation growth due to limited soil
microorganisms.55 Furthermore, the influence of elevation on microclimate 

could also be the reason for SOC occurrence in our study as altitude 
influences temperature, wind flows and soil moisture peculiar to a region, 
which in turn impacts the amount of vegetation and by extension SOC. 

Although TWI contributed less than 10% in the Maxent model, it can 
still be regarded as an important driver of SOC occurrence due to its 
influence on the overall gains shown in the jackknife results (Figure 3). 
TWI determines soil moisture distribution along slopes14, hence areas 
with higher TWI (soil moisture) indicate higher SOC density than areas 
with low TWI. Previous studies56-58 have also reported the significance of 
TWI in SOC distribution by observing a strong correlation between TWI 
and soil organic matter. For instance, Li et al.14 identified TWI as the most 
significant topographic predictor variable in SOC variability. 

Results indicated relatively little impact of longitudinal and profile 
curvatures, catchment area, aspect, direct insolation and positive 
openness to SOC variability. This finding is in contrast to other 
investigations that demonstrated their importance to SOC formation 
and distribution.14 One possible reason for the significance of these 
environmental factors in other studies could be due to landscape 
variability in relation to our study area.21,22,39 For instance, curvatures are 
generally more sensitive to places of higher relief than relatively moderate 
landscape and have been broadly used to depict flow acceleration.14 As a 
result, curvature plays a significant role in the variability patterns of SOC 
in regions of higher landscapes.

The present study showed that the utility of Maxent based on key 
topographic and bioclimatic variables provides a useful and effective 
methodology for predicting SOC under commercial forest landscapes. 
Maxent also demonstrated the ability to show the percentage contribution 
of each predictor variable and their influence through the analysis of the 
jackknife results (Table 3; Figure 3). It also automatically generated a visually 
appealing SOC distribution map (Figure 4) and accuracy assessments 
by producing the ROC curve, which is used to determine its predictive 
performance. Regardless of the benefits of the Maxent algorithm, it has 
some limitations. Maxent’s logistic output relies on an assumption and not 
an estimation of SOC prevalence. It is also hard to compare the outputs 
of Maxent with other regression algorithms as it gives environmental 
suitability rather than predicted likelihood of SOC occurrence.

Conclusion
In this study, we investigated the impact of topographic and bioclimatic 
data on SOC distribution under commercial forestry using the Maxent 
algorithm. Results indicate that rainfall and temperature, as well as 
topographic variables such as slope, elevation and TWI, are effective 
in mapping SOC distribution. Our model was useful in predicting 
SOC occurrence and yielded an effective framework for continuous 
monitoring and assessment of SOC. The method developed in this study 
is cost-effective and suggests the use of other readily available climatic 
and topographic information for the prediction of SOC under commercial 
forestry in South Africa and indeed globally. Results from this study are 
important to achieve the national carbon accounting objective and are 
also valuable to forest managers, ecologists and relevant stakeholders 
in understanding the spatial distribution of SOC. We recommend further 
experiments be conducted using higher-resolution data sets to assess 
the performance of the Maxent algorithm in predicting SOC. 
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Fungus gnats (sciarids) are among the most important pests in undercover crop production. They cause 
direct physical damage to plant roots, transfer fungal pathogens and create entry points for soil-borne plant 
pathogens. In 2007, Bradysia impatiens, an important fungus gnat pest was found in association with major 
tree nursery beds in the Mpumalanga and KwaZulu-Natal Provinces of South Africa and was considered 
invasive. In this study, eight greenhouses were surveyed in the Western Cape Province and B. impatiens was 
found to be present in all the greenhouses. Similar to the results of the previous studies, a high haplotype 
diversity was identified for B. impatiens, which may indicate multiple strain introductions into South Africa. 
Two other fungus gnat species, Lycoriella sativae and Lycoriella ingenua – globally important sciarid pests of 
mushroom cultures – were identified as new from South Africa. Through a laboratory culture, the life cycle of 
B. impatiens was observed to be approximately 21 days at 25 °C. Females laid between 100 and 250 eggs. 
Possible introduction sources include contaminated vegetative material and growth media, thus there maybe 
need to revise the importation restrictions on these commodities. The identification of two novel species of 
sciarid pests that have only previously been identified in the Holarctic region could further emphasise this 
need. However, the recent discovery of such high sciarid diversity could also be due to only a few studies 
having been previously done on sciarid pests in South Africa. 

Significance:
• The fungus gnat species Bradysia impatiens is reported as present in several undercover crops in 

the Western Cape Province of South Africa, including cucumbers, tomatoes, chrysanthemums, 
mushrooms, blueberries and various herbs. 

• Lycoriella ingenua and Lycoriella sativae were also found to be present in mushroom gardens – the first 
report of Lycoriella from the Afro-tropical region. 

• The three fungus gnat species are some of the most important sciarid pests in undercover crop 
production worldwide. This study highlights the need for more studies on the distribution of these 
sciarids and possible invasion history.

Introduction
Dark-winged fungus gnats (Diptera: Sciaridae) are some of the major insect pests in undercover crop production 
and are found in greenhouses, nursery bed crops, house plants and mushroom farms, among others. They are 
known to cause economic losses through direct feeding on the roots, contamination of vegetative material and 
marketing problems.1,2 Their secondary effects include the transmission of fungal spores3-5, and the creation of 
entry points for soil-borne plant pathogens, which have in the past tended to be overlooked1,6,7.

Fungus gnats are a problem, primarily under conditions of excessive moisture, which commonly occur during 
propagation8, at which time cuttings and plugs are developing young root systems. The larvae use their prominent 
chewing mouth parts to feed on most plant parts, especially on young and developing plant root systems, tender 
roots and root hairs. Fungus gnat larval feeding results in significant physical damage to the roots and a decrease 
in the plant root biomass.9 Adult flies have also been reported to transfer fungal pathogens3,5 when they fly from one 
plant to another. Additionally, they cause discomfort to farm labourers,10 which may reduce worker productivity.

The symptoms presented by the affected plants include wilting, loss of vigour, reduced vegetative development, 
and loss of leaves.3 The roots generally appear to be abraded with small brown lesions.1 The effects concerned 
may result in the death of the plant, especially in cases of heavy infestation, as have been reported by Springer1 
and Mansilla and Pastoriza6, whereas the physical damage results in the weakening of the plants involved, which 
reduces their marketability.9 The combined effects of pests not only reduce the resulting yield, but also to a large 
extent increase the production costs per hectare.11

Bradysia impatiens Johannsen is one of the most prominent sciarid pests in greenhouses in the world 
and has recently been identified in South African pine tree nursery beds as an introduced species.12,13 In this 
study, B. impatiens is reported as a present pest in several other crops in the Western Cape Province. Other 
than B. impatiens, this study reports Lycoriella ingenua Dufour and Lycoriella sativae Johannsen as pests of 
mushrooms from South Africa and the Afro-tropical region for the first time. Lycoriella ingenua and L. sativae are 
the most important sciarid pests in mushrooms worldwide.14,15 An overview of the current Afro-tropical fungus 
gnats can be found in Menzel and Smith16. 

Recently, fungus gnats were reported as concerning by many greenhouse farmers in the Western Cape Province 
of South Africa. This study was then conducted to determine their diversity and biology. Fungus gnat samples 
were collected from eight targeted greenhouses. The identification and life cycle of B. impatiens and its culture on 
artificial media, under laboratory conditions, were also investigated.
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Materials and methods
Insect collection
Adult fungus gnats and larvae were collected from eight greenhouses 
located in the Western Cape Province of South Africa (Figure 1, Table 1), 
after they had been reported as concerning pests by greenhouse growers. 
The various crops grown in these greenhouses included cucumbers, 
tomatoes, different herbs, blueberries, mushrooms and chrysanthemums. 
The cucumber farm was the most heavily infested and was the principal 
target for this study. 

Infested plant parts, as well as the organic growing medium were 
randomly collected and brought to the laboratory. The mixture of plant 
parts and growing media was placed in closed plastic containers that 
were lined with moist paper towels. The containers were kept in a growth 
chamber (MRC 358, Labotec) at 25 °C, and the emerging adult fungus 
gnats were collected and used for identification. The collections from the 
plant greenhouses were made between February and May 2016 while 
the collections from the mushroom farms where made in April 2017.

Identification of the Bradysia species
Adults, and in some cases first-generation larvae, were used in the 
molecular identification of the species by means of the cytochrome 
oxidase 1 (COI) gene. DNA was separately extracted from the intact larvae 
and adults using the column-based QIAamp® DNA micro-extraction kit. 
The following Folmer primer set was used in the polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR): (LCO1490) 5’-GGTCAACAAATCATAAAGATATTGG-3’ 
and (HCO2198) 5’-TAAACTTCAGGGTGACCAAAAAATCA-3’. The primer 
sets are used to amplify a 658-bp fragment of the COI gene in a 
wide range of invertebrate taxa.17 The resulting DNA sequences were 
edited using CLC Main Workbench (ver. 7.7.3) and blasted in on the 
US National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)’s GenBank 
to determine the species identity. To determine to which clades these 
samples belonged, a neighbour joining tree was generated using 
MEGA V 6.18 Additional sequences of fungus gnats were obtained from 
GenBank and added into the analysis. These sequences included COI 
sequences of B. impatiens (MG295935.1, KR756595.1, EU450797.1, 
DQ060500.1), Bradysia nomica (KY846435.1), Bradysia aprica 
(JX418164.1), Bradysia longimentula (JN378636.1), Bradysia pallipes 
(MG295853.1), Bradysia hilaris (MG159303.1), Bradysia ocellaris 
(MG155760.1), Bradysia japponica MG157878.1 and Masakimyia 
pustulae (JQ613784.1). A distance-based phylogeny was generated 
using the neighbour-joining method.19 The test of phylogeny was 
performed using the bootstrap method and 1000 replicates. Sequence 
polymorphism was analysed using DnaSP v.6.20 The p-distance was 
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used as the substitution model with transition and transversion included. 
Specimens were further morphologically verified by Hans-Georg 
Rudzinski (Entomo-graphisches Studio, Schwanewede, Germany) and 
Kai Heller (independent researcher, Quickborn, Germany).

Bradysia impatiens rearing on artificial media
The fungus gnats that were collected from the cucumber greenhouse 
were used to establish a culture in the laboratory. The method used to 
raise the fungus gnat culture was a combination of modified protocols 
employed by Cloyd and Dickinson21 and Lee et al.22 Greenhouse media, 
which consisted of partially composted, 3-mm pine wood chips 
(sawdust), were sterilised at 40 °C overnight, and then allowed to cool to 
room temperature. Sterilising the substrates at this temperature ensured 
the death of contaminating micro- and macro-organisms, but allowed 
survival of the fungal spores. The substrate was then mixed with soy 
meal and cornmeal, in a ratio of 3:1:1, respectively. The mixture was 
used as the oviposition and growth medium throughout the experiments. 

Glass Petri dishes (100 × 20 mm) were lined with moist filter paper 
(Whatman No. 1, 90 mm), filled with moist growth media, then covered 
and left for 24–48 h in the growth chamber, to allow for fungal colonisation. 
The Petri dishes were then placed in a Perspex box, along with other Petri 
dishes containing adult fungus gnats. The new Petri dishes were kept moist, 
to attract the female fungus gnats for egg laying. After 24 h, the Petri dishes 
(now containing eggs), were removed, covered and transferred to a growth 
chamber, where they were kept at a temperature of 25 °C. The Petri dish 
covers were fitted with thin tissue paper to prevent the accumulation of 
condensed moisture on top, opened frequently for aeration, and a few drops 
of water were added daily until the onset of pupation. Food, consisting of 
cornmeal and soy meal, was sprinkled on top of the Petri dishes every 
second or third day, depending on the needs of the larvae population 
involved. As soon as the adults emerged, the original Petri dishes were 
transferred to the Perspex box, where they were left open for the adults to 
emerge, mate and fly to lay eggs in new Petri dishes. 

The cycle was maintained for more than 10 generations. A new container 
was used for each generation, to prevent contamination of the later 
generations, especially in respect to mites. However, controlling all types 
of contamination, especially mites, in the medium was difficult, as the 
adult fungus gnats were observed to carry mites on their bodies as they 
flew to new growth media. An extra effort to reduce the mite population 
was made through establishing cultures using fungus gnat larvae rinsed 
in distilled water. Even then, mites were still a constant problem in the 
growth medium. The Perspex box containing the fly cultures was kept at 
room temperature. 

Table 1: List of GPS co-ordinates at which the fungus gnats were obtained, as shown in Figure 1, the host plants and the GenBank accession numbers in 
this study

Numbered 
locality

GPS Species name Host Strain number
No. of 

sequences
GenBank accession no.

1
-33°51’21.5”S 
018°59’16.5”E

Bradysia impatiens Herbs; various other cuttings – – NA

2
-34°09’22.0”S 
019°03’21.5”E

B. impatiens
Chrysanthemum spp.; various other 
cuttings

B_imp21-30 10 MK860993–MK861002

3
-33°49’43.2”S 
018°55’03.0”E

B. impatiens Herbs – – NA

4
-33°39’55.9”S 
018°56’04.4”E

B. impatiens Cucumbers; Cucumis sativus and tomatoes B_imp31-42 12 MK861005–MK861016

5
33°48’38.6”S 
18°55’23.7”E

B. impatiens Blueberries; Cyanococcus spp. – – NA

6
33°49’41.7”S 
18°55’03.6”E

B. impatiens Blueberries; Cyanococcus spp. B_imp1-10 10 MK860972–MK860981

7
33°47’38.7”S 
18°41’28.9”E

B. impatiens
Mushrooms; Pleurotus ostreatus B_imp11-20 10 MK860982–MK860991

Mushrooms; P. ostreatus B_impAK1-2 2 MK861003–MK861004

8
33°45’38.8”S 
18°48’42.9”E

Lycoriella sativae Mushrooms; P. ostreatus L_sat1 1 MK861017

L. ingenua Mushrooms; P. ostreatus L_ing1-2 2 MK861018–19
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Life cycle of Bradysia impatiens under 
laboratory conditions
To observe the life cycle of B. impatiens, an oviposition and growth 
medium was prepared as described above; however, finer wood chips 
of about 500 microns were used. The finer wood chips were obtained 
by means of drying out the pine sawdust at 40 °C overnight, and by 
blending the dry sawdust using a commercial bar blender (stainless steel; 
HBB250SR). The resulting powder was then sieved through a 500-µm 
sieve. The smaller pine wood chips permitted easy observation and the 
counting of the eggs laid by each female fungus gnat. The smaller cell 
culture dishes (35 x 10 mm CELLSTAR®) that were used for the purpose 
were lined with 3-cm moist filter papers (Whatman®). Freshly emerged 
(neonate) adult fungus gnats (1 female and 2 males) were aspirated into 
the growth media, where they could mate and oviposit. After the death 
of the females, the eggs were counted using a light microscope, and 
oviposition behaviour was observed. It was important to count the eggs 
immediately, because fungi colonisation in the media – resulting from the 
dead adults – would make it difficult to observe the egg-laying patterns or 
to count the eggs later. The Petri dishes were then fitted with fine tissue 
paper on the Petri dish cover, and transferred to the growth chamber to 
allow for the emergence and growth of the fungus gnat larvae. Individuals 
from each growth stage – eggs, different larval instars, pupae and adults 
– were randomly removed from the medium and imaged using a Zeiss 
Stereo Discovery.V8 microscope fitted with an Axiocam ERc 5s (n=20). 
The ZEISS Labscope App for iPad was then used to measure the length 
and width of each selected individual.

Results 
Insect collection
All insects collected were from greenhouses in the Western Cape 
Province, South Africa (Figure 1, Table 1). The different host crops 
include chrysanthemums, herbs, cucumbers, tomatoes, blueberries 
and mushrooms. 

Figure 1:  Localities from which fungus gnats have been reported in 
South Africa. Localities in the Western Cape Province are from 
the current study while localities in Mpumalanga and KwaZulu-
Natal Provinces are from Hurley et al.12

Identification of Bradysia and Lycoriella species
Figure 2 shows the morphology of the three identified species. 
The specimens were identified morphologically using the male genitalia 
and the length of the antennae. Male B. impatiens are characterised by a 
comb-like row of bristles on the fore tibia and the antennal segments are 
more compact. Lycoriella ingenua is easily recognised by the conspicuous 
bristles on the basal lobe of male genitalia, while Lycoriella sativae is 
characterised by a fuscous, darker hypopygium and longer antennae.

For molecular identification, the resulting DNA sequences were blasted on 
GenBank which resulted in a 100% match with B. impatiens, L. sativae 
and L. ingenua. These sequences were submitted in the NCBI GenBank 
database (Table 1). The results from the neighbour-joining tree showed 

that the B. impatiens grouped together with other Bradysia species. 
It seems that there are variations in the sequences as observed in the 
neighbour-joining tree, which shows sub-groups within the B. impatiens 
clade, although unsupported by bootstrap support values. Analysis of 
sequence polymorphism revealed eight polymorphic sites (Table 2). 

Table 2:  Polymorphic sites identified in seven haplotypes of cytochrome 
oxidase 1 gene (primer set: LCO1490 and HCO2198) of Bradysia 
impatiens. Shaded regions show haplotypes that were collapsed 
into Hap2 when a 350-bp (portion amplified by primers CI-J-
1751 and CI-N-2191) sequence alignment was used.

Haplotype
Site

6 63 68 85 453 515 610 616

Hap1 C A A C C T A T

Hap2 – – – – – – G C

Hap3 – – – T – – G C

Hap4 – – – – – C G C

Hap5 – G – T – – G C

Hap6 T – G – T – G C

Hap7 T – G – – – G C

Based on these polymorphisms, these sequences were grouped into 
seven haplotypes: Hap1 (B_imp1-10), Hap2 (B_imp11-23), Hap3 
(B_imp24-25), Hap4 (B_imp36), Hap5 (B_imp37), Hap6 (B_imp38-
44) and Hap7 (B_imp45). The haplotype (gene) diversity was 0.788 
and the nucleotide diversity was 0.00325. Sequences homologous 
to L. sativae and L. ingenua grouped together, but separately from the 
Bradysia species (Figure 3). Haplotype analysis using a portion of 
sequence (350 bp) amplified by the primers CI-J-1751 and CI-N-2191 
used in a previous study by Hurley et al.23 to analyse a population of B. 
difformis, revealed four haplotypes including Hap1 (B_imp1-10), Hap2 
(B_imp11-35,37,45), Hap3 (B_imp36) and Hap4 (B_imp38-44). In this 
data set, the haplotype diversity was 0.579 while the nucleotide diversity 
was 0.00258. 

a

c

e

b

d

f

Figure 2: (a) Male and (b) male genitalia of Lycoriella ingenua. (c) Male 
and (d) male genitalia of Lycoriella sativae. (e) Male and (f) male 
genitalia of Bradysia impatiens.
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Figure 3:  Neighbour-joining tree showing grouping of identified Bradysia 
impatiens, Lycoriella ingenua and L. sativae sampled and 
analysed in this study (Table 1). The node denoted as a blue 
triangle represents all the Bradysia impatiens sequences. Other 
Bradysia species and Masakimyia pustulae were included in 
the neighbour-joining tree for comparative purposes and to 
provide structure. Only bootstrap values over 50% are shown.

Rearing of Bradysia impatiens on artificial media
The culture medium used served as an ideal oviposition and growth 
medium for the fungus gnats. Up to 10 generations of fungus gnats were 
maintained on the same constitution of the culturing medium, without 
any changes being noticed in the behaviour of the fungus gnat colony. 
A diagram of the observed life cycle is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4:  Observed life cycle of Bradysia impatiens at 25 °C.

Life cycle of Bradysia impatiens under 
laboratory conditions

The adults
Newly emerged adults had a pale neonate body with wings that barely 
covered the abdomen. The wings attained full length in under 30 min after 
emergence. The emerged adults were very active. Within a few hours 
after emergence, the adults had a dark-brown or dark body colour and 
dark wings. Mating occurred within the first few hours after emergence. 
The body size of the adults was 2–3 mm, with a wingspan of about 
7 mm. Males were slightly smaller than females. The males hovered on 
top of the medium, with a bent abdomen, as they waited to mate with 
the emerging females. After mating, the females lived for approximately 
2–4 days, after which they laid eggs and died, either immediately after 
or during the process of egg laying. They lowered their abdomens into 
crevices to lay their eggs on top of the culturing medium, or just below 
the moist wooden chips. If the medium particles were small enough, as 
was the case with the 500-µm wood chips, the females lowered their 
abdomens into the medium, thus completely covering the eggs.

Eggs
Egg laying was variable among females, which tended to lay eggs either in 
groups of variable numbers or singly, while moving on top of the medium, 
or at once, either in clusters or in chains, as shown in Figure 5a. The eggs 
were oval, with a shiny, semi-transparent light-yellowish colour, as soon 
as they were laid, but changed to colourless towards hatching. Before 
hatching, the larvae, with their prominent black heads, could be seen 
actively moving around and eating through the eggshell (Figure 5b). The 
eggs seemed to turn more yellow only under moisture stress. The eggs 
measured about 0.25 × 0.15 mm. The number of eggs laid by the females 
was variable and ranged between 100 and 250 (n=20). 

a b

Figure 5:  (a) Egg-laying pattern in the form of a chain – observed for 
the first time in Bradysia impatiens. (b) First instar larva of 
B. impatiens ready to emerge from the egg.

First instar larvae
After eating through the eggshell, the first instar became active almost 
immediately. Their body was transparent, while their head was shiny, 
black and chitinised. The food and its colour could be seen through the 
semi-transparent abdomen. The larvae quickly moved to the bottom of 
the medium, becoming active feeders. They were capable of surviving 
completely submerged in water, but showed a high level of susceptibility 
to moisture stress. The first instar larvae measured about 1.2–2.5 mm 
in length and 0.2–0.3 mm in width (n=20). The first instar stage lasted 
2 days, after which the larvae hatched into second instar larvae.

Second instar larvae
The second instar larvae were not behaviourally different from the first 
instars, but differed in size: they measured about 2.6–4.5 mm in length, 
and 0.3–0.45 mm in width. The second instar larval stage lasted about 
2 days, after which they hatched into third instar larvae.

Third instar larvae
The third instar larvae were more easily visible to the naked eye than 
were the earlier larval instars, and they could be seen eating through 
the medium. Raw food substances could also be seen inside their 
abdomen, thus the larvae sometimes took on the colour of the food. 
They measured about 4.6–6.5 mm in length, and about 0.46–0.65 mm 
in diameter (n=20).

Fourth instar larvae
The fourth instars were thicker than the previous instars, and contained 
almost no raw food substances, as they prepared to pupate. Thus, they 
appeared whiter than the previously described instars. They measured 
about 6.5–7.2 mm in length and ranged from 0.65 to 0.75 mm in 
diameter (n = 20). The fourth instar larvae migrated to the topmost layer 
of the medium, with their body continuously shortening, and thereafter 
pupated. This stage lasted approximately 2 days. As the larvae moved, 
they left behind a characteristically slimy, shiny translucent gel. All the 
larvae were sensitive to light, and tended to hide under the medium when 
they were suddenly exposed to the microscope light.

Pupa
The pupae measured about 2–3 mm in length, and 0.6–0.8 mm in 
diameter (n=20). The pupae cocooned within the top layers of the 
medium, and on approximately the third day, the adult fungus gnats 
emerged. The pupae were yellowish-brown in colour, but they turned 
dark towards emergence as adults. 
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Discussion
A recent study by Lee et al.22 clarified that a few fungus gnat species, 
belonging to the subfamily Megalosphyinae (genus Phytosciara sensu 
lato, and part of the genus Bradysia sensu lato), have more frequently 
had their larvae associated with living plants than has any other Sciaridae 
group. The larvae of these fungus gnat species are capable of mining into 
the roots, stems and leaves of living plants. Some sciarid species are 
important pests of certain crops that are of global agricultural importance, 
especially crops under cover. Bradysia impatiens24, which is a major crop 
pest, has a global distribution. The species has previously been identified 
in South Africa in association with major forestry nurseries12,13 where the 
effects of these species still tend to go unnoticed and unreported by many 
farmers. Only a few studies have been undertaken thus far for the purpose 
of identification, and this study is the first on the biology of the species in 
South Africa. Further studies are needed on the pest status and possible 
management strategies of the species. 

During the course of this study, B. impatiens was identified as present and 
in concerning numbers on cucumber plants in a commercial greenhouse 
farm in the Western Cape Province of South Africa. Bradysia impatiens 
was also identified as present in the rest of the sampled greenhouses in 
which tomatoes, mushrooms, blueberries, herbs and chrysanthemums 
were grown. Even though fungus gnats have previously been identified 
in South Africa in forestry nursery beds12,13, the current study presents 
the first report of fungus gnats on a crop other than pine nursery 
beds. This study also reports L. sativae and L. ingenua as present on 
mushrooms, for the first time from South Africa. Lycoriella sativae is a 
well-known mushroom pest which has to date been identified to be well 
distributed in the Holarctic region and reported to have been distributed 
by humans to Central America and the sub-Antarctic islands.24 Although 
L. ingenua has been determined to be a more important pest species in 
mushrooms, L. sativae is known to be an agrarian species and the most 
abundant species of Sciaridae on fields.15,24

The biology of B. impatiens is known to differ according to different 
environmental conditions. The duration of the life cycle of sciarids has 
been regarded as distinctive by a variety of researchers. Such duration 
has been attributed mainly to the variable environmental temperatures, 
with shorter life cycles at relatively high environmental temperatures.6,25-27 
The optimum temperature for their growth has been determined to be 
30 °C.2 In the current study, the duration of the life cycle of a laboratory 
culture of B. impatiens was found to be 2–3 weeks at 25 °C. On observing 
the egg-laying habits of the species, apart from their commonly observed 
habits, a new phenomenon was detected, that is, females were observed 
to lay their eggs in the form of a chain.

Different larval stage feeds have been described for the rearing of 
Bradysia spp. in the laboratory. Some of such feeds include the use of 
the fungal culture of Pleurotus astreatus Kumm 1871 grown on potato 
dextrose agar28; a mixture of moist coconut coir dust, commercial rabbit 
food and brewer’s yeast; peat8; potato agar6; bacto-agar; and brewer’s 
yeast29. In all the combinations mentioned, fungi make up a basic element 
in the feed for fungus gnats. Upon death, the adult flies were observed 
to act as a primary source of fungi in the media as they deteriorated. 
This observation suggests that, even without a fungal culture, one could 
easily rely on the adult fungus gnats for the introduction of fungi into the 
new medium. The culture medium that was used in the current study, 
consisting of a 3:1:1 mixture of pine sawdust, soy meal and cornmeal, 
gave satisfactory results for more than 10 generations. Because some 
fungus gnat species have been shown to prefer laying eggs on cut 
planes, rather than on whole stems,22 the use of pine sawdust (blended) 
provided an ideal medium for egg laying. 

During culturing, moisture was an important aspect in the growth of 
B. impatiens, especially in the case of the larval instars, with the first 
instars in the current study being observed to be the most susceptible 
to moisture stress. Consequently, water was added to the mixture more 
regularly during the larval stages. Aeration of the medium is equally 
important, with fungus gnats having been observed to not survive under 
anaerobic conditions. In the present experiment, the Petri dish cover 
was fitted with tissue paper to prevent the accumulation of condensed 

moisture on the upper lid, which otherwise was observed to be capable 
of creating anaerobic conditions if the condensed water created a water 
film on the edges of the Petri dish cover.

The fungus gnat species responsible for damage on a commercial 
cucumber farm was identified as B. impatiens. Under laboratory 
conditions, the life cycle of the species concerned was determined to be 
2–3 weeks at 25 °C. This report is also the first of fungus gnats laying 
eggs in the form of a chain, as well as the first report of B. impatiens 
being a pest on any other crops than tree nursery beds in South Africa. 
The number of eggs laid by each single female, and their short life 
cycle, show that large numbers of fungus gnats can easily build up in a 
greenhouse if control measures are not taken. 

Bradysia impatiens has been reported to be an introduced species to 
South Africa. A study by Hurley et al.23 suggested that multiple strains of 
the species had been introduced into the country. Our results corroborate 
the results of this study where high haplotype diversity and comparable 
nucleotide diversity in the sequences analysed was observed. Multiple 
strain introductions could possibly have been caused by the human 
importation of contaminated material such as substrates and ornamental 
plants, among others. These findings emphasise the need for more 
stringent restrictions on the importation of vegetative material, and for 
constant monitoring of such crop pests. 

From the results of the current study, as well as on the basis of the 
findings of previous studies, B. impatiens can be concluded to be a well-
established pest of protected crops in South Africa. However, the current 
study only targeted specific greenhouses to survey fungus gnats. Such a 
limitation implies that more surveys are required to establish the existence 
of the species in other regions of South Africa, and the extent to which 
the species is a problem to South African growers. The question remains 
if these are truly introduced species or if they are South African species 
that have only been identified recently. If they are introduced species, it 
would be paramount to look into the invasion biology of these species in 
South Africa, as B. impatiens is already known to have a wide distribution 
in South Africa, since its first report in 2007. There is also a need to look 
into the management practices for fungus gnats as they are polyphagous 
and economic pests in undercover production. More important still, 
is the need for studies regarding the sustainable management of the 
pests concerned, because they attack crops to which the application of 
chemicals is relatively inappropriate. Current efforts for South Africa have 
included a review on the potential for biological control of fungus gnats 
using entomopathogenic nematodes as well as laboratory and field trials 
to test for the potential of South African entomopathogenic nematodes to 
control fungus gnats.30,31
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The Cape south coast of South Africa contains a wealth of Pleistocene vertebrate trace fossil sites in aeolianites 
and cemented foreshore deposits. Published studies have described mammal and avian tracksites identified 
along this coastline. We report here on a number of Pleistocene palaeosurfaces within the Garden Route 
National Park that exhibit tracks of large reptiles, including probable swim traces. The tracks were probably 
made by more than one species, and may include a crocodylian. There are no extant reptiles in this coastal 
region capable of making such tracks and traces, which probably represent an indication of a previously 
more extensive range for the Nile crocodile and a monitor lizard. These findings demonstrate the potential for 
ichnology to complement the traditional body fossil record. Two Middle Stone Age stone artifacts were found 
embedded in one palaeosurface containing multiple reptile trackways. These discoveries have implications 
for the understanding of Pleistocene palaeoenvironment and palaeoclimate – in an area which is important in 
the study of modern human origins. 

Significance:
• Large reptile Pleistocene fossil tracksites have recently been discovered on the Cape south coast of 

South Africa where there are no previous such records, and no reptiles of this size are currently found 
in the region.

• These sites include the first reported probable reptile swim traces in Africa and one tracksite also 
contained two Middle Stone Age artifacts.

• These discoveries have implications for Pleistocene environments and climate on the Cape south coast.

Introduction
Fossil tracks and trackways are common in Middle and Late Pleistocene coastal aeolianites and cemented foreshore 
deposits along the Cape south coast of South Africa.1-7 These Pleistocene rocks have been the focus of a 350-km 
ground survey by a team led by C.W.H. between 2007 and 2019, from Arniston in the west to Robberg in the east. 
The resulting corpus of publications has dealt with mammal tracks and avian tracks. The only mention of reptile 
tracks was by Roberts et al.1 who indicated that tracks of testudinae had been found in aeolianites east of Still Bay. 
However, no details were provided, and the site has not been re-located. Likewise, the fossil, archaeological and 
historical records have largely remained silent with regard to large terrestrial reptiles along this coastline, other 
than occasional reports of sea turtles, whereas there have been numerous reports on the mammalian fauna from 
archaeological sites, carnivore dens and scavenger dens.8-10 

In 2018 our team identified palaeosurfaces containing tracks and trackways of large reptiles, and what we interpret 
as swim traces, in a coastal section of the Garden Route National Park (Figure 1). One of these surfaces also 
contained Middle Stone Age (MSA) lithics. The purpose of this article is to describe the tracks and track forms 
of these reptiles, consider plausible trackmakers, describe the lithics, and consider the palaeoenvironmental 
implications of these discoveries.

a

b

Figure 1: (a) Map of a portion of the Cape south coast showing sites mentioned in the text. (b) Enlarged area showing 
the Wilderness Embayment. The section of the Garden Route National Park containing reptile tracksites 
extends from Wilderness in the west to west of Platbank in the east. 
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Geological context
Pleistocene dunes and beaches occur as aeolianites and cemented 
foreshore deposits along the Cape south coast.11-14 Aeolianite facies 
form the Waenhuiskrans Formation15, and foreshore facies form part of 
the Klein Brak Formation, which Malan16 interpreted as representing a 
succession of shallow marine, beach and estuarine or lagoonal deposits. 
These two formations form major elements of the Bredasdorp Group.15,16 
One of Malan’s16 stratotypes for the Klein Brak Formation is exposed at 
the Swartvlei estuary, situated east of the sites we describe.

The tracksites described lie within the Wilderness Embayment, the 
stratigraphic record of which has been described.11,17,18 Bateman et al.11 
applied optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating to sites in this area: 
samples obtained from close to the tracksites we report on yielded a range 
of dates, the oldest being 148 ka ± 10 ka and the youngest being 92 ka 
± 5 ka. Stratigraphy along this coastline consists mostly of composite 
Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 6 and MIS 5 deposits, draped by a Holocene 
unconsolidated unit of dunes.11 Around 91 ka, sea levels were as much 
as 45 m lower than at present, and the coastline in this area may have 
been as much as 60 km seaward of today’s coast.19 Around 126 ka, sea 
levels were 6.6–8 m higher than present levels on the Cape south coast.20 
Exposure of the continental shelf during sea-level lowstands created an 
environment characterised by lakes, lagoons, rivers and estuaries.21 

Although palaeo-dunes generally dominate the Cape south coast 
compared to more rarely preserved beach deposits12, Carr et al.20 
mapped out evidence of the MIS 5e highstand at Cape Agulhas, the Great 
Brak River mouth and Swartvlei Estuary. Further work was conducted 
at the Great Brak River mouth by Cawthra et al.13, who described a 
regressive succession of shoreface, foreshore and aeolian deposits.

Methods
Once the tracks were identified in 2018, a search was conducted in the 
surrounding area for similar palaeosurfaces. Global Positioning Survey 
readings were recorded for all sites using a handheld device. Locality 
data were reposited with the African Centre for Coastal Palaeoscience 
and Garden Route National Park, to be made available to bona fide 
researchers upon request. 

Measurements of tracks and traces included length, width, depth, pace 
length and stride length.22 Results were recorded in centimetres. Expert 
trackers were invited to comment on tracks and potential trackmakers, 
through photographs and site visits. Tracings were made of selected 
tracks. Photographs were taken for photogrammetric analysis.23 Three-
dimensional models were generated with Agisoft MetaShape Professional 
(v. 1.0.4) using an Olympus TG-5 camera (focal length 4.5 mm; resolution 
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4000 x 3000; pixel size 1.56 x 1.56 um). The final images were rendered 
using CloudCompare (v.2.10-beta). 

As no in-situ tracksites were evident, in order to estimate the original 
angle of the track-bearing surfaces, we considered the orientation of 
rhizoliths in underlying layers, the position and size of displacement 
rims, and the degree of track asymmetry. While the sites could be visited 
during most tidal conditions, low tide proved optimal. Tracksites were 
examined at different times of day, to allow sunlight to optimally illuminate 
the surfaces. Standard field techniques were applied in understanding 
tracksite context. Dip and strike measurements were taken on primary 
beds, bed thicknesses were measured, and textures were described.

A site visit was undertaken to evaluate the stone artifacts. Preliminary 
observations and descriptions were made. As the artifacts were 
embedded in the palaeosurface, not all their aspects could be examined. 

Results
None of the tracksites we describe were in situ; all occur on loose blocks 
and slabs of varying size. We were not able to conclusively identify the 
levels of origin of these rocks, but field correlation suggested that they 
may be located close to their original locations, near the foot of the 
coastal cliffs at or near the level of planar-bedded deposits that have the 
same primary sedimentary structures, approximately 10 m above the 
modern beach (Figure 2). As the cliffs were unstable and safe access 
was not feasible, this could not be confirmed.

In total, 14 track-bearing blocks and slabs were identified on the eastern 
and western margins of a headland. The westernmost and easternmost 
track-bearing surfaces were ~330 m apart. Some tracksites were on 
small slabs, containing just a single track. More information could be 
gleaned from larger surfaces, which typically contained multiple tracks.

A range of track sizes was apparent, with the largest tracks measuring 
~22 cm in length and the smallest ~10 cm in length. All tracks were 
on natural mould surfaces, with the tracks forming impressions in the 
surface (concave epirelief). In some cases we concluded that the original 
surface had been close to horizontal, while in other cases it appeared to 
have been at an angle of up to 30°. Here we first present results from four 
larger surfaces, which we named Surfaces A, B, C and D.

Regardless of locality, all tracksites were preserved in comparable 
stratigraphy and lithology. Fine- to medium-grained, well-sorted sand that 
exhibited planar beds up to 20 cm in thickness, alternated with trough-
cross bedding, dominated this geological unit. The vertical orientation 
of fallen blocks could be determined by the presence of the tracks. 
The surface stratum consisted of a thin (less than 2 cm) layer of silt and 
fine sand. This veneer of finer-grained material was apparently laterally 

a b

Figure 2: (a) Photograph of a trackway area, showing weathered aeolianite and fresh exposures where blocks have slumped onto the adjacent beach. 
(b) Marked and annotated section indicating a probable source area for the slumped blocks including the trackways. Aeolianite is illustrated in yellow, 
and planar, tabular beds interpreted to be remnants of a back-barrier lagoon are shown in orange. The tracksites are within the green area, beside two 
people who provide an indication of scale. 
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persistent as it was observed in association with tracks on both margins 
of the headland. The track-bearing layer inevitably occurred above and in 
contact with a heavily bioturbated layer up to 2 m in thickness. Rhizoliths 
occurred within these bioturbated sediments.

Surface A
The westernmost surface, which was inclined and east facing, measured 
230 cm x 120 cm, on a loose rock 1.7 m in thickness (Figure 3a). Faint 
tracks could be discerned over much of the surface. Four large tracks 
were evident at the southern end (Figure 3b). Direction of motion was up 
the present slope of the surface. The two tracks on the left represented 
left-sided tracks, the two tracks on the right represented right-sided 
tracks, and the resulting trackway exhibited a wide straddle of 32 cm. 
The right upper (distal) track was orientated as much as 70° leftward 
compared to the other tracks. Substantial displacement rims were 
present posterolateral to the left proximal track and the right distal track. 

The right proximal (lower) track was registered by the right forefoot. 
It was a partial track (being intersected by the bottom edge of the rock), 
and only showed the anterior ends of digital impressions. 

The left proximal (lower) track was registered by the left hindfoot, and was 
characterised by a substantial displacement rim posterolaterally. Excluding 
the displacement rim but including the claw impressions, it was 22 cm 
long and 16 cm wide. Digit impressions were clearly evident; the longest 
was over 2.5 cm. Distance from the anterior edge of digits to the anterior 
end of the two claw impressions that were evident was 4 cm. 

The left distal (upper) track was registered by the left forefoot, and 
was ~18–19 cm long and 16 cm wide. It exhibited at least five digit 
impressions. Digits II, III and IV were each ~7 cm long. Claw impressions 
were evident. The right distal (upper) track was made by the right hindfoot. 
It was less well preserved, but three deep digit depressions were evident, 
behind which were wide grooves, ending in a posterolateral displacement 
rim. Length could not be determined with precision; width was 16 cm.

The distance between hindfoot and forefoot (seen in the left tracks) was 
substantially less than the distance between forefoot and hindfoot (seen 
in the right tracks). 

a b

Figure 3: (a) Surface A. (b) Arrows indicate four large reptile tracks on 
Surface A; scale bars = 10 cm. 

Surface B
Surface B lay 20 m east of Surface A, and was steeply inclined and west-
facing. It measured 300 cm x 300 cm (Figure 4a). This surface presented 
a complex tracksite containing multiple reptile tracks and trackways, avian 
tracks, invertebrate burrow traces, and two stone artifacts. 

The orientation of rhizoliths in the underlying bioturbated sediments 
suggested that the original surface had lain at an angle of ~30° (Figure 4b). 
This supposition was supported by the asymmetrical nature of tracks that 
crossed the surface, with upslope margins being steeper than downslope 
margins. Three trackways crossed the surface transversely, and isolated 
tracks were orientated in an upslope direction. Some of these formed 
composite tracks. A zone of parting lineation of flute casts covered the 
upper right portion of the surface. This veneer obscured some areas in 
which extensions of trackways might have been registered.

Despite the cornucopia of tracks, trackway interpretation was challenging: 
one of the trackways appeared partially covered by the above-mentioned 
sediment veneer, two trackways appeared to exhibit tracks heading in both 
directions (resulting in composite tracks), track size and pace lengths were 
not consistent, and some tracks were poorly defined. Nonetheless, some 
individual tracks displayed well-preserved features. 

a

c d

e f

b

Figure 4: (a) Surface B; scale bars = 25 cm and 10 cm. (b) Arrows 
indicate Surface B in profile; bioturbated sediments and rhizoliths 
are evident. (c) Photogrammetry colour mesh of track on 
Surface B, showing parallel forward-pointing digits and possible 
erosional features following track registration. The three-
dimensional model was generated with Agisoft MetaShape 
Professional (v. 1.0.4) using 27 images. Photos were taken an 
average 0.30 m from the surface. The reprojection error is 0.276 
pix. Vertical and horizontal scales are in metres. (d) Arrows 
indicate deep digit impressions in large composite track on 
Surface B; scale bar = 10 cm. (e) Arrow indicates grooves in 
line with track in transverse trackway on Surface B; scale bar 
= 10 cm. (f) Arrows indicate claw marks ahead of small reptile 
track; scale bar = 10 cm.

One of the smaller depressions heading upslope was well preserved and 
showed what may have been four relatively parallel forward-pointing 
digits (Figure 4c). The posterior end tapered into a long, curved groove. 

Deep digit impressions, similar to those seen on Surface A, and with 
a longer digit length (8 cm), were seen in one of the tracks heading 
upslope (Figure 4d). These were present at the distal end of a large, 
deep, composite impression. There were tantalising hints of parts of 
very large tracks at the bottom edge of the surface. 

One of the tracks in the middle transverse trackway exhibited well-preserved 
narrow grooves that may represent claw scrape marks (Figure 4e). This 
trackway exhibited marked track asymmetry, with steep upslope margins 
and gentler downslope margins. The wide straddle typical of reptile tracks 
was not evident, and a reptile origin could therefore not be concluded. 

In the upper transverse trackway, beside tracks heading in both 
directions, was a well-preserved smaller track, 17 cm long and 7 cm 
wide, with three small depressions (consistent with claw impressions) 
ahead of three of the digits (Figure 4f). The distance between the anterior 
ends of the digits and the anterior ends of the claw impressions ranged 
from 3 cm to 4 cm. In the upper right section, heading upslope, was a 
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small trackway containing three tracks, with four digits in an anisodactyl 
pattern consistent with an avian trackmaker, with tracks 3.0 cm long and 
3.2 cm wide, and pace length of 13–14 cm. 

The two stone artifacts (Figure 5) were embedded in the upper end of 
the surface, right of centre. They occurred beside the zone of parallel 
parting plane lineations. 

a b

Figure 5: (a) Arrows indicate two stone artifacts on Surface B; scale 
bars = 10 cm. (b) Close-up of artifact on Surface B; scale 
bars in cm and mm.

The artifact (flake) to the left in Figure 5a (and Figure 5b), appeared to 
be composed of silcrete or quartzite; if it was the former, then its reddish 
hue suggested that it may have been heat treated. It measured 5.5 cm x 
3.5 cm. The ventral surface and left edge (as viewed in Figure 5a) were 
embedded in the matrix. The right edge appeared to have some retouch. 
The butt of the striking platform, the proximal end on which the detachment 
blow or pressure had been applied, appeared to have broken off, possibly 
as potential preparation for hafting. The remaining medial edge of this flake 
was cracked; this cracking may have been due to internal flaws of the 
material or from heating of the silcrete. Negative scars were visible on the 
dorsal surface.

The artifact (flake) to the right in Figure 5a was of milky quartz material 
with a distal end embedded in the matrix. It appeared that the dorsal 
surface was exposed. It measured 5.0 cm x 3.0 cm. 

The flakes were probably struck off prepared cores, although the milky 
quartz flake may be considered a small core. There were no chips or 
debitage on the surface to suggest that the flakes had been produced 
at the site.

Early in 2020, a substantial landslide buried Surface B. A nearby (non-
reptile) tracksite was also buried in this event.

Surface C
The easternmost large surface, west-facing, measured 220 cm in height 
and 200 cm in maximum width. Rhizoliths were evident, most prominently 
in the bottom right portion. Much of the middle section exhibited scour 
marks and flute casts caused by water flow (from left to right) over a sand 
surface. At the top end were three deep, large impressions: a single upper 
impression, and two impressions in a lower row (Figure 6a). 

a b

Figure 6: (a) Detail of a portion of Surface C, showing three deep depressions 
and curvilinear grooves, suggesting swim traces; scale bar = 10 cm. 
(b) Photogrammetry colour mesh: reptile swim traces on Surface C, using 62 
images. Photos were taken an average 0.23 m from the surface. The reprojection 
error is 0.492 pix. Vertical and horizontal scales are in metres.

The two impressions in the lower row exhibited a characteristic, deep, 
curvilinear outline, 18 cm long, with convexity towards the bottom of 
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the surface. To the left of each impression (as viewed in Figure 6a) were 
narrower curvilinear groove features, approximately 1 cm in diameter, 
~2–3 cm apart, and 20–35 cm long (Figure 6b). These grooves extended 
through two of the larger depressions. If direction of movement was 
from right to left and the bottom row represented left tracks and the top 
impression was a right track, then these curvilinear grooves occurred 
anterior to the track impressions, and had a symmetrical appearance with 
outward convexity.

Surface D
Surface D lay 2 m to the west of Surface C. It was gently north-facing, 
measuring 215 cm x 60 cm (Figure 7a). 

a

cb

Figure 7: (a) Surface D; scale bar = 10 cm. (b) Detail on Surface D 
of reptile track and curvilinear grooves; scale bar = 10 cm. 
(c) Photogrammetry colour mesh: reptile tracks and swim 
traces on Surface D, using 42 images. Photos were taken an 
average 0.25 m from the surface. The reprojection error is 
0.521 pix. Vertical and horizontal scales are in metres.

Surface D contained linear or curvilinear grooves, some of which 
were associated with digit impressions or larger, deeper impressions 
(Figure 7b, 7c). 

The groove features were orientated in an approximately unimodal 
fashion, and were ~10 cm long. On a smaller surface beside Surface 
D were whitish cylindrical raised features (maximum dimensions 
1.5 cm x 0.5 cm). Although rhizoliths and root casts occurred on nearby 
surfaces, and the shape of these features was not inconsistent with 
rhizoliths, macroscopically they appeared to contain osseous fragments. 
We therefore considered them more likely to be coprolites. They will be 
subjected to further analysis and will be reported on elsewhere.

Other sites
The remaining 10 sites confirmed that such tracks were a common local 
feature (Figure 8a–d); the majority of exposures of the distinctive track-
bearing layer harboured reptile tracks. A small surface exposure situated 
between Surface A and Surface B contained a partial track with well-
defined digit impressions (Figure 8a, 8b). We noted small reptile tracks 
(tortoise and perhaps terrapin) on two nearby surfaces with similar 
lithology. These will be described elsewhere.

Discussion
Track interpretation and trackmaker identification
The general crispness of the margins of the tracks is not consistent with 
a non-cohesive substrate such as soft, dry sand, and the depth of the 
tracks is not consistent with a very firm substrate. 
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a
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Figure 8: (a) Partial reptile track between Surface A and Surface B; scale 
bar = 10 cm. (b) Photogrammetry colour mesh: partial reptile 
track in (a), using 42 images. Photos were taken an average 
0.33 m from the surface. The reprojection error is 0.398 pix. 
Vertical and horizontal scales are in metres. (c) Reptile track with 
large displacement rim; scale bar = 10 cm. (d) Probable large 
reptile track; scale bar = 10 cm.

The tracks appear to have been made on soft, wet substrates or 
underwater, in some cases on sloping surfaces, as suggested by the 
orientation of rhizoliths in underlying sediments. These factors may 
result in distortion of tracks, or sub-optimal preservation, compared with 
tracks made on firmer, drier surfaces. Suction effects may occur when 
a trackmaker’s foot is removed from such a substrate, causing further 
distortion. This may explain the challenges we experienced in trackmaker 
identification despite the presence of many tracks. We interpreted the 
tracks of Surface A (Figure 3) as having been registered on a wet surface; 
the nature of the well-defined tracks, without evidence of swim traces, 
is not consistent with a deeper aqueous environment. This interpretation 
was buttressed by the presence of substantial displacement rims. 
The wide straddle, along with the distance between hindfoot and forefoot 
being less than that between forefoot and hindfoot, are consistent with 
the usual trackway pattern of a large reptile.22,24,25 The more leftward 
orientation of the right upper (distal) track suggested a substantial swivel 
to the left. This interpretation was supported by the possible surfeit 
of digit impressions in the left upper (distal) track, which probably 
represented removal of the left forefoot from the surface, followed by its 
re-placement on the surface with a more leftward bearing. Furthermore, 
we interpreted the posterolateral displacement rims as being consistent 
with forward propulsion and a swivel to the left.

Surface B (Figure 4) represented an inclined surface; with evidence of 
having been wet or submerged when the tracks were registered. While 
we did not find conclusive evidence of tail drag impressions, we note 
that such impressions are less likely to be evident when tracks are 
registered on submerged surfaces. The zone of parting lineation of flute 
casts was consistent with water flow from the upper section towards 
the lower section. The sandstone veneer containing these flute casts, 
which obscured some portions of trackways, was thus younger than the 
track-bearing layer.

We interpreted the tracks on Surface C (Figure 6) as probably having 
been made on a submerged surface, based in part on the presence of 
the scour marks and flute casts that indicated the presence of water 
flow. The presence of possible swim traces supported this interpretation. 
We also interpreted the tracks on Surface D (Figure 7) as having been 
registered on a submerged surface; in this case the appearance of the 
curvilinear groove features, connecting with digit impressions or deeper 
impressions, suggested a relatively shallow aqueous environment.

We have considered extant southern African reptiles that arguably 
could have created such tracks and trackways. These include (1) the 
Nile crocodile (Crocodylus niloticus), which belongs to the family 
Crocodylidae, and is the only extant crocodylian (order Crocodylia) in 
southern Africa,26 and (2) the two largest extant lizards in southern Africa, 
the water (Nile) monitor (Varanus niloticus) and rock monitor (Varanus 
albigularis), which belong to the order Squamata, family Varanidae. 

During sea-level regressions in the terminal portion of the Middle 
Pleistocene and the Late Pleistocene, the vast Palaeo-Agulhas Plain 
was exposed along the Cape south coast.27 It was characterised by 
extensive floodplains and wetlands,19,28 and a distinctive megafauna 
of which a number of species are extinct. These wetlands may have 
provided habitat for large reptiles, although the warm conditions typically 
associated with large reptiles26 may not have been present. In assessing 
the track evidence, we also need to consider the possibility, albeit 
remote, that tracks may have been registered by an extinct, hitherto 
undescribed reptile. 

The height of the possible source horizon is above present sea level; based 
on this height, as well as the chronology of the coastal cliff sequences,11 
we posit an age of MIS 5e. Wetland environments, lagoons and back-
barrier systems are well preserved in the highstand record as well as on 
the continental shelf, with their facies commonly identified in Pleistocene 
coastal cliffs.1,11,13,20 Our field evidence suggests that these trackways 
were mostly made in a sub-aqueous environment – interpreted to have 
been a back-barrier lagoon or interdune lake. The silt-rich stratum in 
which the tracks are preserved suggests depositional quiescence which, 
in coastal environments, is representative of a low-energy system such 
as a lagoon or interdune lake.29 

The track and trackway morphology (digit shape, digit size, claw 
impressions, number of digits, wide straddle) provide evidence of large 
reptile trackmakers.22,24,25 The challenge is to determine whether these 
trackmakers can be identified to family or genus level, and whether or not 
more than one trackmaker species may have created the tracks. We do 
not believe that differences in track morphology between the two Varanus 
species are substantial enough to allow us to distinguish between them 
if they occur on these palaeosurfaces.24,25 However, V. albigularis would 
be a less likely trackmaker in an aquatic environment. The differences 
between the tracks of C. niloticus and V. niloticus are more substantial, 
including shape and orientation of the digits and distance between the 
anterior end of the toe impressions and the claw impressions (typically 
greater in Varanus).24,25 

Using a formula devised by Thomson30 for estimating the length of 
C. niloticus based on the size of the hindfoot, and applying this to 
Surface A, a value of 257 cm was obtained. We are not aware of a 
similar formula for estimating length of Varanus species. We do not use 
track size as a sole criterion, because post-depositional factors could 
conceivably affect track size, because reptile growth is incremental over 
an animal’s life span, because V. niloticus can reach large sizes, and 
because the reported size of extant reptiles may not be the same as 
the size attained in the Pleistocene: Klein31 reported that mammalian 
carnivore size varied significantly during the Pleistocene, being larger 
during glacial phases, and Tyrberg32 reported that at a global level Late 
Pleistocene bird species were often larger than their extant descendants. 
The same phenomenon might apply to reptiles. Nonetheless, 257 cm is 
greater than the 220 cm upper limit of the V. niloticus size range reported 
by Keates33. The digit impressions of the large partial track on Surface 
B are longer than those measured at Surface A. While this may seem 
to suggest an even larger trackmaker, differences in substrate can also 
account for such variations. V. albigularis is smaller than V. niloticus, and 
is even less likely to have attained such a large size. The expert trackers 
whom we consulted concluded that the large tracks evident on Surface 
A were consistent with those of C. niloticus. Based on track dimensions, 
digit shapes, and claw impressions, we conclude that the large tracks 
on Surface A are consistent with those of the extant C. niloticus or a 
similar large reptile.

We are not aware of previous reports of fossil reptile swim traces from 
Africa, although hippopotamus swim traces have been reported.34 We are 
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not aware of reports of fossil non-crocodylian reptile swim traces. However, 
crocodylian swim traces feature in the global ichnological record.35,36 
There is a range of swim trace morphologies, depending on depth of water 
(and the size and leg length of the swimmer), with tracks made in shallow 
water at one end of this spectrum (virtually indistinguishable from dry-
land tracks), and faint, slightly curvilinear impressions made in deep water 
at the other end. Traces made in relatively deep water are described as 
‘raking traces’, forming parallel or sub-parallel scratch marks.37 Clearly a 
reptile that is exclusively swimming, and not touching the bottom, leaves 
no traces whatsoever. Examination of swim traces of extant C. niloticus 
and V. niloticus would be useful to further document the nature of this 
spectrum. The flippers of large adult turtles tend to strike the substrate 
more laterally, and would therefore leave impressions unlike those seen in 
Figure 6; hence such species can probably be excluded. We interpret the 
features at Surface C and Surface D as including probable reptile swim 
traces, while acknowledging that some of the features on Surface C could 
conceivably be tail drag impressions. Some of the features on Surface C 
appear consistent with ‘raking traces’, and therefore appear to have been 
made in a deeper aqueous environment than those on Surface D, where 
shorter groove features are contiguous with well-defined digit impressions. 

Despite the many smaller tracks and probable swim traces we observed, 
determining trackmaker identity with confidence proved challenging. 
Two exceptions were apparent. The partial track shown in Figure 8a and 
8b resembles that of a juvenile C. niloticus. The track shown in Figure 4f 
exhibits a substantial, consistent distance between the anterior ends of 
the digits and the claw impressions, which led us to conclude that the 
trackmaker may have been a lizard species similar to the two extant 
Varanus species. 

The fossil and archaeological record
Pickford38 described crocodile remains from Early and Middle Miocene 
deposits in Namibia. Hendey39 described what is possibly the earliest 
known occurrence of C. niloticus from Middle Miocene deposits at 
Arrisdrift, on the Namibian side of the Orange River. Feely40 provided a 
review of known southern occurrences of C. niloticus, and its current, 
historical and prehistorical southern range limits. He noted a skull specimen 
of an unknown saurian found by A.G. Bain in the Eastern Cape at a place 
Bain called ‘Crocodile Hill’. However, the site and geological context are 
unknown. A large, partially fossilised skull of C. niloticus, of uncertain age, 
was recovered near the Swartkops estuary east of Port Elizabeth.40

Closer to our study area are two further possible records.40 One is a 
report of a crocodile tooth found in a shelter at Lottering River (just within 
the Eastern Cape Province), presumed to have been transported there by 
a Later Stone Age inhabitant. The second is a report of a crocodile skull 
from Matjes River, east of Plettenberg Bay, also presumed to have been 
transported by a Later Stone Age inhabitant. The archaeological context 
is unknown in both cases.

There is an absence of reports of large reptiles from archaeological sites 
or contemporary faunal accumulations on the Cape south coast; Richard 
Klein (2019, written communication, February 15) indicates that in his 
extensive inventory of the region there are no coastal records of crocodiles 
or monitor lizards. Literature on Pleistocene reptiles from the Cape south 
coast from archaeological sites relates to small reptiles (tortoises).41,42 

Historical records, folklore and current range limits
West of the tracksites we describe, the Kaaimans River flows into the 
Indian Ocean. Leggatt43 has researched the history of this name, which 
could signify ‘cayman’. He notes that explorers’ accounts from the 18th 
century use the name with varying spelling, that Le Vaillant in 1782 
associated it with crocodiles, and that Lichtenstein in 1803 thought 
it referred to the water monitor.43 However, these associations were 
presented without evidence. Leggatt43 provides an alternative derivation, 
from a Khoisan belief in a giant watersnake, ‘Keiman’, that inhabited river 
pools. Feely40 reaches a similar conclusion, while also noting that the 
name might derive from a smaller lizard.

There are no known historical records of large reptiles from the Cape 
south coast, nor from adjoining areas. This absence of evidence includes 

accounts of the coastal regions of the Western Cape and Eastern Cape 
by survivors of Portuguese shipwrecks between Plettenberg Bay and 
Pondoland in the 16th and 17th centuries.40

Due to its ectothermic biology, C. niloticus, like most other crocodylians, 
is limited to tropical and subtropical areas with daily maximum ambient 
temperatures of 25–35 °C.44 The southward cooling of habitats forms 
the most significant determinant of its range limits. All recorded localities 
for this species towards the southern limits of its range are at or near 
coastal estuaries or wetlands. The closest C. niloticus population to the 
tracksites described here is at the Dwesa-Cwebe Nature Reserve in the 
Eastern Cape Province.40,45 Six juvenile C. niloticus were introduced from 
Zululand to this area in 1977,45 and two successful breeding events have 
been documented (Venter J 2014, written communication).

Less information is available on the historical or current distribution of 
V. niloticus, although similar considerations can be assumed regarding 
the southward cooling of temperature. Lubke and De Moor46 report that it 
extends southwest as far as Kouga River, Eastern Cape. Keates33 reports 
the southern range limit at Seekoei River, Eastern Cape. Both localities 
are more than 200 km east of the tracksites we describe.

Lithics associated with fossil tracks
Although observations of the artifacts on Surface B are necessarily 
preliminary (Figure 5), their characteristics suggest that they date from 
the MSA.47-50 We are not aware of prior reports of lithics embedded in 
Pleistocene palaeosurfaces from the Cape south coast, and certainly 
none that occur in association with fossil tracks. Roberts et al.1 reported 
‘six non-diagnostic stone artefacts’ from a palaeosol between aeolianite 
layers east of Still Bay. Graham Avery (2019, written communication, 
February 10) reports occurrences of artifacts in association with 
aeolianite outcrops from False Bay (at the Holocene / Late Pleistocene 
erosional surface in the Olympic Sand Mine). From the West Coast, Cruz-
Uribe et al.51 reported Late Acheulean artifacts in palaeosols between 
calcareous deposits dating to as much as 160 ka at Duinefontain, and 
Avery et al.52 reported artifacts and shell middens in an eroded overhang 
dated to MIS 5 at Ysterfontein. To the east, Kevin Cole (2019, written 
communication, February 5) reports blades and scrapers embedded in 
an aeolianite surface, near the Nahoon Point hominin tracks, and Graham 
Avery (2019, written communication, February 10) reports having found 
a MSA convergent flake in this same area. Pargeter et al.53 described 
lithics in Middle Pleistocene dune surfaces from the Pondoland coast. 
The significance of such occurrences may be greater if they are found 
on the same surfaces as fossil tracks.

We found no evidence to suggest that any tracks on Surface B were 
of hominin origin, and the lithics were embedded in the layer of 
sediment that appeared to have washed over the track-bearing surface. 
Nonetheless, a spatial and temporal association in this environment 
between humans and large reptiles can be inferred, or at least mutual 
use of habitat, something which has not previously been documented. 
The MSA date for the lithics is consistent with the range of OSL dates 
obtained from nearby deposits.

The loss of this site to further study as a result of a landslide is regrettable. 
However, this is consistent with the ephemeral nature of many tracksites 
on the Cape south coast. It underlines the importance of early detection 
and documentation of newly exposed tracksites.

Palaeoenvironmental considerations
For C. niloticus embryos to hatch successfully, incubation (i.e. sand) 
temperatures must be sufficiently warm (28–35 °C) for egg incubation.54 
Measurement of sand temperatures close to the sites we describe would 
establish whether or not egg incubation is currently theoretically possible 
on the Cape south coast. We suspect that it is not, and that the reptile 
tracks were registered during a warmer period during the Pleistocene 
during or close to the time of a sea highstand that allowed reptile species 
to occupy an extended range. Chronological context11 suggests an age 
of MIS 5e (the Last Interglacial). As sea levels during MIS 5e in this area 
were up to 6–8 m higher than at present, a warmer climate capable of 
supporting large reptiles on the Cape south coast can be inferred.20 
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Conclusions
The sites we describe represent the first evidence of large reptiles (such 
as C. niloticus and V. niloticus) on the Cape south coast of South Africa, 
and probably the first recorded reptile swim traces in Africa. They join 
the substantial record of avian and mammal Pleistocene tracksites along 
this coastline, and complement the extensive record of body fossils. 
Their importance includes palaeoenvironmental implications, as they 
were probably registered during a sea highstand characterised by warm 
temperatures – consistent with the ectothermic biological requirements 
of large reptiles such as C. niloticus and probably V. niloticus. 
The finding of two MSA artifacts on one of the track-bearing surfaces 
represents a previously undocumented association of Pleistocene 
hominin populations with large reptiles. Further studies could include 
recovery and more detailed analysis of the artifacts, measurement of 
sand temperatures close to the tracksites, and documentation of the 
swim traces of extant large African reptiles.
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Pickering et al. (Nature 2018;565:226–229) utilised calcium carbonate flowstone deposits (i.e. speleothems) 
from eight Pliocene and Pleistocene South African Cradle of Humankind cave sites to propose that biases 
were created within the fossil record due to absent clastic sedimentation phases during wet periods, when 
caves were closed and only speleothems accumulated. Such a scenario has significant implications for our 
understanding of variability in hominin mobility, resource exploitation, functional repertoires and interactions 
with competitors in changing environmental and ecological contexts. We find considerable issues with the 
article. First, Pickering et al.’s contribution omits crucial fossil evidence from various stratigraphic units of the 
Sterkfontein Caves that indicates conditions were not always arid when the caves were open and sediments 
were deposited. Second, Pickering et al.’s proposal that clastic and speleothemic deposits (including 
faunal and floral material) form mutually exclusively is an overly simplified, binary depositional (and in this 
case environmental) framework that demonstrates an inherent bias in the sampling of cave deposits for 
dating. This creates the impression that either speleothems or clastic sediments are deposited and does not 
take into account the full spectrum of sedimentary complexity in karst caves. Third, closure of the caves 
across the Cradle of Humankind landscape during wet periods is not substantiated geomorphologically or 
speleologically; identification of the responsible process is critical to the proposed infilling scenario. 

Significance:
• We propose that Pickering et al.’s interpretation of the environmental context of the South African 

early hominin record is problematic in that it omits crucial faunal and floral fossil evidence associating 
hominins with non-arid climates, is geomorphologically unsupported, and perpetuates biases against 
temporally and climatically representative clastic sediments due to challenges related to their dating.

Pickering et al. (2018)1 utilise calcium carbonate flowstone deposits from eight Pliocene and Pleistocene South African 
Cradle of Humankind (also referred to as ‘the Cradle’) cave sites to propose that biases are created within the fossil 
record due to absent clastic sedimentation phases during wet periods. They propose a close correlation between cave 
closure, flowstone growth and ‘phases of increased effective precipitation’, suggesting that clastic sedimentation 
and calcium carbonate precipitation are mutually exclusive processes, with clastic deposits (including faunal and 
floral material) forming only during arid periods. This scenario has significant implications for our understanding of 
variability in hominin mobility, resource exploitation, functional repertoires and interactions with predators in changing 
environmental and ecological contexts. We find this proposition to be problematic as a result of oversimplification. 
Reducing environmental conditions to a ‘binary’ framework of such extreme end-member states of wet or dry does 
not realistically reflect the majority of time represented by intermediate, moderately variable climatic conditions during 
which deposits also accumulate. Reducing sediment accumulation to one end of the climatic spectrum limits the 
validity of nuanced interpretations of hominin ecological relationships represented by the diverse fossil assemblages 
interred in the extensive clastic deposits. Specifically, we find the following issues with the article:

1. Published evidence clearly associating hominins in part with wet ecological conditions, was not considered 
seriously enough in the article. For example, the authors omit crucial fossil evidence from the Sterkfontein 
Caves of liana vines that indicate the presence of ancient dense woodland or forest at ~2.5 million years ago.2 
The authors also omit important faunal data, notably the presence of fossil colobine monkeys, Alcelaphini 
bovids such as Damaliscus sp. and Megalotragus sp. (which are dependent on savanna grassland), and other 
broken-open country antelopes like Tragelaphus sp. and Antidorcas from various Sterkfontein stratigraphic 
levels.3-6 These reflect at least some degree of savanna woodland, which, in turn, contradicts inferences of 
dry conditions. Similarly, micromammal samples from Sterkfontein7 demonstrate a mosaic environment (that 
importantly include moist, woodland settings as suggested by the presence of Elephantulus fuscus fossils), 
and represent interglacial (comparatively warm and wet) conditions which prevailed during sedimentation 
and fossil accumulation. Further, stable carbon isotope data derived from tooth enamel of a range of taxa, 
including hominins8-10, relate to diets that reflect consumption of a significant amount of C3 vegetation, 
indicating, in turn, that conditions were certainly not always arid at times when the caves were open and 
sediments were being deposited. 

2. Generally, dates for clastic sediment deposits are ascertained through the application of U-Pb or palaeomagnetic 
dating of interstratifying (or assumed to be interstratifying) flowstones.11 The clastic sediments (collectively 
known as breccias) themselves are not often suitable for dating using the comparatively broadly applied 
palaeomagnetic seriation and U-Pb methods.12-14 Consequently, often only speleothems are sampled, creating 
the impression that speleothem or clastic sediments are mutually exclusively deposited. Clastic sediments 
deposited nearby at the same time will largely remain undated and therefore overlooked. 

3. Pickering et al.’s proposal of Cradle-wide cave closure during wet environmental conditions is problematic 
from both karst geological and geomorphological perspectives. In many contemporary situations around 
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the world, flowstones form in open caves that are also actively 
accumulating sediments, for example: Aven d’Orgnac, France; 
Dadong Cave, southern China; Xkeken Cenote, Mexico; Kotilola 
Cave, Papua New Guinea; Cave of the Owls, Peru; Son Doong 
Cave, Vietnam; and Mbannza-Ngungu Caves, Democratic Republic 
of the Congo. Moreover, there is convincing evidence that coeval 
or penecontemporaneous clastic and speleothem formation 
occurred in ancient12,15,16 and archaeological17,18 deposits. 
Pickering et al. do not explain the geomorphological mechanisms 
that bind cave closing processes to wet periods. However, this 
physical process is important to identify and apply across the 
whole Cradle of Humankind karstic landscape, especially given 
the identified implications for landscape-wide cave closure during 
specific environmental conditions. The diversity of geological 
and geomorphological contexts across the Cradle of Humankind 
landscape19 makes application of a uniform Cradle-scale cave 
closure process challenging and in this case unsupported. While 
speleothem deposition seems to have a strong relationship with 
climate, more specifically with water and CO2 availability20, the 
opening and closing of a cave system seems to be primarily 
determined by erosional cycles (and tectonic changes), and is 
therefore potentially strongly influenced at the local scale and only 
indirectly influenced by climate. While little literature exists on the 
mechanisms of cave entrance opening and closure in palaeokarst, 
authors describe vadose zone openings as enlarging during wetter 
periods due to increased recharge flow rates.21,22 These processes 
result in a complex succession of sedimentation processes23 and 
sedimentary deposition and speleothem deposition should not be 
considered mutually exclusive phenomena. 

In summation, faunal and floral evidence clearly indicate that hominin fossils 
are not necessarily always associated with arid climates and that fauna and 
flora accumulate in open caves through a broad range of environmental 
conditions. Pickering et al.’s methodology for sampling cave deposits 
for dating, which focuses on the application of U-Pb or palaeomagnetic 
techniques to interstratifying (or assumed to be interstratifying) flowstones, 
produces ages (and by proxy cave sedimentation conditions) only for 
speleothems. The proposed correlation of speleothem formation with 
cave closure creates a convenient but largely unsupported deterministic 
interpretation of palaeoenvironmental conditions that necessarily excludes 
the significant clastic deposit record. Their resulting interpretation of the 
environmental context of the South African hominin record consequently 
perpetuates biases against temporally and climatically representative 
clastic sediments. Ideally, palaeoenvironmental reconstructions should 
be developed that integrate clastic and speleothemic evidence in coherent 
sequences prior to isolating and excluding evidence.
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